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USF Soccer star criticizes_
Times, article, Page 5-B_._
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SG

representatives
impeach Hightower
will go to the SG Legisla- es be used for the honararium
ture."
but that "this avenue was also
Hightower vetoed the. legis: closed" . by the USF adminisAn unprecedented vote impeaching Bob Hightower, USF lature's vote, Davis noted. tration.
. Student Government (SG) Davis, who arranged the
"IF IT wasn't a question of
president, came at last week's speech through the Radical state funds," Hightower said,
SG Legislature meeting.
Action Coalition (RAC), said '. 'there would_ have ·been no
The vote, 20 to 8, came he hadn't been informed ·of problem. Froines would have
after SG Senators Bill Davis the veto before this arrange- been paid. State fW1ds were
and George Zink introduced a ment The RAC paid Froines involved, . however, and deresolution calling for the im- from its own treasury.
spite the fact that I talked to
Davis · also noted that the Joe Howell about every week
peachment because of Hightower's "malfeasance in of- Legislature overrode the veto regarding the payment, he
fice " and failure to "execute by a required two-thirds ma- wouldn't grant his signature
all effective student legisla- jority, but that Hightower; in and I know he still won't
a "flagrant violation of our grant it."
tion."
j
SG constitution," still failed to
Sandra Crosby, commuter
DAVIS NOTED that . the take sufficient action con- representative, s a i d "Bob
Legislature had previously cerning the funds.
Hightower / was elected · to
voted to fW1d an honorarium
HIGHTOWER said, "I n carry. out the wishes of all the
for a speech delivered by every instance that I tried to students at USF and if this
John Froines at USF last get Dr. Cecil Mackey, USF means going to the Board of
April. Previous honorariums, president, and Dr. Joe How- Regents he should do this."
Davis said, had been funded ell, vice-president for Student
Hightower said he didn't
through the SG executive Affairs to consent to pay the think the Board of Regents
board, but when he asked money from SG funds, I was was aware of the SG's in-·
Hightower for such funds, he refused. These people have a volvement in the funding, but
had replied that "during my higher authority over these "I vetoed the payment beadministration, more power funds than I do and this high- cause I didn't think it was aper authority, of the state of propriate, after looking at our
Florida, denied my requests budget. We've got $28,000 this
year and I doubt that we'll
in every instance.
"Dr. Mackey controls the get out of spending at least
purse strings here. ~ he says $30,000. I didn't think the USF
there is no money for John administration would approve
Froines, there is no money for our request. "
John Froines, and it doesn't
JEFF SMITH, SG vice presmatter who is the SG presi- ident, noted that John Allen,
USF president emiritus, and
dent," Hightower said.
Davis said he'd been told it Herbert Wunderlich, former
was possible "although by USF vice president for StuFor the first time in its his- somewhat dubious means" for dent Affairs, had approved
tory, USF 's St. Petersburg Hightower to obtain the funds honarariums "after the fact,"
campus will elect its own stu- from SG. Hightower said he'd · perhaps setting a precedent.
dent leaders.
suggested . that travel expensPhilip Blank, commuter
Elections for four student
body offices will run Oct 11
through Oct. 14. The extel)'ded
period is to· give all students
_an;ll)Je ~hanf e ~o vot~l .
l student body 'president, ·
vice president, secretary · and
treasurer will be elected.
They will ,be solely responsible to the St. Petersburg cam~
pus electorate and ,vill maintain offices separate from the
main campus in Tampa .
Action at last week's Stu- in operation, but "the best
Candidates are:
dent Government (SG) legis- way . to economize on food
-For president, Charles
lature meeting included filling prices is to have that serBohac, Tom Green and Lou
SG
vacancies, an impeach- vice's workers provide more
Kubler. ·
ment, food and ' housing, visi- efficient service. " He also ad-For vice president, Tom tation rights, and Vietnam as vocated more efficient space
Ford, Earl Roney, and Colette a 1972 presidential campaign utilization in USF buildings,
Trump. ·
issue.
but said that opppnents of vis-For treasurer, Cynthia
itation living on the fourth
Vacancy-filling approvals, as
Carlberg, Ron Eggar, Leslie
floor of Beta Hall were less
McDade and Melissa Proto- commuter representative, in- crowded than students living
cluded Philip Blank - a formastro.
in other onacampus residence
-For secretary, Judy Wil- mer SG Service Award recipi- areas.
ent, Geotge Clevenger, Gary
hite.
"Instead of crowding three
Finnley
USF Afrobe
enAll candidates must
people into many residence
American
Society
president,
rolled for at least nine quarter
hall rooms," Hightower said,
hours on the St. Petersburg John Koch ' - former Miami- "why not have the university
Dade Junior College Student
Campus.
Body
vice president, .and Ken- merely say there are · no
All students taking nine or
vac;ancies when there are
more quarter hours on the St. neth Sechen.
none. I think the university is
Petersburg campus are eligiSENATORS
APPROVED providing something good
ble to vote. Polling place is were P _a u 1 Giovanetti and here, but why overcrowd?"
the student activities office in Charles Brooks. Giovannetti He advocated writing to prothe St. Petersburg Campus' filled the seat of Tom Tomlin- visitation regents to offei;
main office building.
son .who has been seriously in- moral support.
Student identification and jured in an automobile acciK
HIGHTOWER PROMISED
fee cards must be presented. _dent, Joe Forbes, an UC stuPolls will be open 8 a.m. to . dent assistant, was approved to discuss overcrowded housing · with Joe Howell, vice
9 p.m. -on election days.
as SG secretary of commuter
president for student affairs,
Finance and judiciary com- affairs.
·
and
Raymond -King, director
mittees will be appointed
Bob Hightower, SG presi- of housing and to conduct an
after the election. The two
committees will have seven dent, said in his executive SG investigation.
Fear of having the Hillsbormembers each and will be ap- business report that onpointed from the student campus food services will im- ough County Sheriff's Departbody ..
prove when the Empty Keg is ment on-campus was a reason

By ED CONWAY
Oracle Staff Wriler

Pinellas campus
will hold
first elections

h-1

DA CE THEATR.E
0 F HARLEM ••

.

'

will be the first-affraetion,of·the USlfArtist ~eries
'-

on Friday, Oct. a·and Saturday,.oet. 9 at 8:30 p.m.
'

in the 'Theatre-Auditorium.

-

Black classical ballet dancers
to perform here this Weekend
By.HEATHER SHIELDS
The- oracle Activities Edilcr

Church," relates Mitchell, "It began as a summer program for
30 youngsters and grew in two months to 400 participants."

The Dance Theatre of Harlem, one of the first predominantly black classical ballet companies in the world, will perform
at USF tJ,Js Friday and Saturday nights.
The Dance Theatre will be the first of the USF Artist Series
presented this year by the Florida Center for the Arts.

_THE COMPANY will perform four ballets during their presentation at USF, two oF'them by George Balanchine. These include "Concerto Barocco," with music by J. S. Bach, and
"Agon," with music by Igor Stravinsky. The other two are choreographed by Mitchell. These are " F~te_N~ire" with music by
and "Rhythmetron,," - with music by Marlos
THE COMPANY .WAS formed in 1968 and is young not only · Shostakovich,
Nobre.
·
in the time it has existed, but in the age of its dancers. The avIn
addition
to
the
regular ballet, the Dance Theatre of Harerage age is 19, but despite their youth, they display a great
s
o
present
a
free dance demonstration Thursday evelem
will
al_
amount of talent. Predictions are already being made -by the
on
what
goes
into
_
a ballet. It will be at 8:30 p.m. in the
ning
nation's dance critics that th!;!y will be one of this year's greatTheatre Auditorium.
·
est ballet ·companies.
Mr. Arthur Mitchell, the first black to become a premier
General admission is $3, students with ID's are $1.50. All
dansuer with the New York City Ballet, .formed the group. "We seats are reserved. Tickets can be purchased at the Theatre
star ted the company and school in the basement of a Harlem Box Office from 1:15 to 4:30 p.m.

Legislate,~-'- meet,
discuss problems

McGovern: no prison terms for pot~snloking
See feature on Sen.
McGovern Page 2-A.
By ROBERT BOYLE
Oracle Staff Writer

Sen. George McGovern, (D.
N.D.) , said he did not believe
there should be prison sentences for the use of marijuana, during a visit to Tampa
last week.
''Persons on their third
martini should not be sending
people to jail for sm_oking
~t," _:McGovern added m an
interview at Tampa Internati ona!Airpor t .
THE REMARK WAS made
shortly after his small twin
engine propeller plane landed
at 12:55 p.m. to deliver him to
his 2 p.m. speech at USF.
McGovern also said that if
the President's committee
studying marijuana recommended legaliz?-tion, "I would

be inclined to go along with by the 26th Amendment, plus
it."
14 million persons between
In his speech at USF's the . ages of 21 and 24 who
Theatre to an overflow crowd have not had the opportunity
of approximately 700 people, _ of voting in a presidential
he. advocated redirecting the election, he noted.
nations resources from miliMCGOVERN SA'ID THESE
tary expenditures to improv- voters could exert a "tremen- ·
ing "the quality of life" for all dous influence, if they register and exercise the r ight
Amedcans.
to
vote, and if they do so inHE BEGAN HIS speech
telligently
they can change
with brief position statements
of ending the war in Vietnam national policy and the "qualiand "reconstructing and reha- ty of life."
His emphasis on the ';qualibilitating" the U.S. before
_-asmgsuens
k'
t d t to ask ques- ty of life" would include imt·
d" tl f
th audi proved housing, pollution, and
IOns irec Y rom e
• rapid transit systems for the
ence.
cities.
Election year 1972 will be
In his recent trip to Vietmore significant because of nam, he said he saw the U.S.
the enfranchisement of the 18- Ambassador still "trying to ·
to 21-year-old voter, McGo- scrape-up another candidate
vern said.
for their up-coming election."
THE AUDIENCE burst into
There are 11 . million potential new voters emancipated laughter and applause, when

McGovern said he thought
Presidents Thieu's success in
forcing all other candidates
out of the race, and making
himself the only candidate to
be voted on was " carrying the
principle of 'one man - one
vote' too far."
That election, he added, left
no reason for the U.S. to remain in Vietnam, and that
American troops could be
pulled out within a matter of
weeks.
·
In his talks with GI's in
Vietnam McGovern s a i d,
''Anti-war and peace sentiment was higher there than in
any college campus I have
visited."

uprising, he said, ' 'most· prisons are like cages," but "we
don't treat prisoners as well
as animals in a zoo."
He felt Attica was a "double
tragedy" because of the obsolete methods in penal institutions to deal with crime, and
a "failure of leadership" in
putting down the revolt.

HOWEVER,
McGOVERN
· called New York's Director of
Corrections who ordered the
attack, "one of the better men
in this (prison) field."
McGovern also hit President Nixon's w a g e-p r i c e
freeze, as it put controls on
the income· of working people,
but not for dividends and corHE SAID THAT if the GI's 1 porate profits.
·
could vote, 90 per cent would
When asked how he felt
vote to get out, "lock, stock about coming out seventh on
and barrel' ' of Vietnam now.
On the Attica State Prison
See McGovern, Page 6

representative, said "I think
that even if each member had
to give $20 for paying Froines,
we should do it. We can impeach everybody from Hightower on down, but we still
can't get the money from Dr.
Cecil Mackey. We made · a
promise to pay this money
and this is about the only
thing we can do now. Mackey
can't take this right awa:y
from us."
Smith noted that the impeachment, which is unprecedented at USF, means tha-tHightower will remain in of- .fice J>ending a student court
decision. Zink said "I'm certain that Mr. Hightower had
reasons for his actions. He
should be given a chanc<~- t-Of
prove his innocence in ··_the ·
court."
THE IMPEACHMENT procedures must become a valid
case before the Student Court
of Review. The court consists
of four associate justices and-a chief justice. All are chQSJ! : by the SG president ..• Boo=
Hightower. Three , justiceshave been chosen, and are
awaiting approval, while . the
other two justices have yet _to
· be chosen. Sho.uld the Legisla:.ture refuse to accept the norri~
inees, Hightower would con-_.
tinue to nominate candidates···
until the court justices a,r~ ,
chosen. If no justices are chosen, Hightower would keep
nominating candidates till·lu$~ ·
term is served out (End of·
Quarter 2).

for banning Crescent Hill activities, Hightower said, as
were people <;:oming from the
Tampa community and the
use of drugs on the hill , "I
like music and I hated to .see .
it cut off," Hightower said,
"however we don't want to_do .
anything to bring the sheriff
out here. He told me t!Jere.
were at least several times he ..
wanted to come on-campus, . as he's required to do by
law."

THE SG also passed four':
resolutions, one calling for
High tower 's
impeachment:
Another called for issuance;
by Pres. Cecil Mackey of "a·
specific policy statement"
concerning visitation rules, · ·
The. resolution als_o called · for
SG support for · " all nonviolent efforts to bring about
the immediate reversal of-the:restrictive policy of non- · ·
visitation· arbitrarily imposed:"
by the Board of Regents." . • ~--:~The other resolutions· passed
called for reestab_lishing the ..
USF Board of D~cipline .- and,:-Appeals, recently-tepl~ced by~_;
an University Disciplinary
Board; for SG to requisition a
table in the UC Lobby to initiate an "attempt to put. the
Vietnam question on the 1972
.presidential ballot;" and the
recall of "The Book."
Establishment of a "Rights
and Responsibilities Committee," including all segments
of the USF community, to
draft new USF regulations
" that would fall within the
limits prescribed by the U_;~Coristitution," was also ap,
proved. THE LEGISLATURE tabled
a · bill of amendments to the
SG Consti tution and calling_
for suspension of elections for
representatives until t h' e
amendments are voted on in
student referendum.
· ~-.- ..
Statutes calling for SG to
provide $500 to the Radicai
Action Coalition and to · "set
aside" another $500 to provide
for a speaker "of the opposite
side," and the publishing of
"The Word on the Book,,,:··"a
"well-documented legal criti. cism intended as a companiQ!I
reader to 'The Book'," ·were
also tabled.

a

Sen. George McGovern

• I

2iA.:
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Magical mystery tour
McGovern woos Florida college students with Mod Squad entourage
feels an affin ity
youth today.

ANALYSIS
By JOHN THOMSON
EDITOR'S NOTE: John
'ijtomson is editor of Aurora.
P.ublications, which publishes
tlie Aurora, a bi-weekly fea•
tabloid newspaper.

tore

~ Tti~ bus rolled on. Cop to
the front. · Cop to the rear b1ue escort lights flashing,
McGovern in the back cabin
talking with one of his cam·
p).ign men, very tired.
: Mary, a woman from the St.
I'ete campaign staff, looked
up at me, spoke, "The speech
,vent pretty well, I thought. I
,vas a little worried about the
Attica question. I don't feel he
satisfied the audience."
: "WELL," I replied, " I supJiose he'll have to try. He~ll
have to cope with it in the future." As if I really knew.
' Senator George McGovern
~ arru boy, educator, polifico, Presidential hopeful i avels light, bringing with
l'Iim on his barnstorm barrage
;i tiny entourage consisting of
tpree national campaigners, a
'local or two and a couple
~urnalists assigned to tag
a:Iong.
:; "And why are you here?"
tJiey ask, patiently.
: "I figure you're either 'on
the bus, or off the bus,' "
1,1sing a little Electric KoolAide Acid Test jargon. They
look at me quizzically. No- hody around here reads Tom
Wolfe. The significance is
wst.
:; THE McGOVERN bus is, or
was, an innocuous vehicle,
Ugly green and cream col. ored, the only hint of anything
. ipecial being a few bumper
stickers on the sides .The bus
fs,. owned by Earl Smalley,
DiJ.rt owner of the Miami Dolfiins and friend of McGoxern's, loaned to the S~n~tor
while -he whipped across
F'lorida delivering s h o r t,
i nthusiastically re c e i v e d
speeches on college campuses.
::. We bounce on across · ,the
Howard - Frankland bridge.
!f'he bus _is comfortable, '·well
:furnished and squeaks with
every bump. The Michelqb1 1s .
passed around. ,f'Ever.ytiody
drinks but quiet, c a I-m,
gonscientious Johnny the drjvei:, who has been driving for
Hours, has hours to go.

George McGovern
The two journalists, Jack
Germond of Gannett Newspapers and Tom Ottenad of the
St.- Louis Post-Dispatch,
hunch over a table and their
beers laughing, talking.
RICK, WHO is handling the
Florida primary, moves di•
plomatically. His boyish
urban smile illuminates, emanates some warmth perhaps,
a smile that hides a smile,
that hides another smile, that
you feel .sure hides a teethgritting screaming meanness.
But you only guess because he
talks softly and shakes hands
like a brother-in-law. Rick
came on the. team while a
D.C. environmental lawyer
who wrote legislation, worked
,v,ith the Environmental Defense Fund in Florida to block
the Cross-Florida Ba r g e
Canal, authored pending legislation which would allow individuals to b,ring action in Federa! court against polluters.
_Big, slick, black 'Yancey
Martin talks with the journalist( · emit~. jn Edmund
, p~~ r ole_as
M
rector of Minority Activities
by not ~eally ·playing it at all.
A real D.C. brother who held
the same position with the Na-

tional Democratic Committee.
. -In ,the back with the Man
sits Jeff Gralnick, press secretary, · hands c 1 asp e d,
hunched over with concern,
discussing how things went,
. how things will go, hair kind
of fuzzy and touching his ·colIar in the back.
. AND THERE they are, av-

towards

seem to me that the pace of
change in this country is a
level that could almost be described as revolutionary.

"THEY (YOUNG PEOPLE)
are interested in change,'' he
" Actually it' s not as radical
. ,says in his notori9usly expressionless, one-faced way, "and as it might first seem. If you
so am I. Young people have a look at the values young peosensitivity that they know we -ple are affirming today, they
can't go on with the policies are not too fa r away from
we're pursuing in this coun- what the Founding Fathers
try. We can't go on with the had in mind when they talked
kind of stupid military opera- about things like the 'pursuit
tions we're carrying on in of happiness' and the 'rights
· Southeast Asia . We can't con- of life' and liberty. It's just
tinue the .draft. We can't con- t hat young people tod~y are
tinue to destroy the coun try- more insistent, more impaside by pollution of the air tient on closing the gap beand water. We can't tolerate tween rhetoric- and practice.
in this country anymore the There is a great scorn for_hymalginancy of racism and pocrisy among increasing
numbers of young people in
poverty.
this country that is one of the
"I think most thoughtful dominant characteristics of
young' peopie know that those the youth group."
are things of the past and
AND THEN, his single- we've got to start moving out
face changes in expresframe
in new directions. That's what
the first time and he
for
sion
that's
think
I believe_ a nd I
why I get as good a response starts to turn it on.
as I do when I speak to youth
" If I had any criticism of
groups in various parts of the some of the young people I
·
country.'.'
encounter today it is their un•
the course.
Though as flatly liberal as willingness to stay
and if
times
couple
a
try
They
most of the balding senator's
out they
work
don't
things
speech comes across, his apolhell with it. The
ogisers and critics alike say, 'Well, to
cked against
sta
is
system
claim it hides a Populist's
me.'
radical consciousness, minus

the rhetorical fanfare.

"Of course the system is
stacked against them. The
people that hold power are not
going to surrender it without
a fight. They're not about to
turn over the system to a
bunch of people that want to
reform it fundamentally.

wheels the big Bluebird bus
bouncing and squeaking onto
the Florida Presbyterian compus a full half hour late. Everyone gets psyched for the
scene as Campaign Mary of
St. Pete mentions something
about "liberal campus" and
the gang walks towards the
auditorium. A group of black
students stand s_ome distance
from the building, unconcerned, and up saunters big,
slick minority man Yancey
and what's happenin' brothers
and sisters, "My name is
Yancey Martin ... " and on
and on and the next thing you
know here they come, the
whole group with Yancey up
front gesturing, talking and
Good Job! you vote-getting
dude, you.
Once inside there is a lot of
apolo~. ·McGovern feels bad
about being late and lets the
question-answer session go on
and the crowd seems to Jove
it, asking a wide variety of
thoughtful questions. Short,
stocky Germond of Gennett
Newspapers walks around impatiently in the lobby, perspiring and jotting notes and muttering "C'mon George. C'mon
George," while Jeff Gralnick
stands in his denim sport
jacket and fuzzy hair talking
with his wife. And what were
you before all this, Jeff?

wait any longer so I grab
Rick and, well, I've gotta split
and nobody's this important
to me, not even George McGovern. Sorry we didn't have
more time, Rick says _ and
shakes my hand like a broth•
er-in-law and gives- me the
smile that hides the smile that
hides the smile that hides so
many smiles.

just told a terribly fun ny joke.
Johnny drives us to the
Hilton where the troupe· ends
up standing in the • swank
I o b b y. Everything is cool.
Senator George McGovern farm boy, educator, politico,
Presidential hopeful - needs
some sleep. And I'm getting
fagged out but have half an
interview to go but just can't

STUDENT
CHRISTIAN
WITNESS
SEMINAR
Oct. 11-14, 1971
at the Baptist Student Ctr.
intensive training
•

1n

·'
BUT "REvoiuTION" is
"WORKED WITH CBS for
apparently not among the
-12 years.''
popular campaign nouns and
And what will you be after
when the Word came up in
I
this, Jeff?°
all
eraging 32 years of age, - conversation it seemed a bout
"Relieved."
'
decked out like Mod Squad, time for my young carcass to
wife
hls
at
looks
he
Then
the
As
stop.
next
the
at
left
be
Band
American
of
trio
the
"IT'S ALWAYS been tough and smiles, "Ambassador to
Stand Boys who might even Ugly Bus plugged laboriously
trafStreet
Ninth
the
through
change public policy and to Ghana.''
to
.
them
say "shit" if you ask
The senator comes forward, fic, though, the senator him- change the status quo. So anyBACK ON TH.Ill bus I look
__austere, s~iling_ slightly, _does self discussed the topic easily, body that is going to go run- at the stereo tape deck and
not patronize, 1s patronized. albeit unemotionally and un- ning off into the night whim- wonder.about the Grand Funk
pering because he doesn't
_ He moves around as if un- radically.
Railroad and Issac Hayes
achieve his goals the first
th
a
means
revolution
a
"If
aware of e surroundings, alThe team gathers
tapes:
have a
most sits on my tape record- time of very rapid and un- time around doesn't
table talking about
the
around
in
precedented change then I prayer of affecting change
er.
things went and
well
how
this country. It's only the peoFlorida Pres. is
figures
Mary
George McGovern's favorite think we're going through that
ple who a re willing to s_tay the
a dynamite place · for support
word is "fundamental" and today,'' he says, gazing
course for long years in effort
and "sharp kids" and "real
he is, fundamentally; a mid- thoughtfully out the window.
and struggle that are going to
liberal" and everybody yucks
fifties professori~J type of "I'm not sure that any one of
make a difference. "
it up around the table and it
guy, carrying himself with a us can fully · a ppraise the diSo Johnny the Driver sounds like George McGovern
, simple erudition, generally not mensions of it, but ·it does
_offering to speak unless spo- ,-.,.....--= ======= ======= ======- -:--------- ----------- ----------- -----ken to directly. ' He was, at ,
one timl!, ,a IJ)roft ssor, ~ ~ing
· taught history and palitical .
science at Dakota Wesleyan,
holding a doctorate in history
· from Northwestern. And he

sharing your faith

all students are welcome
7:00-9:00 PM M__gn., Tues.,
Wed• .
5:30-9:30 PM Thursday
led by NQthan Porter
register qt the .BSU
or call 988-6487
.
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ARTHUR MITCHELL, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
KAREL SHOOK, ASSOCIATE ARTISTIC DIRE~TOR
.,<
J.

PRESENTED BY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA ARTIST SERIES

TWO PERFORMANCES ONLY

S,9
FRIDAYANDSATURDAY, OCTOBER
.•
THEATRE-AUDITORIUM 8:30~M.
r

Jl,CKETS ON SALE NOW
USF THEATRE BOX OFFICE
1:15 .. 4:30 .~14 WEEKDAYS

GENERAL ADMISSION $3.00
Coca•Cola~ and " Coke- .are reg isltred 1r1de•muks which id•nhlt 11)9 ..m• product oi Th•

~

C::Di•.Col• Cc,mpal"lt,

!ti~ under the authority.of The Coca-Cola eon:~any by;'.'janij,a:"fo~Coia 'aottiing Company;

USF FULL-TIME STUDENTS $[.50

· FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE.ARTS

New books shown

to USF educators
Selected New J u v e n i I e
Books of 1971 and selected
Professional Books from 65
publishers make up the exhibit currently on display at USF
in the Instructional Materials
Center located ·on the first
floor of the Education Building, 113. It r uns from Oct. 4-22
and is open from 9 a.m.-9
p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from !l
a .m.-5 p.m. on Tuesdays and

To order classified s, use the form b elow. Fill in the
b oxes a llowing 1 box fo r: each letter, s pa ce and
punctuation marlc. Use ·a dditional form if more than
5 lines are required •.

* Per 5 lines (31

$1 .00
.1S

. 90*
.7 S*

characters)

MaH the ad, with remittance (check=preferred) to: o·racle
Classifieds, LAN 47~ University of South Florida, Tampa,
Florida 33620. No refunds.

Deadline ....:. . NOON FRIDAY
DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE

(_Number .of
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binet-Board of Education, and
FSU attorney Robert Bickel
argued that the .c ase was not
one of free speech. They said
it involved the administration's
power to enforce its decisions
and to suspend students for
violating them.
Judicial Officer E . T. Buchanon said, "I · felt Mr.
Lieberman's past history . ..
based on his proven disruption of the University, coupled
with his public pronouncements and his apparent ability to effectuate these pronouncements, led me to believe the orders of the Univer-

was later lifted. Both are
members of the Young Socialist Alliance.
The course on homosexuality was vetoed because the
" Gay Liberation Fron t,"
which is thought to be sponsoring the course. is not recognized by FSU or the Board
of Regents.
Lieberman and CPE sought
a court order that would lift
Lieberman's suspension and
stop administration interference in the CPE program.
ACCORDING TO a recent
UPI story, Rivers Buford,
general counsel for the ca-
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FSU drops Lieberman
By LIZ BARl'i"ES

F ridays.
The new books which are
basic supplementary reading
for children (p r e s c h o o 1
through grade 6) fall into as
many as 200 classifications
and reach into all areas of the
child'-s interest and all areas
of the teaching .p rogram: ·
The professional b o o k s,
which are for professional use
only, will appeal to teachers,
librarians, specialists. ·

THE ORACLE-U. of ~uth Fl~rida, Oct. 6, 1971 .

Florida State University's
student "Radical" J a c k
Lieberman is again under attack for _ his, unauthorized
course "How to Make a_Revolution in the U.S.A. "
Lieberman's course, along
with " Homosexual in America" and "War and Revolution
in Vietnam" ' were banned by
FSU P res. J. Stanley Mar. shall. All three courses are
part of the FSU Center for
Participant Education (CPE).
LIEBERl\lAN and Clair~
Cohen, who teaches the
course on Vietnam , were suspended for defying the ban,
but Miss Cohen's suspension

1

Students offered
Scandinavian tour

'Hightower,
regent rap
' Two personalities who are
r egarded with controversy on
the USF campus were featured last -night in a new television _program, CBS "Project 13."
Regent E lizabeth Kovachevich and USF Student Government P res. Robert High- ·
tower discussed ' student and
university problems and policies during the half hour rap
session.
Taped Sunday in CBS' Tampa . studios, the program
"tuned-in on" Miss Kovache. vich and Hightower discussing campus drug use, visitat ion policies, and the recently-instituted impeachment of
Hightower.
"I disagree with Miss Kovachevich on some policies,
particularly visitation," Hightower told The Oracle, "But
I have the utmost respect for
her. She is an extremely com-,
petent person, and if students
chose to dislike her, it should
be her beliefs they disagree
with ; she should certainly not
be condemned for trying to
fulfill her position as a Regent or for doing what she believed was her job."

Students interested in applying or receiving more information should write to Scandinavian Seminar, 140 West 57th
Street, New York, N.Y . 10019.

USF students can sign up
now for a year of study somewhere in Scandinavia during
the 1972-73 a cademic year.
Sponsored by Scandinavian
Seminar, the program includes a stay with a family
after three weeks of initial
training in the country's language. Students will be separ ated from their American
friends and will be able to
learn about the foreign culture.
Students will meet three
times during their stay to discuss their experiences and
their problems with American
and Scandinavian program directors.
Focus will be on independent study ·in the student's
field of interest. More and
more American colleges and
universities are giving fu ll or
partial credit for these programs.
Cost of the program including tuition, room, board, oneway transportation and . all
course-connected travel is
$2500. A limited number of
scholarship loans are available.

The Library Reference Department has announced the
continuation of its 1970 Library Lecture Series, said
Ray Anne Kibbey, assistant
reference librarian .
The series, which was designed to teach students how
to use the library, has resulted in an increase of student use during its initiation
Harold Hutchinson, reference department, noted that
· although colleges vary, professors usually schedule the
lecture at the beginning of the
school term or before term
paper assignments.
Faculty m e m b e r s can
schedule a classroom presentation by contacting either
Hutchinson or Miss Kibbey at
Ext. 2727 or 2729.
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9907 N. DALE MABRY
Offers t o all USF Students :~.

10·% OFF·
all parts and labor
. with VSF I.D.
Tune-Ups • break work • minor repairs
or any other labor and parts!!
also

FREE

lube Job With Oil Change & Filter
(at 10o/o off)

IN=FRANCE

12 DAY SKI PKG.
Depa,:ting Dec. 31.

*

s29900

l. Rou.nd.tripair trans. f rom New York City
2. hotel accommodations.

3. Round trip transfers between airport and you~
ski resort.

ADM102
AMERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEt··coRP.

lB!I

.

LAN 472

·USF H OLIDAY

TO

I. REALESTATE

all levels. LANGUAGES TOO~
501 S. Dale Mabry
Ph. 879-2581 & 879•3521

(31 Spaces Ea ,)

"SINCE WE WEREN'T allowed to have a course under
the auspices of CPE," Lieberman testified, "a group of interested students got together
to discuss (sic) about the
course." U.S. District Judge
D. L. Middlebrook said the
argument was "just a little
play on words ."
Lieberman has requested a
hearing by tjle honor court to
rule whether his suspension
will be upheld.
CPE, consisting of about 50 ·
non-credit cour ses, is a student planned supplement to
regular courses. It calls itself
"a vehicle for much needed
change in the academic structure of the educational system."

STUFF

<.

Tutoring School
Offers: private tutoring
in all subjects at

5 Lines $1 °0 ·

sity were being flagrantly and
willfully violated by Mr.
Lieberman."
Lieberman's attorney, Kent
Spriggs, said Lieberman did
not violate the FSU decision
because the student meeting
under criticism ,vas an informal discussion - not a for mal
class.

, Library plans
fall lectures

ADELPHI

Oracle Classifieds

Your- O-:i-Campus· Travel Ag-~ ncy_
*based on a ffi~ity gr9up of fo rt y. · '

Ph. 974-2695')

-Phone 974-2620

· 2. FOR RENT
Male Students & Graduate Students. Over
19-Room
for
rent
in
private
a ir condil ioned home. lmmaculale. Fal f and
Winter Qtr. Phone 988-1371.

3. APTS & HOUSES
STARTS MON., OCT. 11
THRU THUR., OCT. 14
LAN 103 $1.00
FILM ART SERIES
FILM CLASSICS

M ale roommate wa nted to share well
furn. a pt . near USF . Mediterranean decor, air .cond.
Full stereo syst em.
S65-mo. plus uti li ties. Call 935-0• 41

6. MISC. FORSALE
4 Herm an M iller Chairs S60. E ames wood
and st~I contemporary design. 933-3694.

10. AUTOMOTIVE
1966 Sunbeam Tiger- Excellent cond ition.
Low mileage. Red , V-8 engine-New t ires
& conv ertible top. Contac t Dave Castricone-Desot o Hall Room 602.
1968 Corvette Automatic. ExceUent condi•
lion. 53400. Call Gil - 626-7843
VW Bus -62-Best offer. 932-SS79 211 4 97th
Ave.

PLAY YOUR
CAR J'APES

AT HOME AND
IN THE DORM

14. HELP WANTED
STAFF VACANCI ES
T he following positions are to be f i lled by
non-students: Personnel T e c h n i c i a n
11 I-S9204,
Program
D irector
11-$8684,
Clerk Typist I (11PM -7AMl -S3588, Sl orekeeper-'.>504-d, Clerk Typist 11 -$3952, F iscal
Assistant 1-5.5590, 2 Custodian-SJ770, Cler k
Typist 1-50 pcl.-S1919, Secrel ary 11 -50
pct.•S2184. THE U NI VERS ITY OF SOUT H
F LORI DA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUN IT Y EM P LOYER. For fu r ther· information
contact Per sonnel Services, FAO 11, ext .
2530
Miami Hera ld has route opening for m ature student-Del. So. F la. T empl e Terrace. Bond and d esi r e to increa~e sales.
E,x cellent profit. Ca ll Mr. K-arl 238-2247.
College st udent looking l o m ake good
money tor ~ w ork ing one hour per day.
Ca ll (215) 877-7700.

15. SERVICES OFFERED
A-OK Typ ist with IBM Selectric carbon
r i bbon a nd · type changes. Thesis, letter s,
,disser tations
stencils.
R u sh
jobsread. Glorida
References. Proof
884-1969
Professional lypisl • ' IBM Selectri c. Will
type term papers, r esumes, theses, etc.
Call 971-6041. If no answer, 933-4552.
Will do baby-sitting in my home w hile
you study or attend classes-M r s. Holley ,
14918 Hardy Dr. Tampa. ( Lake Mor ley
~st ates) Call 933-2202.

20. PERSONALS
C::ollege-age st udents t rying to organize
group l o aid reta rded chi ldren of 'Pinellas .
County. F i rst m eet ing - Thurs., Oct. 7,
· 7:30PM UPARC 2199 Calumet St. Clearwater
This is your L EVI st ore. We have den im
& cor duroys in regulars & B E L LS. Also
boot s, shirl s & West ern hals. On ly 10
min. from campus. 'aermax West ern
Wear • 8702 Nebraska Ave.
Y ou' ve read lhe lies about Socia lism ;
now rea d the facl s. F ree l iterat ure. Write
Sociatisl L abor Pa r l y. Box 200 Brookly n,
NY 11202

_,___________

At Radio Shack we hate
a complete line of
Realistic & Allied .
radios, phonos, tape
recorders and stereo
component systems.

,.,.

3:.PIECE, 8-TRACK
STEREOTAPEPLAYER
• ' 2 W IDE.-RAN GE SPEAKER
SYSTEMS
.

·a·. 95
1

• il~T~~~ ND W ITH 5-WATT
• CONTINUOUS PLAY • ••
AUTOMATICALLY SW ITCHES

_
.9·,

.

T RACKS
• W ALNUT FINI SH ALL-W OOD
CABI NETRY

MA

TAND Y CORPORATION C OM.~A NY

Enjoy fine stereo sound a t a l6w cost and get ~
"double duty" fro m your car tapes. Play 'em
in the car ••• play 'em a gain whe n you get
ba ck to t he dorm. Eliminat es having to buy
se parate tapes for car a n'd home p lay.
14-9 13

21 . MISCELLANEOUS

Get your F ilm, Classi cs tickets today.
F inest series ev·er. Students only S5. ctr
Desk of Philosophy Deparlm ent L an 259.
Used Por table typewr iters from S19 to
S59. Underwood, Royal, Smith Corona.
Come in. See today. Ameri can Typewriter
251 2 E. Busch
Society of Friends (Quaker s) Worship &
Discussion. 2-4:30 p.m . Sunday at Un iv.
Fellowship Chapel: Everyone Welcome!
Films by Stan Brakha ge presented by
F ilm F orum. Thurs., Ocf. 7, 8:PM Lan
103. Adm. Sl. F ilm s: The Weir-Falcon
Saga ; The M achine of Eden ; T he Anim als of E den ·and Aller.

®

I

~EALISt7C.:

TAMPA
• 4555 W. Kennedy Blvd.
• 9023 N. Florida Ave.
• 3806 Britton Plaza
• Eastgate Shopp. Ctr.
ST. 'PETERSBURG
• 7901 Gateway Mall
• Central Plaza Shopp. Ctr.
230 31st St. South

SEMINOLE
• Crossroads Shopp. Ctr.
,2178 Tyrone Blvd.
• Southside Shopp. Ctr.
4316 6th St. South
CLEARWATER
• Sears Town Shopp. Ctr.
1291 .s; Missouri Ave.

• Seminole Mal! Cente'r

OCALA
• Ocala Shopp. Ctr.
Silver Springs Rood

GAINESVILLE
• Sunshine Shopp. Ctr.

.

WINTER HAVEN
e -220 W. Central Avt.
LAKELAND
• Wabash Shopp. Ctr.
2015 New Tampa Hwy. '·"
• 1078 E. Memorial Blvd.
• BankAmerica rd

• Master-Charge

•

\]~Qislat,ure commits error
/·1r1 :iriiPeQ.ching Hightower
•
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· ;SG' ·.Pres:--·'Bob ;HightoWi
, 'er,. h,~s
\
}ieen,_impeached. -, · :: .
._
.,
, · · -This does not mean -he -has-·beenf
. kj.c~lf . out · or :Jfo!,"!e,;. , it , simply
fueai1~.. that im;iceedings ~ill'. begin
'

·,

'

!ii:.'

~
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to have him kicked out.

error,

; . Those ,,,ho brought charges
'against.Hightower and the legi!llature . which voted to continue these
charges have· made a !?erious

Hightower vetoed the bill to pay
activities speaker John Froines out
of the Student Affairs Budget despite the legislature's voting the

'

' ·· .

·4•A
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~C..D1~b.~A-,L-_-s. --_A_;__N°_c_._o_M_M_E_N_T_A_R_Y_
:
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:, ;,;:'.The Oracfo)s_ _1pdtt~,'af'!d f!d.ited by_, student~ _at:the University .of .South Florida. Editorial views ·therein
ar.e·not necessarily.those·of-the faculty -adviser or the Unfoersity _administration.

opposite.
Critics of Hightower claim that
this indicates the SG president is a
tool of t he administration, s ince
former Vice President for Student
AffaiI:s, Herbert Wunderlich, had
made it clear that he did not want
Froines paid out of the Student Af.
fairs budget.
·
Hightower made his decision to
veto the bill on the basis of a legal
reason obtained from .Pres. Cecil
Mackey.

·We do agree -,that Hightower
should have given the legislature ·
his support in .their battle_to win
the right to pay for speakers on
campus. He was elected to support

..
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Staff Commen-tciry,
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r
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Assault on;O;,bafte(y

.:1q9[c,fpre.pOlicies seemingly
·r1:nd,if,fere:n.t_.- to ,-students

the students .
Whatever ttie reason for t he
veto,
however, Hightower was also
~
•{-vr;,: · (" _
, elected to represent :the students - .
By ROBERT BO~
---~•vih~:_'~now~; tHe/ ail' looi 'alike to
elected BY the .students, .
'·
·me
•:·Car·added . . · • .· -·.:
.
ora~I• s1111 Wril'er
• , .. · .
If the impeachment proceedings
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
-.
"
lmmediat!;!ly·
~ter
·
th~"'
incident',
, ttie
.
·.
. .
.::
are successful . . . if Hightower is
A sports car charged a rotating sprip- - · · • · •
·
·
· · •
~ :.
'
. . . . . .' .. . .
I
. ; ,·..,. - . . :
·th
ult
d
USF
ff'
'-'''th
bJue_
He1,tley.appeared-in'satisfactory
conkl
removed from office . • . :then the
an .
o . 1c1"""
-. b. Ut:'
, \1.7~~-:
· ea·r was g1y~n
.. emergency
·'
day and '.Thursday. These hours , buy tl1eirs. Each quarter it gets
: " The · 1JSF bookstore m'o\ted its
· er w1. assa
. , Wl
. ·d•.··
}tiorr,
students,
who are already expromotmg the parkmg lot incident ~n , treatinenf .iii:;~ parking Jot; but .later
harder and havder for a student to
seem -to 'be more for the eml textbooks ~o . a ' sep_arate. -' building
force his way through the throng- tremely apathetic, will undoubted- Thlll'sday.
·
suffered side .effects - a•' badly spotted
~ s :~_~ar: -in ordeie·to. pro_v_ide bett~t ployees' · convenience than for t.qe
ly _become even more discouraged
1
Michael the Car, a 1969 Austin Healey · body_;' :· 1 ··;
.. ,
._-.:
'·
ing masses to the book shelves.
-· vice, but then Qefe~ted their. . Students.
w ith the ineffectiveness of SG.
Sprite, charged tjlat Roger the Sprinkler,
·. ·s~ririkler-J1ad no coinment;_bud .n-iinBooks are an integral part of.~e- by .·making" th:efr , regul~.r
To alleviate ·the overcrowding,
If the students did not · trust an assistant grounds keeper at USF, ''de- identified' pissfug grassho ppef confirm~
·s:2-4 p.m. ·Monday,'.Wednesday coJ}ege·' life &nd at ,USF, students bookstore managers moved textliberately' and ,with malice fired repeated ·,c_?I,S'l\C£O~n~_of_ the:incide1;1t. ' :•
Hight9wer,
they should not have
a _..Fr!daY,,_, ~9-'fto .7-;p.m> Tues- have no choice as· to where they books to a building behind Central
volleys of Florida Hard Water" at him
, Recentry, .there have been sev~ral unvoted for him. If Hightower has
Receiving, a long way from the
for over l:\vo hours·,- while his owner was
cotifirri).ed r_urriors by. students.of similar
disappointed them, then the next
other; university buildings. Resiin class. His top was down at the time of
indderi~ with -The_~prinkl~ri; at USF:_.'
elections should see a man of difthe
attack.
dents
without
·
.
transportation
,
\:!vf~anwhil~, . the Comniittee: of Con~
had
a
1
ferent views e lected to office.
.._Car
also
ch;rrged
that
"the.Albert'Ein.c.ei:ne.d,
~rnmutei: Gars .met -ai:id P.l~dged·
long hot walk to purchase their
Hightower did what he thought
stein of the Maintenance Department" as:a p~t(lst. 'park:in" for '.all U F parking
books:
·
'
best in a touchy situation.
sisted the sprinkler in arranging fhe at- . lo~'!? pegi{l ~t 8_ a.m:.today: 'f.he.purp~
.
r,.
· Then they were met _by poor
It is not the legislatu1:e's p a rt tack, and helped:gloss over· the ;inciderit. 'of:the_~•park.-m", is to pro~est.!'blati}-IJt·an~
t;. :. _·-. : ·: · -· ·;- . ; ~·-, -. . -...
. . - ~~ ..
air-conditioning and long checkout
to censure him for his actions.
The identity of the maintenanie: offfoial
UJ:iprov:o~ed: wat~r g1,1I1 a,_tµcks'? · and "f~
lines with few cashiers.
It is up to the students. was not known. :
responsi!iili!Y''.
for-future
aliuses.
~ ..,.. -';
't .• ;
. .
.
..
..
'Many students decided to wait
·,
.
. .
'-·
until the second week when the big
~~J~l~ . . -. -. - ~~ ., , --'-\ _
rush would be over. To -their sur·. _'(
..'
. k ·,jrhey C,r~~ter_ ·'T~p~;.:· Uhf~ect ldcated in ·the Tampa_area and do
prise, a closed door and the new
·. · ·.
. .:r-iind nas. begun. its -1971 drive with
not hold individual drives: , ,
· hours - 12 a week ......: greeted
Qio pes of ?raising ove~r $1.3-miilion~ -- ·· ·.USF has set a goal of $15,000 ·as
them.
. '
•The money is allocated to 36 orga-- ouf·:contribution to 't he Red Cross,
. ,'
..
Students
who
had
put
off
buying
~nizations dedicated ,to human; care
Urban'. League,. Trav'elens Aid, Big
books needed them for classes and
:secti:id'es-.:· These;·-otganliations-- ~are
Brothers,
YMCA, Salvation
could not go to get them during the
:
) · ' ~. ·
:· ·
r
Army, . Mental. Health Association,
limited time the facility was open.
::
. :,
Association for Retarded .Children,
..
And if they did get to the store,
,
• . I
_;.
I . ··
_
' ' f i:·; ·,.
!C_:·OU·_'r
they too were met by long lines
_.-_ t .a p;'_
P::
By PAUL GIOVANNETI'I ·
Home, and many other
of five hundre1f, dollars for · a spea!<~i:. , attenipting·,,to acquir~ .the -, tilleded. -tuqds
Editor's note: Paul Giovannetti is a.
and a shortage'o[ cashiers..
·
John Froines was the speaker on April 12, .-i~l!ic~ ~ er~; ~ccording t? several ~ d~vid:
:.
.
_
. .
· .
, As -this ·is the only campaign of
iberal Arts ·senator in the Student Gov1971.
',
,uiils . res.P~ps_1bie for ··sµcJr ~IJroc~cµ~s,
1
If the bookstore is truly inter- -L
~
the year on the University campus,
ernment legislature.
.
, Providing an honorarium (or such. j ~ '_ aviillabl,_e', ~a:~~y,r-efµ~~ ' ·. :.. '.' . !?..'.'·'¾,
ested
·
in_
pr0viding
good service,
hop~, tli~ stti?~tits, fficulty, ~d.
On Thursday .evening, Sept. 30, 1971,
Sl/(lllker is common practice on.this (l&ll(• : :·; c'J.lhe, ne-ig: ~tep 'in,.recourse--agafust ad- I
, ~
. . .,f: . •. ""'T'· •:\ - ·.'. _ ·: . staff will give ·g~p.erously _to their they should open the facility for the Student Government legislature initipus. Froines' usual fee for"so~h,:an"e~- ,rnini~~a)i~~·Qppo~it!O:p ;,'>;a~, th~' ~ct •of
t ., Y/itl,l' ffie . ~Jgna(;toht P . 3'u.s.tices: cam_pus alvision: ol' clirectly to the loiJg~ J}.o s and staff it to ade- ated impeachment proceedings against ga.gement was $1500;. howe,ver, -?the _ - _Regents, Wlyin 1 _asked -lfiglitQwe~ -~at
,.... Black.' and . J-Jatla.ri froll), ·the · Su- .Unite·d-FuncHieadquarters .
quately hanfµe tbE; large crowds. If
SG Pres. Robert Hightower.
,
·
•
agreement between Froin~s anci the Rad· . 'lJlutcscla:y;s~meefuig;'°why ..he.h~!t:iJ.Ot, 'be
reine Court .. President 'Nixon
they aren't willing to· do this, fife
The background for \his actiorl began
'. i.et's meet and ·surpass the goal
icit .\hti~n _Coali~oo (RAC~ .'!~ ~~,,~ . { ,;
·,!ha£;:li~, ~i~~ n_
q(_,-~ Jf/, J t.; For
last year with :the ratificatiqn of the PeoUniversity should make it possible
,·w,m.:
.-1:p'e( i:~e oppoi-tunity'. to-, _ _-:: for the good of -tlie_community
. The ongll:lal p1~ce of}egislliJiQ~,P.[.O:Vl-R,, ":,"; -,~1$ ~.~~ _
;.%bet __ ~~~~~iy.e~ 1~#~,un~
ples Peace Treaty to end the war in
mg the honoranum ,was classified _a s -, pea<;he'/}, Iwoted yes -as•did 19tothet- legfor •.another bookstore to bre ak the
~ppoint fo~r/ jm,tices:- in -: one-"four, -·-,and for our owns,elf-_respect.
Vietnam. ·The legislature, in•ratifying the
urgent legislation. The only form of lijg- : ':isla'tc;,rs:- .Eight< ,voted in 'O[lPQSitidn ,and
h7ear-ierm. - . · . · .. '·,; :_ . ·~ - · · ·"' ... , ICyou · don't do 1t, 1t won't -get
monopoly and force the present fatreaty,.
agreed
.to
.,support
the
National
islation
legally binding on the presid~ilt '.: tljree- . abs@ried. ·The< judgment iin -.the
/ cility to improve its service.
t. ~--Ma~y sfude~~'\ :10 riot 'realize ' . done!
.. · ·
·
Stu·dent Association "strike in conjunction
is a statute; After some administrative'· .~e ' rests·- \vith .the '. Sfuclent , R'evii!,v.
;1;11ilet _·_these l!Ppointriien½>may · afwitathe May Day actions acrbss the na~ difficulty, Bill -Davis ,wrote a statut~>dj- -~ l;ow:;t ,ib\htower js·- c~¼rg-ecI:,as i~ol'tovfS;
'•
tion.
The legislature also agreed to in[feet ·t!'tem Jte~onal!Y. mqre tha,.1:1
recting t~e executive branch o_t: S~ ~o · ·•;1~~~1.1 gss.n~_' ~f,':_m)_Jf$ancie} ini'?@i~e,
,
....
. sure the rights of those students choosing refund _the ~500 t~a~ the RAC wa~ 09l1;at- ,,, :§pe~W~i\l}Y, twtth ~J ail}lte ,to_. p_pl).~1E,1'Y1~
1any. -()thej: a e tion from •gq,vernmen- ~ ;: ;;: -;.' ,,
.
.
.
to strike and to "take 'whatever actions
ed' to pay Froines in the light ot'.SG faiF .. "$tu~~ri_t" Goverhmeht : C!'>i:ist,it,utio~ : (sec
_ .taL:bbdles. , ·Most 'pelicieL ·set · by
fWl!'W
..'·: ••ii~~
-~;;,_rm ,: ·, .. , .
are
appropriate to implement the terms'
u~ to do so. Aijother.$500 was to· b.e_pro- .:_! ~_;-2';t4)',w~i~l~~tes;?~: e,x~t;/~~ec~
iCon~f~s . ' arjd · !flrough '. ~xecutive .
of the Treaty." The action taken by the
~ded for a conservative speaker. R~¥:1.::··ti,Y.e._~~~El!!t'Jegtslati!ln/ :;;J:1:~e t ·sp y~h,-~a _g endes. '.,Cal}. ·~asily:::-be. reversed_;
1 and
legislature was providing an honorarium
H1ghtower went as far as Pres. Mackey,m t tow.er'. failed·.io.,execu(e•S:~aM,~;~
, -, _'_ -•,., .'.} i£ijf ;_so ,1~.i~i i'.~fa$ed: t?. ~pli1r~~\~i l ~: of
·, -; ,. . office:. ·' . ' ,
.
~ ~r• {•'· ~.:t~ .
.:f_-t,:_,~4~Vlt•'!"'-· •
t -As ;-~, Stipr.eme '·'"Court apPQii1t~ Editor:
·. ,~~ ~ ·
·:
administration is afraid of power. I
--. . ~:eJ µEges-,on that-cotm:;~ ~~~.I;Orntfoients;a':refor. iife ·and not-·affecfed _.
The time has come, for ·someone to
. · · ed b~'tlie SG President;- ·.
would like to point out another inter·
ijb:¥" '<:!liang~~\n ~he~po}~tid11 e~vi:J"ori- ~O!~e. an ·'opinion about an or_ganiza~on esti~g trait of the IFC, an~ the ~d~inis: . _.:· ·.'. < ·. \r( t l~ a~re '_ w~ ~fiQQu/ .in;::it~
j:µiem~ t~f ~new. -Jrpptjint1!1e(its")vi~L on , th~s.ca~pus fol!,~ded upon repr~ss1on .tration. Ho~ many fratermty hou,s es a~e
. -'· ·,/ . - } cloosiciendi<in~'&lld;it is'.sii;nW'cant to Qote
'· ~ipffuence·,, ifecisions· '. ·over -'/ many, a~d liVl~g :111 the guise of the ,Interfrale,I'·
there on_ this camp~s? H?w much land 1s
., ' . ~ '. ,:,.,, --: .· tb3t'no{ tii'nfe,bou~s earlier :«,n the same
!y e.·a rs Cf>l1le·.,,~- -~;., , \:· ·
n_1ty .Council .. I, CO~ !;!nd· that the I~C ~u~c:
appropr_1ated for fraterm ty hous?~? How
• .
.
evening,~lro!)ert HightoJt;etjtas apl)Oint~ 1:~ _,
\J,: >~. · ... -._
- .
.ti~ns to mampu~ate f_r~tern3:1 policy_ismmuch time h~~ been expended b) tow
ed to-·tWo Unfversity ·eommittees by 'th&t
t .:W,e -~clo,J'!· t endorse one.,_nom!nee , stigated by the aannmstration. In its .at- many fraternities camouflaged as hous-·
., ·· ·
same ·legisla~.
co ye.nanothe~f n01.\_1e:vrq:. -a jl,ldiclaL ,... tempt, the IFC not:only usur,ps the rights
ing committees?
once brought' ·up, the . topics a.Te i:,ftQ!l
. By SUE KOSSOW
. · I' do not. envy Higbtciwer's · positipii: In
, ;;:¢i1J?,8P_PhY,.:: \Ye {~~!Y wIDit' th~- ~ru- <.,. a~d privileges of_ea~h}fat~rnity,,~u~ also
The administration expects such thing~
t,\bl~<f
till
the
next
meeting.
WilLthi~'
ta_
.
J
act;
if°l \\I~~ h_im, I would _probab}tfeel
Oracle
Slaff
Wriler
.
;,, ~:~~·-to
a~are tl~at t_he_ ~~se
?1~cr~tly-~ea~ _t_he1r digmty. 1:?is msajt
as service projects f;o_m fr~ternities, bu1
bling
continue?-'
..
.
.
.
·
'·a
,-good
~e,asure of ingrafltude· to:,v_an,I
' rof•~V~I?,~ , for ·p~rhap~, thirty: years ~ -~vi~ent m .the idea th~t n? one. frater- what has the adm1mstration done fot
After attending the first meeting of
' _
( •
. · ·tJie :feglsfature. Ho·wever; the11e .are'.tirnes
· . ' ay .b¢ ·determin~d by: the new jus- •. nity· _.n_as , the . kno~ledge, dis~retion, 0.r
fraternities? The hourglass has run ou~
the legislative branch of Student GovernTo rectify the situation, we need mor_e · when the greatest concern of tl}e legislattk:es
about fu .b·e sele.cted.
· ·
. matunty.
to create its own fraternal pollI will no longer submit to the ridiculou!t
ment (SG), I find it hard to believe that
-:-· ! . - ,..
'
....
student involvement. U . the . stucJe.nts
tilre
insurance of · those ·lfuman
[_ ' W)th
votfu.g~ag.e .lo~er.ed ;.t~ ' ~'!- ' .
. . .
. . !okenism of. an IFC repr~~nt/ltive s~rv• SG can accomplish any act of major im- knew wh~t went _on at the 1meetingis they rightg-.is· a$the:
.
guaranteed
by' 'the _United
,,U8 ··almost ·every :Stqdent will have - The _IFC has been- on a maso~h1st1c
portance. It is stretching the imagination
mg !o explmt the fraternities._ I a~ m a
could not help but be astonished a.t 'the
States Constitution to all citizens includ~a_ri _opportunity Iiext year to' ex- me'rry-go-ro~n_d. for -too long.. Isl 1t fnot Ptharticul~drly t adfvtahntaIFgeCo~s .s1tuatifon t as to the breaking point to believe that con- circns of events which entail one legi~la- ing students._This should be a mattej- of
' · · hi - . al · d" .
: .
true that criticisms •of- a particu ar ratinuous· talking, snide remarks, and senae pres1 en o e
1s m my ra erfive meeting. More students should -&~
at · 1east 'casual concern to all students.
,1re.ss,. S· ~ppIOv ~r · IS~PP,!,'OVa1 terriity must go through the IFC and all
nity. .
tors who write YIP over their senator
.
tend
the
meetings
and
become
aw&re·:of
·Before''tliis
year encis, as FIiave seen in
th
-f~ , e; deCJ~ions . w~c4 will_·.:I~u- . of the other fraternities? I helieve th.a t · Before leaving the IFC due to its futil• sign, are the actions of ma~re represen- the parliamentary
·
tactics'
11:se~
'by
,Ol)l'
..
my
1'fevi9us';
years _at ~this sch09I, ,!the
~e~f.e .a maJOf _po.n!P!} . ·of ,h1s · ~fe- - the IFC has been put-on beyond embarity, I would make one last suggestion,
tatives of the student body.
student
government
legisl&tme.
,
iss·
u
e:
of
-s
rudent
-rights ~hall liecome· · a
· ~Wne; :The Supreme (;xnµ1: :appom~r.aisment. For instam:~. any frate~nity
The IFC should serve on)y in an adviso•
The branch seems to satisfy themniajoc>tone;' Tile SG, particul,l.l'ly: in .•the
'::qients';; are-.· an ·excellent basis- to
wishing to have a doughnut' sale must
ry capacity regarding fraternal policy
selves with cutting inuendos, and seeing
I am appalled at the knife,thro,ving, · legisla:pire 8:[!d J h~ executive branch, in
!m.ake·_a -decision:in 1972..
.
get clearance through this organization-.
making. It should return the illegitimate
whq can stab who first with the biggest
back-stabbing,
and gouging which the w '. the. execution: of the students' will as -exJust a-! reminde,r, :register _if,,..y,qu· What.kind of subversion ·can a doughnut
power stolen by the administration back
knife. There seems to be little concern
presentatives deliver without tliought: If . pressed' ··through · the legislature, is -:
... t .
. .
P1?_V_e.ri't yet and · take°j1dvantage ·of· sale ,bring to th_e a_drninistratio??
. •.
-·
to eac~ fraternity. I think they can stand
for the desires of the students who electthis is what student legislation is; in.'aC•
only
,sta:J\ding
.member .of _the univ~rsity
.yout opportunity-to· vote.
Another policy of the IF~ is_the curb
on their own two feet.
ed these people to office.•When the body
tion, it is time that the :action coine , ~ominuni{i w!i,ose .. primary purpose . is
~
·
'
· · ·
on -membership. No fraternity 1s able to
does busy themselves with parliamentaunder the extensive scrutiny · of the stu- , the· deferise--of student rights and ..th,e ' ex: ", c · ·
Jeff Matthew, 4800
._,
exceed an enrollm·ent of. 90. Perhaps the
ry duties, they are often more-captivated · dent body. For without ow supporf .'the · erci.se .oftho·se· related responsil>ilitie$. -It
by 'the procedure than the issue. Of
whole Student Government -cani:iot ftiric,i s' ·#i.e·- stuqeqts;. mo'ney . tha\ was .to pay
course, it would be erroneous to say that
tion.
John F<roiiies., · .
·
. .- . · , · 1
~:~-~1$:•~ i • ~; ~~§ t#'®~
I :
_·:' • ..,. "! ;,. -; • ~-:
•- • ~
•
• •
•• '
·none of the members of the branch are
The students of this campus·.:should
• ,.:n __ili.~lil_ev~t-s so~h -'as th~:f~_iire· to
industrious, s i.n c e re representatives.
band together to investigati 'th'e legi~la- ..111!-Y. ·From,~s-that the im,i:,tence ,0 1'.S~
lfowever this group. is a small minority.
Editor:
..
.
. ·
Let's find out what the reasons an;
The main achievement which student
tive branch of Student Go~ernment,:' 's~ : , lld~ntlttp~:!!ef:den ts ~
this body can be molded mto ' an eff1government has managed to accomplish
~espec I, , S · -.
!. ~ A-PACE~R AWARD 1967, 1969 . . Have you tried to attend a speech and where the responsibility lies in
,·· -· ,_ e r~n, or
cient, valuable, channel for student , lll)P"JI.Ml ;,np~t ls to end -~potent_~o"~~nis to bring problems •to the surface. At
: ' ACP ·ALL-MIERICAN SINCE
· given by one 'of · the invited speakers to
making
a
farce
of
'.'student
activities."
.
to be heard .
'
..· ment
•. .However,
v01ces
:
· ,. · . . ·
· ..
., . .
. 1967
_ •...
, -. - . ;fhe,_. maJor
campus lateiy? My most recent attempt
this they are ver~, proficient.- Although,
• , . ..eontr1buting
, , " .. ·
Benjie Sperling, 3SSE
f&Cl,
t
or'.
to, lneff!)C~Ve. stu~~nt govenime,it
: , Pli,bH,htti 'w-"kly ·•Ji Wldnesd1y1 during ,,,. . 1c1- \Vas· on Sept. 28 to, see Senator George
is,tl;ie'. apatheticistudi~tbody, t;Jie,greater
•ll•mic . yea~ ~y. tlit
v_,,,11y <>I sou1h· _Ftorida,··◄202 McGovern· . Acco·rdrn
' g to advance adver}l"ow1er Ave .., _T1m·p1,Uni_
Fla. _m20. · ,S.cond cl1u postigt
, ·p er ~~t -~f--.~ hom ,I ~oilbt will i-ead,this
; P.■ id ;at Tamp■,. Fla .. ·
1
• • · "
. tisements, it was to be held at Crescent
,·
·lett~r;,.and· by ~ .eir ignorance ,and.Jack' of
: -- ' . . .
CI RCULATION RATE5 .
Hill. 'When I . arrived I was informed .
-~ga'rd
Jor -the~ o~' :dghts\_wbich, ha.s
Single Copy (non-students) ---- - ---·--------- 10 cenls
h
h
uld
·
k
·
th
th
t
e
and
, Mail ·su&scripJlon, Sl.50 tor -Quortero I, · 11 and- <111, t at e WO
spea Jn e ea r
~eidii~:~~fcem·o't-~q,:,a,re
at 1_au1t for
f l.DO f~~ ·quarter IV; .s5.Qll ~er year.
·.
' .
that
it was already full. Many others
Editor:
• Offi<e -01. Slud,:nt Publ,cat ,ons, lhe director: LAN working student. What's left is fine for
.
·
·
. liightower'S: ina.Ueasa.ncei ~ . .
'•
• .
••72. phOne 974•2617." Newsroo,:n.. t AN . :m , phones were also turned away. About 100 people
.~
.
.,;7
..
....
'·
.•
•
.
"..
Is there anything more basic to a uni- . staff and on-campus residents perhaps,
•
·. ·-q .;even ti~lf ot ·tte· Qear :20;000 r,stu914-23'2 and 974-2619. Advertising, LAN · 472, . phones st
- tene
• d to an ou tsid speaker
19~4·26~
and 974:2560. .
·
ayed an d 11s
e
versity than the library? I think not. · but even the latter grpup wou(d probably
Th'e Oracle welcomes lef-~ ; .·4ents would; not even · support, ·bui: talie
~ .. - ~••~lin~s: Adverlising, _ Wednesoav noon for ,in• which worked fairly well except we
. er1IQn 1he following Wednesday,. ·'R:eq,uests for news
Thus, the new bob-tailed schedule at the
prefer to have access to the library at
ters
to the editor on all topics. '
'intere'k in SG; the >adininistrati<in=of .
• coverage, Wednesdn for ·publlcatlon· ·the following could not hear questions asked nor ask
USF library belies the universfty motto,
all hours.
.,. '
;~ ednfsday. :Genetal news, noon F-rlday f~r " Wednes..
·
'
All.letters
1~ust
b~
signed
0:nd.-._ ,,• -~ ; ~niye~ity, · and;, in_· p~~~ul-~~, '!he
J aay ·publlc~tion. ·· Classi_fied ads' will bi taken a a.m. them.
Accent on Leai;:ning.
_
A clerk_ at the library said budget
to·:s f p.m .• Monday , through F"tiday, In petson ·or by
addressed
including
.
.
"Student
. Preside~!: W?_ufd •. be. • Pl~,1:ed m _the
With any student body of 18,000, it is
problems forced the cutback. If so,
· m•!l ~wilh payment enclosed, Classified ad deadl.ine is
I .feel there must be some question of
· l , 'f • • .
'
'
,
_
staggenpg· po~tic>n of realmng _SG . w11 s
' ~~ Friday tor . Wednesday publication. : ' .
reasonable to assume that students will
those .responsible for 'placing this event
someone has made a poor decision in
C assi ication.
',
·, • · representing' lJ),000 concefue·d· folks.', Behave widely varying time when they can
{Edilqf
resource allocation. When st~dent fees
· __;__ _.~_:~:...::~-""'--;~ fMiv Teverbaugh
n M00 r• in a theatre that bolds 550 with a school
Letters should be rio more·'. .. iiev~ -rri~- tbe·,adiijiriistl-apon , woul~ be-.Managing Editor ______ _____ _____ Laurel Elle
. ,
go
to the library, This is especially true
have been raised by hundreds of thou, E~lt~ial _Editor
come, some~hat niore ·hesitant -to act· in
-------------- Eliot Saler enrollment Of over 18,000. Seating for
New,,_ Editor _ _.__ ___ __ __ _ _ _ _ Beth Serat1 th
.· · t
l' ·t d t 4
t f
at USF, with its high proportion of stusands of dollars in the aggregate and
than 100. words, ·triple .·spaced
· oppo~ition -to •th~ student W!]l.,For exa.mMil~eup Editor _________ _:·---, ------ P,aul Wll_born
_IS even W,l.S lml e
O. per Cen 0
dents who are )Darried, work and attend
when the school can "afford" to pay for
opY:·- Edltor __
• ·
---- v,ckl ~$m,fhson t'1e enrolled students. ·
typewritten. The e.ditor re-, · pl(?! , consjd~r · vi.sitati~n. What. is done -in
;.sports - Edilor · -----·------~"-'------·- - Norman •Googe!
!Aclivilies Edilor _______ : ___________ Wall Stelglef!lan
class, too. This class of students isn't
big-time basketball, it seems incongru_serv~s• the right to : edit -~i ,' · th1f adrninis:tr.ation buiJding: each .student
1,Photographer . -·-"--'--"---"--•--<----~ Helene w,ley
'IJJe money paid to Sen. McGovern
very flexible on hours when it can .get to
ous to cut back on such a basic service
"Adverllslng Manager _ _______________
Bill Kopf
shorten letters. Lette.rs . reshall· come •to feel: Arid 'rmean -FEEL.
1Busii1ess Manager ___ ___ ___________ -Bill Wisniewski came from 18,000 activity fees from
the library.
as the library.
·
·
Wbat
' is· done at sd nieet~gs is to =.11reAdvi,or ------ -------- ---·-- P rof. Leo Stalnaker Jr. 18,000 tuitions. In effect, students were
-:;eived-Thursday will ve con: . . vent _it µ-om, feeling uncorntortable . .PerThe new schedule cuts out Friday
Let's have an open door policy Iat the
:.·.
denied admission for an event they paid
evenings and Saturday mornings, the
••
library.
;idered for publication the fd~-, • · . haps m 0 tf1e fi!ture, · with the ,suppo1:f of .
for.
•
very times that are best for the busy
John E. Dye, 6ACC
%it4ftjt¥J
lowi'!'g_ ~dnesday.
·
~ the_.stuti~ts,t SG cai;i. ~~1te }t f~I'.~.
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THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Oct. 6, 1971

Regisfrar:Hs·fs O'M·alley to·· remedy
..regisfration ·· •1nsuranc-e problem
·1•
.
nreca·u
ions·
,f' .· •'
·;t,;, .

Faculty notes

By TOM PALMER

rates for students registering
Davis - English
to vote away from home.
F:londa_ Insurance CorrumsThis development ca.me out
Wesley Ford Davis, associate professor of
, ..
_.. :- ".,:'.,·. _
s10ne; and Tre~surer Thom_as . of a meeting Sept. 22, at
English, has published an article entitled "Ask
• The Office•-of Records' -and :- D. O Malley said he _would m- , which insurance company repand It May Be Given," in the October issue of
Registi-11,tl<in ,.-has prpposed . terv~ne,_ _t9, stop _msu~a~ce resentatives · were informed·
the "Magazine of Fantasy and Science Ficsome ;precauti'ciris for.·stud\m.ts companies from mcreasmg that O'Malley's office would
tion," now available on newsstands.
to .avoid end • of • the · quardraft rules and regulations, if
The article concerns a pro-football-watching
ter tangles. , and some pointers :
'
necessary, to deal w1'th the
executive who suddenly . finds religion, and his
~o -the studenti can irhp~V/!·
situation. These rules would
wife who worries about his illusions and his
.r~gistration fo_r:-Quarter 2.\;_; ' · , · ·
· ·1:. ,,;, protect . students who have
sanity.
·Davis is also author of a novel, "Time of
Accqrding to Assistane 'bi- ·.
auto or :home· owner's cover.
age on their- parents' policies. '
the.Panther."
. r ector , of Recoq:ls and Regis.
'
O'Malley· 's position is that
··· .•.
·
. Freshman resident studen~
· -' ration Alfred Crews, every are urged to make CONTACT .simply .beca_us~ a student
Baird, Carder - Marine Biology
' student should ·check the · olass in a new listening and discus- . c~oo_se ; to_ register t~ vo~e
Pr. Ronald C. Baird and Dr. Kendall L.
roll·for each ot'liii courses to sion group prograJl1 spo!]sOrfd _· ,a'Y.af ,f_r~m .h<;>~e,. he _is st ill
Carder, researchers at USF's Marine Science
b
. h , · ci
Institute, · St. Petersburg Campus, have reChapel• Fe!- a,n -official .resident m the
~
_e _s.~re es s1gne up for tha t by the. University.
. " .
. ..
.Jiome of his parents: Thus,
ceived
grants totaling $155,242 from the Flori1P~
·._ ·eta~~
an·d
if
ot
check
...
»h
•
.lowsh
.
. .
.
.
.,,,, ,
n,
~~ ,,-,,-_. ·
.
. ..
·o'Malleyhasurgedthemsurda Power. Corporation. The grant · money rethe Registrar's Office to :tii!' '· ' CONTACT _is an ·exercise m arice ·companies to continue to
news funds for a two-pronged ecological study
sure he is attending the right ·human . relatt?ns where fresh- extend liberal protection to
. of the _Anclote River estuary and the adjacent
.
men Will stnv.e to understnd students. ·
·
·
· Gulf of Mexico.
class and section.
v iewpoints
f., r o. m
·
•
\
B
b
· h , d'1.
.. . . different
.
·
According to o Smit
Florida Power Corporation plans to conlf he is either not on the their own and learn td com- !'ector of education for .the
struct an _electrical generating plant scheduled
municate in a . group. Eight to Florida Association of Insurto open in 1974.
roll, or his course sections are 10 students. will _meet . in ance Agents,
the loss ·will be
wrong, he should, notify the _seven , 90 . mmute d1scuss1ons only temporary. He. explained
,Payne, Becin - Engineering
Jed b{' ~n u11dergraduate staff ., that problems of thls type ·
. ',Reglstrars'
Offi
ce,
AdmitiJStraCharles
E. Payne, associate professor of
j
- •.
-~
, ..· • •
·,· r:
member. Groups may be all offen exist .\vhen ·new laws· go .
tion 264, immediately.
Engineering, was elected president of the Florgirl, all boy, or cp-ed, accord- into effect. Smith felt that
ida West Coast Chapter of the American InstiCrews, along with Regi~trar ing to student preference.
O'Malley's office would act
.l:im Lucas, supported the be-- . Topics will _be "Me and the soon on resolution of the prob., lief . that registration w as University,"
"Friendship," lem.
· much easier- this . q~aJ;1:er; b1Jt "Belonging,"
"Depression,"
In the meantime, students .
. •they both believe t hat it could ~•Human Sexuality,_" "Me and · should remember that regis,·, be even · better with 'a little the -University Establishment, tration for voting locally remor~ :student -cooperation. ·· le
How To Beat the System," quires a statement of residenand '.'Wh'ere We're At."
cy. One of the places this tee- •
-, Many people, Crews sai.d, ·
Interested -f reshmen should . ord of residency goes, .is the
.,.: :C~n:ie to 'register without , contact their resident assis- · state driver's license bureau·.
.. ·reading the instructions in tbe . tant!;.
. in Tallahassee .
.blue class schedule. Because .
" procedure .~hanges so rnuqg, .
each, quarter, it is J).l!Cessary .
tliat each student read the m:· ·'t,
structions and follow .the~~.t- · '·
'.
: ,\nother' pr:obl~m ,with , open . .
.· ' registration was ,that maizy, . '
freshmen were. not '·familia~ · .
,wit!\ the proceclure i n(l ,came' .
several hours . earlier .thllll ..
th~ir appointments. T h i
qmsed long lines whicn,
should· have been ~iminated
with the new process. "
Another big question with
this registration was who ha~
to apply for admission. If
student has been out of school
.-, t\\TQ . qua,rters, ~e must,~ :Js .
;~:jpply for , a dmissjciri. T~i~ ~st ·
also explained in the -' class .
_ ~chedule, issue~ every "q~i rter by the . reg1stral''s o~ ce. ':
t ;

_special To The Oracle

.,

•. \

tute of Jndustrial Engi neers. Charles F. Bean,
assistant professor, Industrial Systems Department, College of Engineering, wa,s elec;ted secretary.
·

,

Naehring -

· has !Jeen elected secre.WfY of the ProfessJpnal '.
Group1on Reli!lbi!Jty· ano_ Quality Control or the
local Chapter' of -ill-e Institute of E;lectnc~"kand
Electronic
Engineers.
..
. . . ;-.~
.
• j.
'
.J.

Engineering

·Pyle -

Douglas Naehring, assistant professor, Industrial Systems Engineering Department, has
been selected by the Federal Mediation and
, Conciliation Service to serve as a n ar-bitrator. ·
J. Curtis Counts, director, Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service, Washingt9n; D.C.
made the announcement.
This service was established to assist in
carrying out the United States government's
policy of promoting free collective bargaining.
Arbitration is utilized .. by the management.
union parties to resolve disputes involving the
inteFpretat:ion or application of collective bars
gaining agreements.
Arbitrators must be well-grounded in the ..
field of labor-management relations and possess e:>q>erience in the labor arbitration field or
its equivalent. Industrial peace and good labor
relations are enhanced by arbitrators who
must function justly, expeditiously and impartially.
.

,: CONTACT:_: ·.·

do·r.m gro·-u'p'.•_. :, :

Weaver -

5-A

Oceanography ·

Prof. Thomas Pyle ofi USF's Department of
Oceanography, tog~ther with colleagues from
USF, Rice University and the University rm:.i!
· Florida, recently returned· from .a ship-b~-Yd
expedition t o the Caribbean to study the @It. J·,!
logical connections· betwen ·• Central Ame~\~ m
and the Greater Antilles.
Pyle was the chief scientist on the National
Science Foundation-sponsored cruise. ~
U~F graduate students also participaiea ·in . · ·
expedition;
·. ·
·
· .,. One important finding of the expediooJit
P yle said, was the ilredgiilg of a large quantijjt
· •.of metamprphic r_ock - rock ·that has b~ •changed by extreme heat or pressure. Pyle ex- plained that (he occurrence of s_uch rock on ttie~
·.. ocean floor is extremely. rare away from the
mid-ocean Tidges and the discovery could ha,ve.-,,
. great scientific imwrtance.
.
.
~. .
· The cruise was ~cut short when Hurricane
-Edith turned on a course headed directly W
the ship. With . ttie· finding qf metamorph{f
rocks, Pyle plans to organize another expe4,i
tion to study the area -in greater d~tail.

h1dustrial . Systems , , ._

Lee A. Weaver, assistant professor of the
Industrial Systems Engineering Department,

This Year ,You
Can Save .$13 87 '
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Pick the savings you want on the Student Special Offe~
Man,lij'worider.{c·ouidn't sell my metalflake
skateboard. I can't even find my _own notice•
'•

,·-·

FULL SCHOOL

YEAR
From nov,, thrti Januqry 29, .-·1 912 · '.

From now thru June 9, 1972

•

!

•

,..~1598

,.

'

'

,·

-

..

.

Save ·over $5° 0

Save over $13°0

Renewal for balance of school year .at same) o"Y price ·

i;~£

Start enjoying the best in sports, state and national news this school year. There are no coupons, no gimmicks! Pay once and forget it! Deliveries are automatically suspended December 14 thru January· 3 for Christmas vacation. Delivery resumed on January 4, 1972.J f you
leave school permanently, be.fore end of school year, balance will -be refunded.
·

Your very best way to start each day!
'·
We've got a daily Horoscope; Ann Landers, Sports galQre, a crossword puzzle-·and Snoopy!
On Sunday we've got the Floridian, TV-Radio Dial, Parade Magazine, Book Reviews, Jravel .
Section, and Snoopy in full color!!

,...,
'

. / .., t

CALL 229-2300 FOR GUARANTEED HOME DELIVERY
Fill out the coupon at the right and indicate which
' money-saving subscription you want. Clip it out and
send it with your check or money order.

..

·-'1".[>

lfyou want the carrier-salesman to pick up your 'p ayment, please check that box.

ON-LY 5
:DAYS LEFT

Offer expires October 15, 1971

TO HAVE YOUR
.VEARBOOK
PORTRAIT TAKEN

. Jeter.shurg IDi

'

FLORIDA'S BEST NEWSPAPER
',

.

~

, i'-~( ...

.-, .;J . .

#

,;
'f

.,·:- . Call 974-2679 - Room 472, lang./Lit.
: 9 A.M, - S.P.M., Oct. 6 - Oct.12

'

Second largest circulation
in the State of Florida

·--------------------··r

I
-I
I
I
I

I
I
I

St. Petersb.urg Times
P: 0. Box 1121
·'
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33731

:

.I

; ! ,.

Date_____

Please start delivery ·, .

D ·Full ,School Year

·

□

Now thru J_une 9,1972

•

.~

-

.

Approximately -HaU ·
School Year
Now thru Jamia~ 2,9; 1972
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I
I

Student Special
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RAC at.tacks on 'The Book'

Rep. Sessums to speak
•
at leadership sessions
State Representative Terrell
According to ODK Pres.
Sessums will be the- guest Dan Beeman, " Every leader
speaker at the conference for should be capable of dealing
s tudent leaders, ,being hosted with conflict and making apby , -Omicron Delta Kappa, propriate decisions. This con(0DK), National Lead~rship ·ference is designed to help
Honor Society for College campus leaders realize conflict, utilize insight in the deci-·
men.
, ·The conference will be open sion-making profess, and refo·, all campus leaders such solve ·conflict."
as : Student Organization presThe topics scheduled Jor .the
idents, treasurers and faculty conference include:
advisors, or their selected rep- Presidents: Session I • The
resentatives and will be held
Psychology of Leadership,
. Tom Rich, Dean of Social
Saturday Oct. 16, in the University Center (UC) .
Sciences. Session II • Surviv-

McGovern- ~.,..
:,.;....

~

: _From Page 1-A.

and McGovern 's area district
manager, said in reference to
'1:he, fatest Gallup Poll, McGov- McGovern's chances in the
faid "I inte·nd to f110Ve March Florida primary that,
from number seven to num- "no one is going to get a majority in Florida." .
ber one."
The object of the campaign
HE DID NOT believe the
U.S. would adopt a socialized here would be to get a plurali'medicine but rather a nation-· ty victory and the -most con:
'tiealth insurance program. vention delegate.s. M i I 1 e r
'.He also advocated setting "a · added-_ it would be nece.ssary
m inimum standard" to take to carry the St. Petersburg,
Tampa, Orlando and Miami
._care of the.old people.
areas heavily in order to over:
•
• Miller Newton, associated· come the conservative rural
· professor of education at USF vote in Florida.

ern

af

.

B

-

I,,\,,, ..

I

dominate Howell's meeting
By JOE GUTDRY
Oracle Staff Wri ter

Treasurers: Session I · The
University's Financial Orga:
nization, Ber.t Hartley, vice
president for Administrative
Affairs. Sessions II - Fiscal •
Planning for Your Organization, Hartley Mellish
Advisors: Session I - Student
Handbook and Office of Student Organizatiops. Session
Marshall, director of Student Organizations. Session
II - The Advisor's Role, Joe
Howell, vice president, for
Student Affairs.

Grad uate grants
competition set

ORA.CLE

ULLETI N B·O ARD

"'Bulletin Board notices should be sent

direct to " Director Student Publica·tiOfls, LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later
~•n. noon Thursday for publ ication the

_:-._"' Official Notices ·

Campus Date Book

. •

. Ill

SUPERSCOPE®I

so

ou never heard·it goQd.
"

®

· ..Here's the "high performance" machine of the Seventies!:
· the all-new Sony I 366 Three-Head
Stereo Tape Deck. It
.
, combines single-motor simplicity and price with .threemotor performance, to give completely professional re•, cording quality and tape handling. The 366 feat~res two
· major breakthroughs in the m~dium-price field: Automatic
, Total-Mechanism Shu.t-Off, and Hyperbolic Heads which
·require no pressure pads. 0 The Sony 366 Stereo Tape
Deck comes in a beautiful slanted walnut base to provide
; the perfect angle for either vertical or horizontal operation.
i-.;-;
• D Come in today and check out the many performance
features that make the Sony Mqdel 366 Stereo'Tape Deck
the value leader of industry.
>

Aulomotic TotalMechanism Shut-Off
Three Heads for
Convenient Tape/
Source Monitoring
Mic/Line Mixing
Exclusive Record
Equalization Selector
Switch

COME I~ AND
·REGISTER FOR
OUR DRAWING.
EARPHONES TO BE

GIVEN AWAY ON
DEC. 1, 1971.

Servo-Controlled
Bock-Tension
Built-in Sound-on-Sound
Exceptional Fast-Forward
and Rewind Performance

Vinyl Dust Cover

RAC members
Ed Deaton and John Shelley look over their own version of "The Book" at last week's sparsely attended meeting with Joe Howell.
·
·

After a luncheon _with Rep.
Sessums, the first afternoon
se.ssion will hear from Dr.
Charles West, Dr. Fred Zerla,
and pr. Ed Ward, National
Administrative secretary· of
ODK, with the final session of
the day being devoted to
groUJ! discussions.
Competition is now open for
The registration fee of $2 about 600 grants for graduate
per pe_rson· covers all.costs in- study in 36 foreign countries
cluding the luncheon, and in 1971-72, under the Fulbrightshould be sent to· Omicron Hays act and foreign priDelta Kappa, UC 455, no later ·v ate government scholarship
than Friday, Oct. 8. The con- programs admini_stered by the
ference will begin at .9 a.m. in Institute of International EduUC255. ·
cation.

plied la st vear but d id not receive .an
team for doubles. Awards will be comaward m ay re-apply. To be eligible, a
mensurale wi th the number c f entries.
faculty member must have s ix years of
Entries must be rece ievd by the Infull-time employment with USF whether
tramural Ottice, PED 100, Ext. 2125, no
on a 9, , 10, or 12 month contract. Qtr.
~foll~wing Wednesday.
Jater than Tues., Oct. 19.
IV, 1972 is available f or faculty on 12
coming Oct. 10. The Air Force Band
month cont racts only. To be cons idered, . of the Golden Sun Coast, from MacDill
applications must be returned to 1he ;, AFB Will present a free lazz concert In
Vice President's office, ADM 226, no
the Lang•ll t. Auditorium from 2-':30
Ed. ResOurces Films: Available Oct.
later than Mon., Oct. 25, 1971.
p.m . sun., Oct. 10. The concert will be
,._ . .. Promi ses to Keep; Learning to ·
Attention · Faculty: Bookstore requests
part of a presen tation by ..the Jau Ap'....Learn In Infancy; Abbey' s First Two· thaf all textbook requisitions for Qtr. 11
preciation Sociel)' and WUSF(FM).
be returned to the Bookstore as quickly
"Years ;
Ear ly
Impress ionists; l.anEffective immediately; All travel re..Q ua ge;
as pcssib!e. Deadline is today. .
Information Mac hine ; Cathy
quests involving the ArTlerican Overseas
1-'C0me Home; Equation of Murder; ConThe Hillsborough County Association
Travel Agency must · be submitted to
for Gifted Children ra ised funds last
~ enUng 'Adults; Escape from Sanity.
Procurement for approval 3 days prior
The Instructional Materials Center year to award seven USF masters'
to the date of travel. VOllchers for
scholarshi ps to graduate students in the 4 "Reimbursement of Travel Expenses
i1;1o.)J~ for Qt r. I are: Mon., We~. &
<Thurs. - 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Tues. &- Fri. - 9
gifted child educa tion fi eld. The associshould be s ubmitted to Procurement,
ation is sponfe>ring an 11 Auction of Fine ·.-TraVel Section wlthiri ten days following
a :,[!.·5 p.m .
Art" Oct. 9, 1971, at the Carrollwood
completion of the trip. Voucher.s . more
.._ TI~kets are now on sa le for the Cou nt ry Club, b£,glnnin9 wit h a social , 1han thirty days old will be returned
Soundsa tions Concert featur ing Jose
hour at 7:30 p.m . to raise funds for this
and will not be processed unless you
Feliciano, Fri., Oct. -13, 8 :30 p.m. at
year's graduate scho larsh ips. Auctionhave the approval from . the Director of
Curtis Hixon.
eers are Tampa Mayor Dick Gre co and
.,,,,,.Procurement. Secretaries are also "tf"e... , ~The UC Permanent Art Collection will
Tampa Tribune Part IV Editor Berni e minded that fhe ·voucher for Reim•
be on displ ay from 10 a.m.• 4p.m., Fri.,
McGov:ern. Among more than ..CO artists
bursement of Travel Expenses (form
o c1.- 1 and Mon., Oct. 4-Fri., Oct. 8 in
con tributing· works for the a uction are
C-616) Is provlded free of charge and is
CMl R
• USF's Gladys Kashdin, Hans Juergen• not to be photocoPie~. If there are any
The Faculty•Staff Lunchecns _will resen, Ken Stanton, Horst Joos!, Jack
questions, pl ease coi"lflct Ros Thomas,
sume Thurs., Oct.. 7; l2 noon•l p.m. in
Greer, Br\Jce Marsh and George PapExt. 2~81 ,
•
UC 248. Representative Terrell Sessums
pas. Reservations at $JO a couple_may
A goal' of $1S.OOO ln contributions and
;of ,_T,ampa, Cha\rman of ..the Educatlon
be made at '25B-1071 or '251-2072.
pledges for the 19n -Tampa_ United
~ ?"I'miltee , w ill speak on " The ChalEntries . ■re now beirig accepted . for a
Fund drive. has been announced by Dr.
-lenge to Education In Flortda." Reser•
faculty-staff tennis tourriamen.t which
Russell M. Cooper, USF ,:uF chairvations may be made by calling Sherry
will begin Mon., Oct. 25. Competition
man, and his thirteen USF division cap,.
--~
oro, 97-4-2100, Ext. 2-40. Cost is
w ill be in si x d ivisions: novi ce men's
tains. USF people have exceeded 1helr
J.6Q,
•
singles, open men's si ngil es, novice
agreed campaian. goal every · year since
F.aculfy wishing to apply· for Faculty
men's doubles, open men's doubles,. Joining the annual community cam~
_e velopment Lea ve for Qtr. I, 1972 and
women's singles, and women's doubles.
paign. The ·overall Greater Tampa TUF
Qtr. If or Ill , 1973, should contact the
The tournament will be double el imlna•
goal this y ear is $1,385,000.
Office of · the Vice President for Acation and is open to all USF faculty,
cfemic Affairs for an application form .
sta ff and their spQuses. El"!try fees will
A r:iy eligible fa culty' member who' aP.:;
be fifty cents for singles and $1 pe'r
j..

Only about 30 students
showed up at the University
B a 11 r o o m to ask Vicepresident fqr. Student Affairs
Joe Howell questions about
"The Book".
The meeting was characterized by complaints about
"The Book" and accusations
of oppressiveness on the part
of the administration.

al in an ·Administrative Hierarchy, R. W. Ellis, assistant vice president for Academic Affairs

Meeting times and pl aces of organize•
t ions which meet regul arl y are pasted
on UC Lobby Bulletin Boards.
TODAY

Aegean Pictures, 9 a:.m., CTR 204
Ed. Resources Lunche0-n, noon, CTR
2.16
College of Education Reception, 3:4S

p.m., CTR 248

"ACCESS" - w ith President Mackey
and other USF administrators - WUSF
rad io B9.7 FM stereo, 6: 30 p.m.

are available in the P lacement Center on the fifth -floor
of the library. Interested stu,
dents are advised to submit
their application as soon as
possible.

Ramp~ for

This is an increase of about
50 grants over last year's
total. Nearly all of the additional grants are a result of
' renewed emphasis on student
awards in the State De·partment-funded
Fulbright
program ..

wheelchairs
to be built
Workmen laying concrete
for wheelchair ramps have •
been hindered by an abundance of grafitti writers.
Officials have requested students to stop wi;-iting in the
wet cement, or guard the cement from students who continue to write in it.
Volunteers should' contact
Louise Fr1derici I at ext. 6252
or 6253 for information as to
where and when their guard
services will be needed.

A SPECIAL effort is being
made to secure candidates for
grants to Germany, Poland,
Romania, Yugoslavia, Iceland, Portugal, Japan and Liberia.
The grants in Japan are
bo~ for students planning advanced research and for English teacher - consultants.
Those in Liberia are teaching
fellowships 'in business eco,ncimics and anthropology.
Application forms and brouchures describing the grants

, Flea mart ser
for scholarships
· "The Magic .Flea :ryt:arket;''
the USF Women's annual drive
for scholarship funds, will be
Nov. 20 at the University
Ct;apel Fellowship.
Donation of1any new or used
artides is encouraged.
Mrs. Ray DeHainaut, Flea
J\,farket chairman, can be
rea<.:hed at 932-8969.

RADICAL Action Coalition
(RAC) members passed out
copies ,of " The Word on The
Book", an RAC analysis of
"The Book", which they
claim proves it unconstitutional.
Howell began the meeting
by explaining the processes
by which "The Book" was
written and said the committee responsible for it .had "no
visions it was a finished document, " but rather something
where students could find out
all the University regulations.
He said the committee will
continue _to meet and he expected "The Book" to be
changed by next fall. He
asked for students to submit
all their suggestions and criticisms o1 the regulations to the
committee.
HOLDING UP a copy of
"The Word on the Book",
Howell said he hoped it was a
good start to calling attention
to the fallacies of "The Book."
He then opened the floor to
questions.

WELCOME BAC.K USF!!!

Ed Deaton, RAC member
and ex-USF student, voiced
the most complaints about
"The Book". Reading from
"The Word on The Book"
Deaton cited court cases
, which he said proved "The
Book" wa.s unconstitutional
antl said the University should
rescind all the regulations in
"The Book" until the regulations could be made.

Wee Gayts,
I'-m the Mascot of

.·ouTCH PANTRY:
~

I've arranged
just for you

•

ALL -YOU CAN EAT·.
THE FILM FORUM -

REG,

THE MACHINE OF
EDEN
THE ANIMAlS OF

I

EDEN AND. AFTER
I •

I
l Fresh Ocean Perch -

Fried Chicken

THE WEIR FALCON
SAGA

$16_9_
:..-(

experitn.ental films by

. NOW
I REG.
$)·49- I ~_l39
with Sluilftl-l.D. I

NOW

$)09
With Student LD.

With Southed; Hush Puppies, French Fries, and Cole Slaw.
In addition·
look forwarc,l to ·epjoy.ing ~ur own baked
b read, apple butter, and pickled cabbage. ,
· . · , ·

you can

.

•

I

.

APPLE FRITTER SUNDAE

STAN BRAKHAGE

REG. $.55 with 1.D. $.40

THURS., OCT. 7
8:00 P.M. LAN 103 .

• •

~Tuesday Night .~ - Friday Night

Presents

Friday decal
deadline
The deadline for purclfasing
and displaying commuter and
s taff decals was last Friday,
USF Security Departmenf'announced.
Security Director Jack Prehie said "all commuter and
staff stickers are in. We're
waiting for bicycle, motorcycle and resident stickers.
They should be here shortly."

He claimed the committee
Bill Davis, an RAC member
wasn't interes_ted in students and USF student senator,
rights and even "the courts of complained the rules were
Tampa would find "The _"too arbitrary" and the adBook" unconstitutional. .
ministration had to make
value judgments to enforce
HOWELL REPLIED that he the rules such as improper
doubted ·constitutionality eould dress or hazing. As an exambe based on several circuit ple, he asked Howell why stu:
cou:,: cases, but he asked for dents could not have an outcopies of the RAC booklet for side rock dance since the Unithe committee to consider.
versity has allowed other outAnother RAC member, John side activities.
Shelley, charged the offHowell admitted the decampus speaker ·policy, which cisions had to be made
arbirequires -speakers to be regis- trarily but denied Davis' retered 14 days in advance of' quest for a concert -saying
their speech, but allows the rock concerts, because of inci- vice-president for student af• dents at other colleges,
would
fairs to make exceptions to be 'inappropriate. "
the rule, denies citizens freeIN THE LAST statement
dom to speek. Then Deaton
added the entire speaker reg- before t he meeting ended,
ulation should .b~ void because Deaton said the administrait is a form of prior restraint. tion was not held responsible
for any rule violation. "All
Howell answered that the grievances have to be filed
requirement was possibly too through Student A f f a i rs,"
long, but it gave the Student _Deaton said "students have
Affairs Office more time to no power in policy making dehelp students prepare for the cisions".
·
speaker and it also reminded
students to "plan ahead".
He said the administration
could start making changes
AS THE MEETING pro- iby putting students on an exgressed the criticisms of the ecutive advisory
board.
book became sharper with
The next meeting of the
more open- attacks on it and
the administration.
commtttee is Monday, Oct. 11.

Phone 626-9889

56th and Hills. Ave.

$).00

THURSDAY
.
Aegean Pictures, 9 a.m .~ CTR 20-(
University Faculty staff L11ncheon,
noon , CTR 24'8 N
BIS Luncheon, noon, CTR 255
FRIDAY

Aegean Pictures, 9· a .m ., CTR 20~
UCPC Movie, "2001 Space Odyssey,"
7:30 & 10 p.m., LAN 103

•

UC Dance, 8 p,m., GYm
SATURDAY
UCPC Retreal, 9 p.m., Lake ThonofO·

BURGER

sassa
Film Assoc. Movies, 7 p.m., CTR 252
UCPC Movie, "2001 Space Odyssey,"
7:30 & 10 p.m., U\N •103 '
-

SUNDAY

Rally Sports car, 11 a.m. , FAH park-

KING

ing lot
UCPC Movie, "2001 Space Odyssey, 11
7:30 & 10 p.m ., LAN 103
MONDAY
Aegean Pictures,. 9 a .m., CTR 204
TUESDAY
Aegean Pictures, 9 a.m., CTR 204
Jam session, .s p,m., Empty Keg

Co-Op Education
TODAY, OCT. 6
career Planning conference for stu•
dents inter!sted tn placement on Coope rat ive Education traini ng ind auign•
ments during Quarter 2 and 3, 2 p.mt-,
soc 127.
Friday, 'Oct. 21
Mid-term Report and Ho~sing Q\Jes•
t ionnalre must be Postmarked for return to Co-op Office not later than this
date. Mid-term Report and Housing
Questionna ire optional , but if sent Jn ·
should be malled by this date.
Co•Op Training opportunities for ma•
jars in all colleges are listed in · the
Co-op Oflice. Inquire in FAO 126 orExt. 2171.
Somt openings available for Quarter
II are as follows:
Marketir,g: Junior: Senior level, Tampa

area .
.
Accounting : Senior l!vel with · auditing

'

/

1-T TAKES TWO HANDS TO HAND~E THE WHOPPER®
,
THE TWO-FISTED BURGER AT BURGER KING®

course. CPA firm , Atlanta, Ga.
Engineering:
All
areas; students
needed for Quarter II placement.

-Career Planning
And Placement
The followi ng organizations will be in•
·t ervlewlng on campus. Check with Career P lanning and P lacement, ULI 518,
ext. 2295 (or call 2200 for tape.recorded
schedu le) for interview lqcations, , to
schedule appointments or for further in"":
fo rmation .
OCTOBER 18
Tennessee Valley Aut~oritY, B.A. ,
M.A. Acctg . & Eng. (E.E., E.C., SMF)
majors.

Burger King® Welcomes Back USF Students
Get your free ecology book covers
at the USF bookstore, courtesy of Burger-King.
1

·

Haskins & Sells, B.A. , -M.A . Acctg.
ma jors.
U.S. Anny and Air Force Exchange
Service, B.A., M.A. · Business, Food
{Hotel & Rest.), and Police Sci. ma•
jar s.
OCTOBER 19
Grand Union Co., B.A. Mngmt,
Mktg ., Econ. · and Bus. Adm. majors

Amaco - Geophysics, B.A., M.A.
Phy sics, Malh (with some Geology}, ·
Geology (with some Math ) ma lors.
. Darby, Odom & Co., B.A., M.A.
Acctg. majors.
OCTOBER 20
W.T. Grant - Brandon , No specific re•

quirements.

OCTOBER 21
Blount Brothers Corp., B.S.
(SMF ) ma jors.
Arthur Young & Co., B.S.,
Acctg. ma lors.

Eng.
M.S.

OCTOBER 22

.....

SUNCOAST STEREO CENTER
1539 South Dale Mabry
839-294S
Tampa's Newest Component Showroom

...

BURGER

KING

U.S. Army Topagraphlc Labs, B.S.,
M.S. Eng. ( E. E.) malors.
Woolworth, Complete Information will
be ava ilable on interview sign-up
sheets.

Have you tried our BURGER
Doub le
'Chee sebur ger?
'

EDUCATION
OCTOBER 18

southern Methadist univ. - School of
Business, B.A., any maJor.
OCTOBER 21
Hillsborough ·county Sch., B.A., M.A.
Education maiors.
Vanderbilt Universit y, Any student interested In ANY law school.

10 A.M. to Midnight

across from the Schlitz Plant

"
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St. Pete erlrollment increases
Enrollment on USF's St. Pe•
tersburg Campus, now up to
1,300 shows nearly a 20 per
cent increase over last year's
fall quarter figure.
And the present enrollment
more than doubles the 629 students who started classes

~--~~~~--------~----~

II ;Jfratttnit!'
·
f

I
II

j!} OU~-f

Barber Shop

WIN A FREE STYLE IN OUR
FOOTBALL POOL

Pic k t he winner of the f oIIowing games and call the
I score of the tie-breaker. Submit to the Fraternity HouH
J by Friday.

1 Atr Force...............

Roberts, "But a number of
things came in to play. The
state of the economy, the
number of 'people out of jobs,
the wage-price freeze, for instance, all contributed."
The full-time equivalency
enrollment - on which allo cation oi funds to the campus is
based - also shows a jump

when the St. Petersburg Campus opened it5t;1oors in 1968.
Director of 11.dmissions Eugene Roberts attributes the
steady growth to continuous
curriculum ·expansion.
"Actually, we had hoped to
get 1,500 this quarter," said

II
I
I
II
I

vs SMU ••.•• ~........ •• • • • •

• •• •••••••••
Auburn •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • vs Sou th ern M1ss
II Duke...................
vs · Clemson •• , • ••..........
~ •••••••••• , • ~...... vs Miss State.••••••••••.••
I FSU
ll~ino!s •.•... • •• • •, • • • • • vs Ohio State••••••••••••••
I Miami•·•·••••••••·•·•••
vs Notre Dame • • • • • • ·• ... • •
Michigan State • • • • • • • • • vs Michi'gan ••• .'•••••••••••
I Mississippi • . • . . . .. . . .. • vs. Nebraska...............
f Purdue................. v~ Minnesota..............
I Texas • • • • • •• •, • • •, • • • • • vs Oklahoma••••••••••••.•
BREAKER
I LSU • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • TIE
• • •• vs Florida•••••••••••••••••
I NAME •................ , PHONE •..•. , ......... , • •
I.·
I ADDRESS •....•..•........• , ..·............ . .......:..
_____
__._______
PLAZA
.
J
L _ _ _ ___ _UNIVERSITY

Honduras,
USF end
program
USF and the government of
Honduras are ending what
has been termed a "successful " joint teacher-training
tr
con act one year earlier than
scheduled, partially due to increasing anti-American feelings being expressed in the
Central American country.

Newly elected Honduran officials, a .recent war with El
Salvador, and a growing
sense of nationalism contributed to · the program's early
end, according to some USF
officials involved with the
program.
· ..WE WERE THERE at
the Honduran government's
pleasure," ·said Dr. E. Christian Anderson, project director. " They are 'having problems !)OW and it's nqt our
business to get into politics.
As professional educators, we
can't get involved."

Dorm residents report
exhibi.tionist to police

from last year, from 630 to
752.
Undergraduate st u de n ts
with 15 or more quarter hours ·
are considered full time.
Graduate studen.ts must carry
12 or more quarter hours to
be designated full tim!!.
·BENJAMIN WAl(SMAN ,
Roberts said the total en,IJ racle Slaff Write,
rollment -is divided about
A man described as paun•
equally between· day and eve:
chy, balding and middle-aged
ning stu!}ents.
\Vhii reportedly exhibited him-.
This year's enrollment in- self to two girls· in a bathroom
crease continues an upward
at Kappa Hall and made lewd
trend reflected every year ·
remarks ·,to a girl outside· Mu,
since the St. Peter&burg Cam- · escaped ·before USF Security
pus op~ned. However, this
Police were called to. the
year's increase is smaller
scene.
• tlian the previous two years'.
"If .those girls had ~alled us
In the fall quarter of 1969,
821 students reflected a 30.5 . right away we could have
per cent jump from the origi- caught that guy ," Secur.ity
1ial 629. In 1970, 1,094 students Chief Jack iPrehle said !~sf
showed a 33 per cent increase week.
from the previous year.
"IT HAPPENED Sept. 28
This year's increase is . around 11 p.m.," Preble said.
.about 19 per cent.
He related the two girls in
Kappa Hall were returning to
their suite when they went to
the bathroom to undress for
bed and found the man exposing himself. He had apparently come in through the other
Dormitory residents' com- apartment door, which probaplaints of leaky faucets, caved bly had been left unlocked,
in shower roofs, pesty bugs, Prehle said.
faulty vacuum cleaners, unWhen the girls screamed
cleaned carpets, and broken the man.- ran out. The girls
closet doors should be reported to Maintenance, ext. 2753. diad't call the Security Off.ice
Only two full time mainte- . until 11:42 p.m.
nance men-are respon'sible for
"The man was next r~portboth Andros· and Argos com- ed hiding in a corner outside
plexes. Special technicians Mu Hall. A Mu resident, was
are hired when necessary.
walking home to the Mu dorm
;
'

Maintenance
for dorms

Initiated in September, 1968,
the program was designed to
reform the Hondura's secondary education system. It was
fi~anced by a $12-million
grant from . the U.S. Agency
for International Development
(AID) to, Honduras.
In turn, • ,that country approved a number of contracts,
including a Sl.2-million agreement with USF for the training of 30 Honduran teachers
each year.

HELP YOURSELF
IN SCHOOL!!-

SCM Smith-Corona
Electric Portable Typewriters

··'

.

ELECTRA .110
Regular $169.50

ONLY
50

$145

•••••

USF AGREED to a contract, but was_responsible for
administration ~ of teacher:training with assistance frorp
·pie Univer~ity of Florida and
,Florida
State ,,.Univ~rsity.
r
,.
.
-•~ According · fo Anderson·, it
was reas9.riable to end the
kg~ement so that American
involvement in 'the program
"would not"turn into a politic_a k fwtball.''
Anderson . and Jim Clark,
special -assistant to USF Pres .
.Cecil Mackey, said the teacher training was considered a
'. success by both the Hondurans and· the Americans.
' 1Part' of the -problem was
,tJiat we were successful,"
safd . Anderson. . "If we had
been unsuccessful, ,the antiAmerican elements in Honduras would

after watching a campus
. movie", Pre hie . said. "The
man tded fo stop her and
asked her name, She said it
was 11on~ of his, business. ,He
then made an fodecent proposal. She ran inside and
called her boyfriend, instead
of calling us, Prehle"said.

"HER BOYFRIEND came
up and the man, who had been
looking into the first floor windows, ran· into a .'parking Jot
nearby, got -into his car and
drove off."
,.,t\ ; ,.
Prehle said that this cas~; .is.

only an example of · many
times when students do not
call Security when they
should and let a criminal "on
the loos_e ."
"When you're in trouble,
call us right away . . . right

away," Prehle said. "Every
· minute that . goes by makes it
harder for us to catch the
criminal who's . attacked you,
or · stolen your car, or taken
your biclycle or ·your books or
has ·made an obscene phone
· call or has done any crime
· •. . . and makes it easier for

him to get away."

PREHLE SAID that wh~ri
the investigating patrolman;
Allen Turner and Mike Donel;
ly, arrived at Mu, the man
had left no obvious clue ·asJ:'to
who he was or where ;,held
gone or come from.
~ ;c
"The only thing they cotilii
do 1vas take the report · and
try to look for some trace-ot
the man," Prehle said. HIJ'he
only thing we can do ndw 'l:5
wait to see if he comes bacR:- and if he does, stop him:~.efore he. hurts anybody."
. •·- ~~-....i.
.

...

THE GREAT·
'-:~
·. PANTS ---FACTORY
_ ·
--

An ALBERTO GRIMALDI Pmdue1ion

"FELLINI
SATY~CO~"

.

-

TRADE-IN'S

WE TAKE
TRADE ANY ONE PAIR OF OLD JEANS
IN ON A NEW PAIR AND WE'LL GIVE
YOU $1.00 OFF
\

COLOR by Deluxe" PAN,Wl~IO:'ol•

· /Ri..:z;::r~

Umted Artists
STARTS MON., OCT. 11
THRU THUR., OCT. 14
1AN 103 $1.00
FILM ·ART SERIES
FILM CLASSICS

Jeans - .·Shirts & Belts -

:·

930 Fowler Ave. (Next to the R.~ . .T_racks)

··

THE Ill-FASHION
STORE

WESlSHORE PLAZA
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST.

. BRITTON PLAZA:SHOPPING CENTER

·'.'SKINNY.RIBS''

-··
•••• ••••

!

.

•

IF YOU FIND IT. . • •
LET US KNOW
AS A. PUBLIC SERVICE THE ORACLE CLASSIFIED
SECTION WILL OFFER FREE AD SPACE, FOR THE
RETURN OF ARTICLES FOUND ON CAMPUS. '
PLEASE NOTIFY THE QRACLE' CLASSIFIED AD
DEPT. LAN-472 OR PHONE 974-2560.

!

• Electric Power Return
• Steel Carrying Case
• 5 Year Warranty

ELECTRA SS
USEIT
ANYWHERE!
Electric or

battery powered
(Rech~rgeable}

including: ·

·

-,

No One To Depend On /Everybody's Everything

Regular $189.50

Taboo/Para Los Rumberos
Everything's Coming Our Way

including:
DlackMagicWOma.n.1'GypsyQucc11
Oyq_ComoVa.
Hope You•rn FL-cl ini; Del tcr

l nci dcn t J\t:-icsJmbuC'
:Motll~r\; Daugbtru·

, ONLY

$]59so

• 1~-inch Carriage,
• Solid State
• Steel Carrying Cas~

'SKIN.NY-.RIB SLIP-O·Ns'

• 5-YearWarranty

.

..MANY OTflER SAVINGS
IN PORTABLES!!
PRICES START AT

$399s

·. COME SEE ·US
.

~

,

.

NATIONWID-E:

IF IT'S ON RECORD OR TAPE

BUSINESS¾
MACHl·NES
4043 W. KENNEDY 1 block east of lois
·a 17-l968

.

..

MON.-FRI. 8:30 TO 6:0.0 PM
SAT. 10:00

TO 3:00

.

THE STEREO GO ROUND HAS JT •

IT FOR YOU.
4273 W. KENNEDY BLVD.
OR. CAN GET

TAMPA PH. 872-5661

OPEN NITELY TILL 9

__:z:;,i

..

··1n ·short.·:and Lo'ng.Sleeves..
.· .. PQl:yesters ~ Acrylics - -~ylons~-~\ Prints, Stripes & Soljds ~;
Shown With ACorduroy.:.Jean

offered. here
BIS degree
.
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JC Wooden Horse to resume
iublication ·folio wing suspension
-,.,.L. 3

th~ Wooden.

(,a.:. ''"'

Horse, student
-oRr~ I!aper at St. Petersburg
., ..J,wnor College (SPJC) , will
- -resume publication n e X t
·month without the advertise-s;ments for contraceptives or
--any,mforlT\ation on how to ob;;rta:in legal abortions, that
lirought about criticism and
! lilY~l'!tµal suspension of the
·-:!publj.cation.
mi The school's 10-member student-£ a cu 1 t y publications
.;poard met Thursday to con?.'$ider reviving the paper. It
" lUrsn't b~en published this
.,1//!,a,r because . of widespread
~'criticism of the ads and con''.'ferits of last year's issues.
·.!'l_......
.:;:,;~esley E. McClure, dean of
i'•it1,1qent affairs and chairman
·':et,: tjle publications board, told
;.ob.QNd members that he
,rstopped publication because of
'the controversial ads and because the paper's contents;
i!

....

-

.

,6•.

were often inaccurate and too
much space was devoted to
opinions of student editors
and not enough to news.
McClure made the decision
to ban the ads this year and
got majority, although not
'
unanimous, support.

Intensive Tutorial
seeks volunteers
University Volunteer Services (UVS) and Intensive Tutorial (IT) programs are asking USF students to do volunteer · tutor work' with Tampa
residents this fall .
The IT program, which
works with underprivileged
and disadvantaged children of
Tampa, places tutors· directly

f~

121 E. BRANDON BLVD. - 689-8188

DIRECT FACTORY TIRE
DISTRIBUTOR

r •r

He said the first 1971-72
issue will be out within two
weeks, but publication after
that wm depend on the availability of student' activities
funds to support it. That will
be decided next month by the
student -activities committee.

~--· FOR

LARAMIEi. TfRES bylee

in the schools, for ·one or t\vo
hours weekly.
TIDS ONE-TO-ONE relationship is not. strictly f o r
teacliing·, but for friendship as
well, ac<;ording to the IT informaqon services. ~
IT tutors can work with
childreq · from pre-school to
high school level and the only
qualification 'i s a desire to
.
help.
UVS provides an alternative
fo school tutoring programs,
.with students working with ju. venile , delinquents, working
·with the elderly, getting invo1ved with social welfare
case, special education for the
handicapped, the j u v e n i 1 e
courts, and ' many other programs deal ing . with today's
pressing problems in the communit)".!
BOTH PROGRAMS provide
transportation for all volunteers, and arrange work hours
to fit any interested person's
S!,!hedule.
For more information, contact IT office at Andros Office
Classrooms (ADC) 218, (974)
2099 or RVS office, AOC 219,
(974) 2388.

The paper cost $10,000 last
year, when it was published
each week. This !'~ar, with
activities funds severely cut,
it js probable the -p aper will

·

·1_ .

PHONE
237-3959

Premium-~elt ,

$30.69
'~-~ ·Wi~a'.i-re~ds -.
F60xl4 8'¼" y,ide - - - - ~ · 5.00
C60x14 911 'Wide-----..P 6.22
'f.8-1 ·
,.,.., t'60xl5 10" wi;.J~-- '·'- -~Track Auto Player: _
, We Specicdixe i
and .Wh.e el -Balancing ·

-

Contact Jeff Christmas,-USF Student Rep.

.- -----·~----,I
.r--~--------~
Bearer of This Car~ ::<(_ ~
I ·
4

'

,1

·1

entitled '.tq :, , ,,; .: :-•:•;,,

"' .- ... •, ....,

:J, ~ . Cost+_1~%on-·-· :l Westinghouse Merch~ndise
· I Name-..........~ ~ ~ ••.••.••.•••• -. ~~ SEE US FQR YOUR BEST BUYS IN
, ·I
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I
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The Instructional Materials
Center, located on the first
floor of the Education Buifding, has expanded its hours
to three nights a week. The
_hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday, an d
Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.Iil.
.l
Tuesday and Friday.
The reason for the expansion is because of the evening.
classes and a larger staff.The Materials Center offers
such. servit:es as children's
books and records, listening
labs for The records that cannot be checked out, and a student publication lab.
The center is open to . all
students, but only education
majors can check out the materials.

,

CHALLENGE.

In 'brewing Bud@,' our choice
is to go all the way.

We hope 'byer matters
enough to you that you too
will -go all the way ••.

with Budweiser.
1

WHENYOUSAY

.Budweisei:
· YOU'VE SAID IT A~L!

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, IN!:. • ST. LOUIS

flNAL EDITION

notLwoocl,<:l\l,aitQl
FHA 2~·cooPERATM TOWNH()U$~~

TAMPA· • MODELS OPEN 11•6 DAILY EXCEPT THURSDAYS
STREET AT SLIGH,
30TH
•
.
I

They don't havetO be in schOOI
total' back to the teacher..
We have a special school-to-home telephone so your budding
genius doesn't have to miss a minute of school. It's easy to install
and use. Our Service Representative can give you details. Everyone w,e ·know thinks it's a great id~a. Except for a few budding
geniuses.

·..

F7Sx14 Preniium-Befr..f-· •---1'$.311.67
G78xl5

More information is available at the Bachelor of Independent Studies Office, USF,
Tampa, 33612.

. p8 Yfflents On Your Own .
Townhouse·Less Than Rent

.Center'S"hours
expanded·to
_include nights·

- ftei, lnstaUafion

->

THE PROGRAM, which
ranges in completion from
t\vo to eight years, cqsts
$2,125, and encompasses four
academic sectors: humanities, natural sciences, social
sciences,' and an area specialization.

Dr. Kevin E. Kearney, BIS
director, said .of the program,
" industry is selling the idea to
their employees in mid-career
whom they want to promote,
but can't." Currently 60 students have enrolled in the USF
program, and the New College at Sarasota is building a
similar project.

'

PRICES
DISCOUNT
·\.: ..
.

The Veteran's Administration approve_d certificate is

achieved through correspondence study, 13 weeks of oncampus· seminar participation
and a small amount of additional in-school study.

SUNSHINE
MRY -DAY

FA~T~sr1c VALUE
llucfset Terms· .

come out not more often than
once ·every two weeks.
Lee .. Helscel, a ·Clearwater
campus student was named
acting editor-in-chief.

· The USF campus is the first
in the Southeast to offer a
B. a c h e I o r of Independent
Studies . (BIS) degree, in
which adults over 25, who
have earned either a . high
school or high school equivalency diploma, can earn a
baccalureate degre,e out of the
classroom.

Crii4

GEn,ERA~TELEP"DnE
.. '

'

•

Jose Feliciano coming here Oct. ·15
By WA;LT STEIGLEMAN
Tht Oracle Acllvltle1 Editor
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Jose Feliciano
·The blind musician counts horseback- riding, fishing, playing . ball.; and water ,kiing among his hobbies.

'Satyricon' to be
shown four . days
i

I

"Fellini - -Satyricon," Federii> Fellini's latest film, will
be the fourth presentation by
the Film Art Series, in the
Language Literature Auditorium Monday, Oct. 11 through
Thursday, Oct. 14 at 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Sponsored jointly by the
Flori!la, Center for the Arts
F.ilm Arts Series and the Film
Classics League; · "Satyricon"
is a recreation of Rome of the
....First Century. It is based"'On
the writings of Gains Arbiter
Petronius, of Nero's Court between 54 and 68 A.D. and was
responsible for that court's
depravity since _it was his job
to satisfy the emperor with
bigger and better orgies.
WHEN BE FELL ' out . o{
favor :with the Emperor, he
set down on paper exactly
what he had seen happen; and
held ·it over the emperor's
head as blackmail in case
Nero should ever decide to
liquidate him.

It didn't work out that way
and the writings, celebrated
in literary history as "The
Satyricon" because it was
written in the romantic satyri- ·
cal style popular in Nero's .
day, soon began to flow from
underground copyists,- and .
·
la~er, printers.
It was, of course, banned by
the church and civil authori•
ties because of the ·nature of
its revelations ~or almost two
thousand years.

DRAWING ON the Satyricon and other classical texts,
Fellini has created a stunning
vision of the beautiful and the
1monst_rous.

:fall panorama
of outer space
at Planetarium
The

USF Planetarium has
once again started its daily
programs. The show for October and November is "The
Structure of Stars," and shows
the positions of the stars in
Tampa's sky during these
months.
· The Sunday programs, starting .at 2:30 p.m. take about an
hour and a half. Admission is
free, but reservations must
be made in advance by calling

!174-2580.
During the course of. the
.school year, several different
programs will be presented,
but the most popular one
every year is December's,
''The Christmas Star." The
planetarium is filled to ca~
pa.city every Sunday afternoon
during this month.

"Our film should restore the
image of a vanished world,"
Fellim has said, "the myths,
attitudes and customs of people who come long before us,
without judging them, without
making them the object of
moral complacency - without
critical reserves, without psychological inhibitions a n d
prejudices; If their adventures
were sometimes so cruel ·as to
be·revolting by our standards,
if they were obscene in such a
_g:rand .and tot~ ,,way -as _to ..b_
come inn~n_t _,a~~. _Y-t;!t
beyon~ their fero~ity, fileir
eroticisin, they- embody_ the·
eternal rriyth; man standing
alone before the fascinating
mystery_of life, all- its terror,
its beauty and passion."
. The film, made in 1970, has
cast of hundreds l\eaded by
·Martin Potter of England, and
Hiram Keller, the American

a

,

The band, called the Swinging Sergeants, . will play modem and rock jazz. The Jazz
Appreciation Society a n d
WUSF-FM are swnsoring the
concert. Parts of the presentation-will be taped and aired
at_ WUSF on its regular Tuesday jazz night.
All of the men in the Swinging Sergeants are members of
the 589th Air Force Band at
MacDill Air Force Base,
called the Air Force Band of
the Golden Sun C<:iast. Both
groups are under the direction
of Second Lieutenant Gene E.
Egge.
The fifteen piece band · is
·one of the most sought after
groups in the Air Force. Their
music ranges from the "Big
Band Sound" to the music of
the modern dance band, playing Aquarius, Ode to Billf
Joe, Preacher Man, and Make
Me Smile, to the sentimental
oldies from the Glenn Miller
era.
The swinging Sergeants feature professional _ musicians
from all over the U.S. They
have appeared with the large
band, but have also made appearances on their own
throughout the South and
East.
Lt. Egge was assigned Commander-Conductor · of t h e
bands early this year. Previously, he ha(! completed
tours of duty with Air Force
Bands at Washington, D.C.;
Yamato, . Japan; West Palm
Beach,,Florida; Waco, Texas;
Hampton, Va; Warner Rob·
ins, Ga.; and Hawaii.

play and be an ordinary kid ,"
he says now, "so as a release,
I turned to music."
His parents still enjoy tell-

lj

'

FELICIANO BECOMES a

1

..

He . also appears on c~fi~e
~ 1
tours.

little cynical when remembering how he dropped out ·of
school at 17.
"I wanted to be a star and
school wasn't going to do it ·
for me. But it's not something
I would recommend to other
kids .. .

Tickets for · general adfnis•
sion ·may · be . purchased - - t
Curtis Hixon for $4.50, S5';aifd
$5.50. Student tickets for .$2,i ,
$3 and $3.50 are available~ it
the UC information desk. -~
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.
famous for his role in "Hair."
"FELLINI·SATYRICON" is
the first major film in over
four years from the Italian director Time magazine has·
calleci "a prodigal genius ...
one of the world's greatest
mm· makers."
' A related film showing the
making of Satyricon, "Ciao
Federico,". will -be shown in
tegral parts, the first of
ByLISASMlffl
LAN 103 ~t ·2 ·p.m. in the Af.
which, through their last
Special To The Oracle
ternoon Film Art Series. Di~poem, relates the emotions of
rected by Gideon Bachmann, "D I A L O G U E S W I T J! · the Jewish children of Terezin before they ,were gassed at
•_Eelliiµ's offieiaJ .biograI!,her,c it "lDENI'H • - r ,
· · _ : · . · . _,.
-was filmed guring the sh~t- "
:Auschwitz.
I b_e~eve .1n .the sun even
fog ..of ,;'Satyricon." It is free
. An incident in ·a CZechoslowh~n i( is_no_t shining.
- .
and runs 55.minutes.
. vakian ghetto outlines the sec· Tickets for Satyricon ar.e $1 I believe~in love even when• ond segment. Two young peofeeling it not.
-a~\i are ava4a_l;>le in the Theaple fall ,,in love the. night befre Box Office .1 :15 to 4:30
they are to be transfore
when
p.m. ·on the· day _of each show- . 1 belie'!'e in God even
·. , f e,r r e d to concentration
_ing, (except Wed.) and a ha1f ,. He is silent." ,,.,
· camps.
1
hour before each showing in
The final segml!nt of the
LAN 103. . Admission Wednes- : Th-e$e· 'words, found scraw- production is comprised of
day is by Season Subscription. led on the wall of a cellar four of the Last Letters of
in Cologne, Germany, where·
Stalingrad. Presented with a
pa,nicked ,Jews hid . from unique twist effected by the
Nazis, present tire main use of a tape recorder, the lettheme of the Speech Depart- , ters depict the disillusionment
ment's second production of of young Nazi s o 1 d i e r s,
......
the fall quarter, a stark docu- trapped in a hopeless military
mentary of the Second World
.'Nar. Drawn entirely from
non-fictional sources, "[!ialogues" 'is offered in the new
,Language-Literature Auditorium .at 2 p.m. today and next
While in Hawaii, Egge arUSF's Afro-American GosWednesday, October 13.
ran·g~d for professional perChoir is proving that
pel
1.:
formers ·Ed Kenny and Don. ' "Dia.16gues" begins forceful- "Black is Beautiful."
Ho.ly· with' pre-,;var films of hopeAt the Congress on Racial
He entered the Air Force ful N'azi youths in full regalia
(CORE) national
quality's
E
Band Program in 1947 after a and tull voice, bellowing Gerin Harlem this
convention
tour as a-·Coinbat Air Crew- man anthems. As the :icreen
weekend, they will show how
man in the Navy, and was rises and the volces disappear
black is, as well.
first assigned to Eglin AFB as the audience witnesses the talented
The choir, formed Quarter 2
a percussionist and arranger. "other side" of the situation.
In 1953 he was .assigned . to through powerful photos of last year, has been selected to
the Air Force Band in France barbed wire and drawn faces. represent USF and the entire
where he was assistant Con-·
From this point, the docu- southeast region by the CORE
mentary divides into three in- national office. The choir
ductor.

'Dialogues With Death'
set today, next week

to play at USF
P·II!·

''I OOULDN't go out and

le
Although Jose's. fir~
recording was cuf in- t1i · ·ted States, his • first big
When he was nine, Jose was cesses came in Central and
given his first guitar (he had · South America. In 11i66 -he
learned to play by fingering performed before 100,~~►
tunes on friends' guitars). His ple at a seaside resort near
.v<-~•f'
family had · since moved to Buenos Aires.
•i 1ff ,....,_ _
New York ~ity to find a betSINCE THEN IT be~me
ter life, and that year young
Jose made his "professional" just one hit after anothen debut at a Puerto Rican night- but it was far from being
... _·1d
downhill all th~ way.
club in the Bronx.
"You can't coast," beca:ftle
BE RECEIVED a standing · his philosophy, "If you. - Beovation.
come a star , you can't rest on
·e:,:
By the time he was 16, Jose your laurels."
"An entertainer ·never. st(lps
was appearing in Greenwich
:Village coffee houses·for coins paying. his dues, he alwa3/S
dropped into a basket - and has to keep proving himself."
sometimes not even coins.
~~
IN THE PAST few ye_
He started doing rock and Jose Feliciano has bee11.a Jaroll material that he lifted by miliar name on talk and varilistening to radio shows and ety ·Shows and on the enterby imitating the distinctive tainment page in newspapers
styles of musicians such as (with a . sports page _write•up
Ray Charles, Elvis Presley in 1968 for his World Serles
rendition of "The Star Span•
~d Frankie Laine .
~,·,
gled Banner") .

SECTION
B

Air Force· ·band
The stage band of the 589th
Air Force Band will perlorm
a free public jazz concert in
the Language-Literature Audi- .
torium (LAN 103) Oct. 10 at 2

J o s e Feliciano, interna•
tionally acclaimed singer, instrumentalist, and composer,
will perform Friday, Oct. 15,
at Tampa's Curtis Hixon Convention Center.
· Feliciano and his entourage
will appear as one presenta. tion in a series of "Soundsation' ' -concerts spo.nsored by
the University Center (UC)
Program Council.
HIS INNUMERABLE · plaudits and credits include two
Grammy awards earned in
1969 for "Best Male .Contemporary Pop · Perlotmance"
(for "Light My Fire"l and for
being the "Best New Artist"
·
that year.
Jose Feliciano's biography
is a contemporary allusion to
Horatio-Algerism. Born . to a
· Puerto Rican farmer and his
wife whose family would
eventually number eleven,
Jose would 11ot have been
given · much hope for success
of any kind.
The sightless little boy was
constantly taunted by his
schoolmates because he was
incapable of so many everyday activities.

" Talent is no good if yottr
mind hasn't developed along
with it."

ing stories of Jose beating out
a rhythm on a cracker can at
three years old, or how he
began mimicking records by
fingering an old accordion
when he was four.

disaster, through their' letters
to their wives and sweet.
.
hearts.
"Dialogues with Death,"
said adapter-director R. J.
Schneider, "is a torn document of lost youth, who refuse
to be forgotten."
Framed by two war poems
of professor Hans Juergensen,
"Dialogues" _ includes Dave
Stevens, Dean Taylor , Meri
Eddy, Bob Specker, Jim
McCabe, Judy Hulnick, Rosemary Orlando, and Ginger
Burget, who share the roles of
the German youth caught in
the Nazi maelstrom.
The Literature Hour presentatio·n is open to tlie public
·
without charge.

USF blacks to sing
began with 18 students and
now numbers 68.
CORE is paying all transportation and other expense§
except for each student's $5
registration . fee. The group
will stay at the Wellingtqn
Hotel in downtown New York,
and plans to perform at both
the opening and closing programs.
President of the group is
Bruce Brewington and director is Wayne Leonard.

WUSF\begins season
On radio

On television

Autumn brings some changes arld new-ideas to WUSFWUSF-TV, Channel 16, the USF non-commercial television
FM (89.7 mh) .
station, began its fall service Monday, Oct. 4.
The ne\v schedwe features a rqund trip special for the
Included in the shows returning to WUSF-TV is Don Steger
"Undergrqu_nd Railroad'' .leaving Saturday at 4 p.m. and reat 6 :30 on Monday evenings. The program features a half hour
turning at -2 a.m. Weekday trips run from 4 to 7 p.m:, with . exchange of opinions with Steger and guests around the Tampa_
the exception .of a Thursday night excursion from 8 p.m. until
Bay area.
2 a.m. The· night · coach pulls out Monday, Wednesday and
ALSO R.ETUR.NING 1s the repeat of Turned-on Crisis, the
.
F)"id<J.y at 11 p.m:
Broadcasting Service series on drug abuse ·and educa~.
Puolic
E~RY WEDNESDiµ- ,"Acc,ess" interrupts the Undertion. The series is scheduled for Tuesdays and Thursdays- at-6
gro4n_d at ·6 :30 .featurin_w a liot line 1:ietween USF-administrap.m.
· .
·
/
tors and students.
William F. Buckley's Firing Llne ·and David Susskind' show
Classical entertainment can· be· heard on " E vening Conspan the extremes of discussion shows.
will
Friday.
and
Wednesday
Monday,
cert" from 8 untif 11 p.m.
Every Thursday at 3. p.m. the Great American Dream Ma"Afternoon Concert", runs from 1 un'til 4 p.m. Monday
chine will present investigative reporting and humor to com·
through ·s aturday.
ment on our times.
"Jazz Night" takes_over from 8 p.m: to 1 a .m. on Tues: ~
~~
TONIGHT WUSF will present the premiere of National Ed·
· 1'Firing Line," a network special \vitl). William Buckley is
ucational Television's new children'·s series, "Masquerade," bescheduled for Sunday a( 7' p.in. 0:ther ~Qws for Sunday inginning at 6 p.m.
clude Bookbeat at 4:30 p.m., Present .iri Perspective at 6
The series is aimed .primarily at youngsters 8-14 years old.
p.m., Music From Germany at 6:·30 p.m. and Sunday at the
It was. conceived by NET's director· of children's programming,
Opera beginning at 8 p.m ..
Lee Polk, and features folklore, fairytales, myths, song stories,
WITH THE opening of the sports season, WUSF is explordances and rhymes from around the world.
ing the possibility of covering USF basketball games. NegoLocal productions for this evening include "Government in
tiations are under way with· WFLA which has carried the
Action," at 6:30, covering the Hillsborough County School
'
'
games in the past.
Board meeting and the continuation of the study series called
·
" Chemistry 211."
The USF radio station will continue to record classical
and jazz concerts around campus to be played back in porWUSF-TV broadcast llours Monday through Friday will
tions on approl)riate sh~ws. '.fhe WUSf ~rew is also formu,Iatbegin at 3 p.m. and .will continue until 8:30. p.m. on Monday and
ing plans to record rock concerts when !:he_y come to the Vni- · Tuesday, 9:30 on Wedn~sday, 9:15 on Thursday and 8:30 on Fri•
_,,
_ day.
'
versity campus.

Art by Rampolla . . .

<t.

is now on display in the Theatre, Library and _Teaching ga,~
Ieries. The one-man exhibit is a, memorial to Frank Rampol~
.:
-:::
la, USF art instruct-0r who;ili~d last summer.

• •

Noted mus1c1an
ioins faculty
Dr. Noel Stevens, nationally
prominent woodwind virtuoso,
heads the list of seven musicians added to the USF Music
Department as assistant professors.
·Dr. Stevens comes to USF
from ·the University of Tampa
where he was chairman of UT
music. Other teaching experience includes New York State
University, Lincoln University
and Bemiaji State .College.
But he is far from a stranger to this campus: For many
seasons, Dr. Stevens has par. ticipated in music activities
.here ranging from classical
presentations to supporting
the reed score in raucous choruses in '.'West Side Story"
and other· musical theater
productions.
· Also in Noel Stevens' list of
credits are two record albums; selections of classical
music for reeds and 12 selections of Christmas music.
Another new music instructor is Associate Professor
Jerry Kosmala, a native of
Poland.
While working on his Doctorate of Musical Arts from

Indiana University, Kosm~a
will be instructing students ;jn
viola and violin- technique. t

. . 1.!

Kosmala receive.d a Mastrr
of Arts degree from the. Higher School of Music ai:-:Krako~v '
and later taught i,erfor;mar(ce
of stringed instruments an![l,
specifically, chamoer mu$ic
~·
there.
,.·

..,

Completing the_ list of new
USF music teachers a&"'_,. .
Frederick Black,. voice; Kfte
Covington and James LeWJ5,
musical styl~s; Jan Keist~ ,
classical piano; and
,.
- · Hos'h
Taylor, saxophone .and fl~ .
Also returning to- ,the U~
music faculty is 'V.ance J t:P· •
nings. Jennings_' took a le~ e
of absence for the past ye~ r
to finalize his doctoral Pf.O ·
gram at the University f1,f
I
Oklahpma.
-~

Mobile .X-ray

unit will be

f

i
\

here three dayiJ
The Guli Coast Mpbile X-r~y
unit will be at tfle North s!tle
of the UC Building :on Oci:;,".12,
13; and 14 from 9~12· a.m. and
1-4 p.m.

; .Z-.B
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CAMPUS. ACTIVITIES -USF's 'museum with ·w-alls'

'Clay Pigeon' mocks
.·c·'cops-and-pot' pushers

11111..llllll..lllllUillUllilWllll!•.H!!!.JC:l!..J~i!J~~~U~~lllll.~LIII..Jl!l!..~~"jj!j

- E-VENTS

J,

I 1\ J

·

LATE.SHOW FRI- 8. SAT.

Oct. 6-15: Tickets on sale
for Jose Feliciano Concert in
UC.

_

OCT. 7 fhru 13
I,

SENTA
&

ODDLY COUPLED

.,., Y'

O c t.
11-1:4:
" FelliniSatyricon" (Italian); Sponsored by Film Art Series.
LAN 103 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission $1.

Oct. 8-9 : " The Dance TheaBy BOB.JERO!\IE
tre of Harlem"; Florida CenLECTURES
speciat to The Oracle
S ·
- Any motion pictnr'e which ter for the Arts Artist er1es,
Oct. 6: Free Institutions
fea tures Telly Savalas, John TAT, 8:30 p.m.
Forum: Howard K. 1Smith,
Marley and Burgess Meredith
v v v
' ABC N~ws Commentator;
in its supporting cast and Ario.
Oct. 8: UC' Band Dance .with Bayfront ' Center, 8 p.m. F ree
Guthrie· on its soundtrack the - "Funk Bunch" ·an d tickets available.
can't_be all bad.
_ "Faith; Hope and Chairty" ;
.,., Y' Y'
, And there are isolated· mo- GYM, 9 p.m. Admission $1
Oct. 9: " Bible Prophecy
ments in "Clay Pigeon ,''·: a \yith ID, · ·
Lectnres" sponsored by- the
cops-and-pot-pushers thriller,
._,: _ v Y' .,.,
Seventh Da y· Adventists;
which appears to be ~bout
McKay Auditorium , 7:15 p.m.
,,, Y' ,,,, .:,
something, ma inly the · injus
Oct. 9 :·-Ike and Tina Turner
tice of a legal system ,vhich · in ·concert at Curtis Hi~on,
Oct. 11: Christian Faith and
allows the grass-smoking little- Maiq H~ll. 8:30 p.m.
Great Issues Lecture : uTran•
fish to receive stiff sentences
·
v y, .,.,
scendence: Altered States of
while the .heroin-peddlipg liig · .r-Qc.t',)O: "I Do! I Do! " star• Consciousness" Charles T.
fish , via · moneyed · iilwyers ring Jack- and Sally Jenkins; Tart bf the University of·Caliand payola, get"off lightly.
McKay.: Auditorium, 7 :30 . p.m. fornia at Davis ; · Dendy
TOM -STERN, who produced Tickets .$3, ·$4, and $5 at . UC McNair Auditorium, Florida
and ~c_o-i;lirected· receives the main desk, and . at the Univer• Presbyterian College, 7:30
lion's share of _the footage as sity of Tampa .(253:8861) ·_
p.m.
a :Viet ·veteran who returns to
Los_Angeles, dislikes wh at he
'.' ,,,,, ,,,,_ Y' ·
PLANET ARIQ!\I
sees, and' promptly drops out.
Oct. 10: The Lettermen Con•
All Oct. : "The Structu; e of
As .an amiab~e, hippiesque · cert; M~in Hall, Curtis Hixon,
junk dealer he enjoys the 8 p.m.-Tickets $3.50, .$4'.50, and Stars"; Sundays at 2 :30 _p.m. ,
No admission charge; but res:
good· life until a big Narc, $5.50. ·
·
ei-vations must be made' iii ad(Telly Savalas) tags him as
Y' Y' v
vance
by calling 2580 .. _
the "pigeon" in an elaborate
Oct." 12: Acocalypse Jam
and rather haphazard plan to Se_ssion ; Empty Keg, 8 p.m.
EXHIBITS
,
trap the local opium kingpin Students who want to perform
Oct. 6-8: UC Permanent Art
(played in fey fashion by•Rob- should fill out -an application
Collection; UC 108, 10 a.JD. to
ert Vaughn) .
in the UC Program Office. ·
4" p.m.. daily. '
.
Though the Stern character
FILMS
Y' Y' .,.,
is concerned with love and
Oct. 6-20: Frank Rampolla
peace, in a movie like "Clay
Oct. 7: "New Films by Stan
Pigeon" the operative words Brakhage" including "The Memo r i a I Exhibition; Liare nudity and violence.
Weir Falcon Saga," "The Ma- brary, Teaching and Theatre
THE FOJ,tMER receives a chine -of Eden, " "The Animals Galleries.
.,., Y' , Y' .
workout via the hero's girl, a of Eden," 8
in LAN 103.
Oct. 5-30: The USF Art
go-go dancer, and the latter is Sponsored by Film Forum.
Bank, a comprehensive exhibi- .
heavily stressed as t h e
· v v Y'
Vaughn gang kills and kills in
Oct. 8-10: "P.atton" UC lion of about 250 original
its search for Stern.
Movie; LAN 103, 7 :30 and graphics from the Florida
There_·is one genuinely af- 10:30 p.m. Admission 50 cents Center for the Arts "Art
Bank" collection of traveling
-feeling 'sequence where Sava- with Student ID.
exhibitions. Tampa Bay Art
las takes Stern to a Los AnY'.,.,.,.,
Center , North Boulevard .
geles drug clinic to see the re:
suits of Vaughn's pill-pushing.
Oct. 11: Ciao Federico! " The victims, hanging on to The making of Satyricon by
life by a hellish thread, are ' Fellini. Experimental Film
presented so realistically that
one cannot help but wish a
better script had been written
to suppor:t_ this harrowing bit.
0

ADMISSION $2.25 STARTS Thurs

I'

•

· Series. LAN 103, 2 p.m. Free.
,,,

,

_

begins 25-day Tampa Exhibit
,

USF's " m u s e u m with
walls" is traveling Oct. 5 to
the Tampa Bay Art Center on
North Boulevard for a 25-day
exhibit of original prints.
Rather than build an art
collection an d a museum to
house it, USF groups its art
,collections into small traveling exhibitions which can be
borrowed by organizations
throughout Florida .

The exhibition is comprised
of 198 selected prints from 26
similar smaller collections.
These items are attained
through grants without which
the prints would be inaccessible to USF's traveling museum. ,
"This program reflects the
desirr oL a _major univ_e i-s_ity
to use its resources for the
broadest possible education al

I

a nd cultural advantage," said
James Camp, director of the
Florida Center for ·the Arts,
sponsor of the Art Bank.
USF is the only major university in the state with such
a program.
The Art Bank show will be
on exhibit Tuesday through
Saturday fro m 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The showing will close
Oct. 30.

•

_;

LA

MANCHA

·Dos

BTVDEMT
APAR'rMl:.M'l~

Town house-units with 'two separate-,
' levels,.a group living area and you·r
own room for the privat~ times.
• close to everything • all electric
kitchen • centra1 heat & air c_onditioning
• modern Barcelona style furnishings• wall
to wall shag carpeting• private entranceway
• two pools • a modern recreation area

p.m.

_._

-~~~,-~--•k~~

. -·--= ·- --- - ---~-= . __ _ . .

Play tryouts

UNTIL THE RETURN
TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN

f

~et your SAGA MEAL Plan Reduced $15 Every Monday. ·
Special Arrangements can be made for Anyone with Fi•
nancial Difficulties. Meal Plan~ may be -purchased in
Andros 11 OA. -- --- - ·
_,

SAGA -FOOD SERVICES -

Theatre USF has announced
tryouts for a student honors
production, " The Barking Pussycat." Author and Director
Nancy Wetmore needs singers,
dancers, and actors for the
children's musical which will
open
Nov. 22 in Centre
Stage.
,_
.

!e1'£i

Tutoring School

Located in And~os "and Argos Centers

t""""'"·

501 $. Dale Mabry

'!ill"i·UWWW·i'&

Pmt

~•-1!'1=..••7"'•

PHONE
971-0100

".
-_..~
.. --- -·-·

JUST OFF FLETCHER AVE. ON 42nd ST.

c,~

Ph. 879-2581 & 879-3521

Tryouts will be held tomorrow in FAR 101 at 7:30 p.m:
Roy Halton, who scored .the
show, will serve as accompanist.

I
~ L~.~!!!;?~A
~=
_,,.

J

l':l

Offers: G,R,l'. Preparation
20 hours of instruction
$100.00 tuition, Books extra

Smaller groups or individuals
will. be introduced to potOntial
roommates by the management.

.

•.!~~ J!

APARTMENTS ~ b

I

0
·-. 0

-Rome.
Before Christ.
After Fellini.

0

0
o·
0

0

0

0
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YOU DON'T NEED A

·'

SWISS BANK ACCOUNT~
-(_N.ot When.Y~u Have A

"There is no end, no b~ginning.

There is only the infinite pas$ion of life." -FEWNI

sta rring

.-;lJ'NlV~--RSl-TY STATE BANK

-SAVINGS ACCOUNT)

I

·R 6Y0eLUXe• _
~~~~~~~r by FEDERICO FELLINI •nd BERNARDINO ZAPPONI PANAVISJON• Umhld Arflsts
vo

MARTIN POTTER • HIRAM KELLER. MAX BO RN • SA L
RAN DONE. M AGA LI ,~OEL
ALAIN CUNY· LUCIA BOSE • TANYA LOPERT · GORDON MITCHELL w ilh CAPUCINE

co1o
le

E·XCLUSIVE AREA SHOWING

IRI~:.~~-+

· MONDAY, OCTOBER 11, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14

7 AND 9:J·o P.M. LANGUAGE-LIT. AUD. ADMISSION $1.00 ·
. FLORIDA
CENTER
FOR THE ARTS FILM ART SERIES AND FILM CLASSICS LEAGUE
'.'
,· ,..
.
. ."
.

·, ~THE BANK WITH THE PhD ([e]roud and [E]appy [Q]eposiiors)

UNIVERStTY
"STATE BANK

..

.

.,.~ .

--·

"t.;t;

F.OWLER AVE. at 30th St.• P.O. Box 17744 • TAMPA, FLA 33612:Phonc 8/j/ 971-5700
Mcmtx•r F.D.I.C.
Y.·.·
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USF professor favors open schools'
By_JOE GUIDRY
Oracle Staff Writer

If Dr. Robert Shannon, professor of education, had his
way children would not have
a favorite subject in school;
in fact if he had his way there
would be, no subjects in school
nor desks or textbooks.
Shannon arrived at his beliefs after visiting England
with USF students on an aca. demic program for the last
two summers and observing
the British open-school educational system which is in effect in the lower grades.
SHANNON VISITED an "in. fant" school in London for
animated when he discusses his observations of the British · children 5-7. "Know I e d g e
there is not departmentalschool's system of open education on the elementary level.
ized" Shannon said, "there is
Shannon is -working to institute the system in the US.

Shannon becomes

...

University Health Center.

appoints-student advocate
In an effort to have better
rapport with students, the
University Health Center has
appointed Rod Highsmith to
the newly created position of
student advocate.
under this position Highsmith will attempt to solve any
problems students may encounter with the Health Center.
"IF A STUDENT didn't receive the proper attention or
there was too much delay before receiving attention or for
any other problems a student
may encounter, he can come
to me and complain," Highsmith said. "I'll see that the
student is happy with the answer he receives."
Highsmith, who is also a

member of the University
Senate, explained that he is
presently working on finding
a place where commuting students can rest and relax when
they get ill on camP,US.
"I'm trying to secure a rest
area for commuting studen ts
to lie down, have some water,
and feel good until their ride
comes by, " Highsmith said.
Included in the problems
Highsmith feels need to be corrected at the Health Center is
that of not having a doctor on
call in the Center on weekends.
"IF YOU BREAK an arm
during the weekend you have
to go to University Community Hospital and you have to
pay. Most accidents happen
on weekends,'' he said.

EARTHY

STUFP
TO
WEIR

Students who want to talk to
Highsmith concerning a n y
problems they may have encountered can reach him at his
Health Center office during
the following hours: Monday,
3-5 p.m.; Tuesday, 1:30-3 :30
p.m. Wednesday, 3-5 p.m. and

SOON TAMPA

DOCTORS DISCOVER NEW PILL FOR TREATMENT OF ACHE

This report deals wit h a new fo rm of Sul fur. Sulfur is probably the
sa fes t medicine known to man. M. Hannon found pa rticles of
t heionized or acti vated · su lfur taken by mouth are so ti ne and
t iny they can be absorbed rapidly from the intestine. Dr. Hannon
feels thcionizcd sulfu r's effectiveness occurs because it reacts
more rapid ly to in fl uence all organs including lungs, circulation,
kidneys and ·a bove all the skin. This reacti on takes place because
theionized sulfur not on ly is rapidly concentrated in t he blood but
this high blood sulfide level is carried to the skin to produce h igh
concentrations at the site where t he acne begins. This is the rea..
s on the ionized su lfu r is so effective in pustuar acne of the teenager. Dr. L. D. Bulkley con-firmed Dr. Hannon's find ings. He
t reated sixty-.n i~e acne patients witt, t he ionized s ulfur analogue.
He found t hemnized su lfur analogue effective for acne when used
alone or combined with other measures. The drug was most ef ..
fective fo r teenage acne whether pustular er cystic.
AVAI LABLE without a prescription ••• AKHE-KAPS only ~l.69

AVAILABLE AT BETTER DRUG COUNTERS

FULL TIME?
PART TIME?
WE CAN PLACE
YOU
ANYTIME!

Thursday, 5-7 p.m.
Highsmith added that any
students wanting to see him
at other times than his office
hours may reach him at ext.
2331 and make arrangements.
The student advocate posiyon is on . a trial basis for
Quarter 1. If the Center receives enough feedback from
the students the position will
then be made permanent.

W 'omen find rising
salaries in 70-71
Beginning s a I a r i e s for
women college g r a d u a t e s
went up as much as nine per
cent in a few categories and
increas~d over 3 per cent in a
number of others in 1970-71,
although starting salaries for
male graduates remained
much the same.
Information furnished by
the College Placement Coun•
cil's (CPC) salary survey indicated that increases in
starting salaries came to a
near standstill last year for
male graduates and that college recruiting a ct i Vi t y
dropped significantly in the
last two years.
A separate study of women,
however, shO\ved that as sex
discrimination d e c r e a s e d
starting salaries increased to
become more equal to starting salaries of men.
The CFC reports that "dis-

AAA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
For The Lowest Fee in Florida

1 WEEK'S SALARY - TERMS
112 Jackson St., 229-6194
4659 W. Kennedy, 877-8255

Master Charge or BankAmericard Accepted

Your Raleigh Dealer
introduces
"Equal-rights racers."

no great break between work
and play.'·'
Instead of · desks the British
infant classes are composed
of various display of educational material. Children .can
work on something that interests them virtually as long as
they like, Shannon said.
Not only are there no desks
but the halls and outdoors are
just as much. as part of the
scliool as the classroom with
students not being restricted
to one place.
'
UNLIKE THE U.S. where
school children usually m11ke
one field trip a year, Shannon
said the British infant schools
are · taken . to many •different
places in town and the country, "To see knowledge is not
something that exists only in
the classrooms," said Shannon.
Students work. at their own
rate and are encouraged to
explore anything that interests
them. There are no textbooks
but books in "profusion" for
students to research their interests.
One of the things stressed
most in the infant schools is
for students to express themselves, to say what is on their
minds and to express it in art
and writing.
THE ENCOURAGEMENT
of students to express themselves and their exposure t<i a
wide variety of things pays
off.
Shannon played a tape of a
teacher reading some of the
students' poems. In ·the . back-

The famous Raleigh Grand Prix racing bicycle
now comes in a women's model in addition to
the men's. The Grand Prix is a direct descendant of Raleigh competition cycles: Features
such as fully lugged racing frame tubing, ·
center-pull brakes, wide-flange hubs, Huret
Luxe 10-speed gear show you just how close.
This could be the start of a new contest in the
battle otthe sexes: The man (or woman) to see
is your nearby Raleigh dealer.
··

RAlElt#H

Nothing better can be said
of a bicycle.

n~~

crimination against women in
most areas of employment is
decreasing and is being challenged vigorously where · it
still exists. The more that
committed and able women
enter business and the professions, the more likely the barriers are to tumble down.' '
The top salaries for women
graduates were engineer, $885,
account.er-auditor $812, EDP
programmer-systerms analyst
$746, and mathematicianstatistician $706. The lowest
paid category was secretaryreceptionist $465, a drop, of 3
per cent
last year.

from

ground the noisy and enthusiastic chatterings of students at work" in school could
be heard. The tea,ctier rea.'<l .
some very imaginative poems,

/

·Dr. Robett Shannon

Vice-president for Student
Affairs Joe Howell has named
two ne1v committees to study
student programs and student
organizations. He is also in
the process of forming a study
committee on the Health Center.
Both the student program
and s t u d e n t organizations
committees are chaired by
Linda Erickson, Assistant to
the Vice-president for· Student
Affairs. She has named the
members of the committee
and is waiting to receive their
response before the first
meetings are held.
Howell encouraged students
to give their opinions on student ·programs and organizations to the committees.

He said the committee will
consider different ways to
fund the Health Center. The
Health Center funds are now
paid from a portion of the Student Activity fees which all
students pay; including those
who do not use the medical
facilities.

Double Knits

12.99
Values to $25.00

NEVER BEFORE

3 • 99

SHIRTS

from

SIZES
26-Js

.,,
~~
~

. . ..

4 N. 30th Stre.et,

On 10th St. Across from Busch Gardens

[

I I IX

.

·

2.99
FANTASTIC VALUE

e

SHAKEY'S
UNCH-OF-LUNCH

USF receives
HEW grant
for teachers

all the pizza,
chicken and salad
you can eat for

$1.39.

Howell said the He~th CenBy NANCY-COX
ter study committee which he
Oracle staff writer
is forming will sturly the 1 difference in the services reUSF is one of five schools
quired by residents, . apart- nation-wide to receive Department dwellers and commuters • ment of Health Education and
and determine what medical Welfare (HEW) grants for a
new experimental P e a c e
Corps Component program of
the Teacher Corps In-Service
Training.
Both of these programs are
administered through the College of Education by V. Miller
Newton III with the inherent
goals of supporting institution·a1 change in education.

· Fol'. those students who are
With USF-Jn its second year
involved, Manrique said there
is little real cohesion. Aside of this project, it is receiving
from the problem of unity, HEW funds for $71,398, in adthere is the problem of police dition to the $79,202 Peace
and military presence. A po- Corps grant.
liceman on every corner is
After completion of one
the reality for Colombian stu- . year of teaching experience in
dents. "You can feel the fear the Hillsborough County area,
when you talk to people," the 17 participating students
Manrique said.
will concentrate on their masBoth Beeman and Manrique ters degrees in education
agreed that $0mething is while ·teaching •with the Peace
going to happen there soon. Corps in Ghana.
Manrique . said, how e v er,
A USF lecturer, Samuel
"Change must come from the
Kensey,
is serving as assis-bottom.''
tant Teacher Corps In-Service
Anyone interested in attend- Training directot with Dr.
ing this group discussion Erwin J ohanningrr\eier, assisshould call The Rev. Ray De- tant professor of education as
Hainaut at the University director of the Peace Corps
Chapel Fellowship.
Component. .

SHAKEY'S PIZZA PARLOR

8114 N. Fla. Ave.

KARMANN GHIA Coupe, 1432. Automatic stick shift,
air conditioned, radio, radial tires, Willow Green,
balance of factory warranty .... , ...•.. , ..... ..•.•

'71

·'71
'71

.VOLKSWAGEN 3113.Fostbock. Automatic trans.,air
cond., radio., heater, balance of factory warranty.
Stock # 1S87 •• • •••. •••••• ••••..•••••••• •• , ......

~~eL-~~~:E:u~,°y!t~~:

~~~~~ ~~~-;~~~~-~~~ -~ ••• • •.

VOLKSWAGEN 3613 Squareback. Automatic
transmission, radio , heater and balance of factory
warranty. Stock # l 507 • ••••••••••• , . ... .... ....

·VOLKSWAGEN 1131 Sedan, 4-Speed transmission,
radio, heater, factory air conditioning, balance of
factory warranty. Stock # 1421

• Skinny Ribs
• Bikinis

• Hot Pants
• Dresses

MAR? JAKES

$AVl
$AVE-$AVE~
$329z,.
$

VOLKSWAGEN 23109 Pop Top Kamper,fully equipped
and a one owner,·bcilance of factory warranty •••.•

70
'70
'70
'66
I

-BELL JEANS
LARGEST SELECTION

sponsi ble for the school's
quality so there could be "no
passing the buck.''
Shannon recently spo,ke ~to
the House Education Cop-hnit,
tee of the state legislature ,an_d
is optimistic about , t ·hJ!
chances of an open-school sy .
tern being adopted in the•Vi.wed States.
. ., _
He was encouraged tha.. ,xi~ 4!.'"-'
legislators knew of the sySfeJn
and the questions to as ,
"They're ahead of most og•
the system,'' he said.
·•
THOUGH THE O P EN
school system is being used i~
various private schools in the
U.S. ar.d Shannon is working
on implementing wherever it
is wanted, he warned the
biggest danger to the systeni
was trying to adopt it on a
grand scale without being pre~
pared for it.
"The best way to start th.~
system is on a small scale,','
he said, but added that eventually he would like to see it
adopted in all systems of edu;
cation · from kindergarten tQ
college.
"

services the university should
offer.

FOR ALL GUYS & GALS TERRIFIC SAVINGS
1-00% Polyester

could tra ce the inspirations
for the poems· to the various
activities the students had experienced such as a visit to a
planetarium or listening to
guest speakers.
·SHANNON SAID interest in
mathematics is greatly increased in the open schools.
Math is not numbers in a textbook but a way to build a toy
{Jr to measure the hall or
make graphs, Shannon said.
" The role of \he teacher in
the open school system is that
of a catalyst and stage manager," Shannon said. "Teachers must contrive the interest
to apply to the students and
use a great deal of imagination.''
He contrasted the stage
manager role of the openschool teacher who encourages the children to pursue their
interest to the star performer
role of the '.American teacher
who talks while the children
are idle.
SHANNON ALSO agreed
with the British practice of
making the headmaster re-

Howe/ I appoints
new committees

Latin Americans
.s et discussion
Persons -who want to discuss
Latin American problems will
have a chance to do so again
this year.
With the focus upon problems in .those countries as its
main objective, the Latin
American Study Group seeks
to inform students on what is
really going on.
At the · first meeting last
Thursday ·the group worked
out plans for possible programs. Among those planned
are research studies and a variety of speakers. They will
alS() attempt to persuade the
Library -to obtain more materials from Latin America.
. Emphasis will be placed
upon· individual countries, soliciting the views of natives
whenever possible. Studies
show there is a significant
number of these students on
·campus.
At Thursday's me e ti n g,
Richard Beeman and Jaime
Manrique related current conditions in Colombia from their
stay there last summer; Manrique is from Bogota.
They said students in Colombia seemed to be more
radical, but after graduating
from college many from the
upper classes return to the
life style of their parents.

such as a five-year-old 's writing on lightning, "when lightning strikes in the dark and
no one is in sight.''
In most cases the teacher

VOLKSWAGEN 2211 7-pass. V~ Bus . . Blue Finish, .

23 91

~1

·
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THE ORACLE-U. of South Flodda! Oct, 6, 1,971

Runners face Georgia Tech

Apartment l~ague •· formed :.
t,,)·

USF's cross country- run•
ners defeated Manatee and
Miami-Dade South Junior Colleges in two dual meets Satur.day; but Coach Hertz' distance men · are preparing for
the · collision with strong Ga.
Tech. this Saturday at 11 a.m.
on USF's course . .
Coswell De Pie z a, The
Brahman's number 1 runner,
said "We have a physically
stronger team than last yeai;-,
but mentally we're a little
worried."
"It may he an advantage
having Ga. Tech. on our own
course," DePieza said.

••

IM football
with ' 68

l

-i . Inh·amural football, with 5 :30 p.m . with occasional eve• .. Stud~ tlj liVing in any apari .
ment cq?-1plex · fo th~; c_gp~g~:
s_us.ti,,tea ms entered as Silly ning games , under the lights.
Today is the e ntry ·deadline commumty _mi!Y .now; par1 jc1~
i 11~!19-, Silver Tongue? Devils,
pate in the University's ) ntra-' ·:
j ~ ;!J.l1tl!:.N.U., and W o n d_er for men's intramural volleyI W."i,irthogs, cipened its season ball. The . volleyball officials mtiral (ocitbal~ and volleyball
1 tfiis week. .
clinic is also being held to- _p rogram. ·
•
t Dr. Nelson Butler, Coordina- night at 7.
The Recreational Sports Of_.· ·
• tor of recreational sports, said · The entry deadline for wom- fice ttasJormed an Intramural·,
' there are 68 tea ms entered, as ·e n's intramural basketball and Apartment League . for those,""•
: opposed to 62 last year.
tennis is Friday, Oct. 8. Bas- students .wishing to form or •·
: Games are held Monday ketball begins Oct. 18 while join a ,teaqi repr_esenting a _..
p,irtic_ular apartment complex_.
through Thursday at 4:15 and tennis opens Oct. 11.

I

0

_._

.

'

.

·"-We're ·appealing to a group·
of studeiits,.who ·haven't normally had ·" i cbanhell open ·to
thegi,',' /_ sai~- Nelscm··',Butler,
reciteation sports: coordi]Jator.

ORDO

·co·

~

·l·I

-~~te/ ·:~d~ed ·· that h~s of,
: ·e ··.·o·· e ·P·,·e
. . . ,,.
. d•c r·
" SW
' . ,..· .·• ' . ,. _-··:•z··.....,
·. •· . • •
flee ,ias receive a ew team .
r•:,.. •
.entries from various apart- · tlie Braliman's top ninner, e~bits·bis winning form.
· ·ment complexes. Deadline for . . . . . , . . . . - - - - - - - - ' - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - entering team has been exte!]ded to Friday.

JEWEL

a

._· ·: : Karate · lessons offered

Desoto-Fontana . halls, the
.
~
.
.
private student . residence .
KARATE CLUB - The USF Karate Chib holds the folcompl,:xes,_ w~o . i~ _the past lowing-· classes: .beginners . - Tuesday; 5:30-7 p.m. in the
partic1~-•~Jed VIgorim.sly, ]1ave .. danc~ studio, and Thursday,_6-7:30 p:m_. in the wrestling .room;
no_t ~n~ered · as · many teams intermediate and advanced - Monday/ Wednesday and Friday
tins tYe~ .
.
.. .
at 5-6.p.m. and Saturday, 10-12 a.rii. in the dance room.'
'
. . ....
.. '
.
.
.
. Nei~o~t' bla~es the decline
}:he K~r?te .Cl~b !s a 11).~mon the fact . that Desoto and -1;>.e r:ot the All Amenca ,Karate .
Fonllina ·are ngt cotnpletely · . F~de:ration and is affiliate~
.
,
filled as in ·other years.
with .the _Japan Karate Assoc!•
·
;
·
ati9~ • · .
·
. P r o s p e c t i v e 'members
should contact .Dr. Frederick
· Zerla, ext: ·2194, or Doris Tellt·e,l't: 2154.
. .
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;,_. USF-UNIVERSITY PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS

'

-canoes ,: .

' ,}'~(-:Sas

NOW - A FUll SUPPLY OF RE AllY HARD TO GET BLUES RECORDS, SOME'
OF WHICHARE "NOT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE ELSE IN THE-STATE'{(MIKE' .
HORONA}
·
·; •· . --=·, ·: '
ALSO
.
A FULL LINE Of OAKTRONSPEAKfRS 6"x9 Si, 8" 23 11 15" & CO-.Ax.°WEBUILDCABJ~ .
{

~. ~ : ~ -.,,,,... ·~

:··-, :Jlivetf~~nt·

'

,·

'

WE GOT DA BLUES"

11
·

• • •

.

11

J

. . ,.

. , SAILING CLUB - The Winjjammers, l:JSF's Sailing Club,
wilt qold..a··t:eg,foa wit)l the-,B01versity'of Florida Satiirday and .
. .
.
,
. . · /_ .
Sririaay,<:Qct: 940.. ,. ,
,, '.:\ ''I'll sailiiig• e,¢~rience is l}eeded to ' belong to the .cluli,"
sa id tina ruce; theWindjam_m er's "commodore-.'? . · '
.\ •
't
· ·. ·The Sailing_,crub .m~ts. every Wednesday at 6 .p.m. m UC
252.'-foose. interested· in joining . should contact Dr. H; Mellish;
eiCm°, ot Tiha:Ric~, ext. 6280. . · , · •
· .
•

.

cheeseburger that goes c1;unch!
Crunch a couple with your
favorite soft drink and you've
bought a very delicious, very
nutritious meal.
For a good deal less than a
dollar.
And nmv that your mind is
open, there are over 400 TACO
BELL Restaurants to serve you.
How can you miss?

Of course it's a taco.
But some people still have to
be convinced.
At TACO BELL, weusetop
ingredients like mild Wisconsin
cheddar cheese, pure Kansas City
beef, golden Iowa corn and crisp
California lettuce .
Andole!
,
The great American taco.
Or, if it pleases you, the

•

,q f · .: ,'fJ~~ es. _:.X,(i)ijfi;§ ¥e: ,U~,f$GC ~embers' -

8-TRACK.TAPES
RYSTL JIEADP.HONES ,
· OAKTRON SPEAXERS .·:
·sPEAKER ENCLOSURES

11
1

.[The Cheeseburger that goes Crunch!]

:

-RECORDS·

-

PRESENTING
THE GREAT AMERICAN
TACO:

·_·\ SPORTS'.', cARS .·CLlJB . ~ .The ' U:~F .· S~rts C~i:- Club ·
(USF.SCC}js -~nsoring "~e Raunche Rallye· Mk•. Il" on Sun"day·.,o ct:" 10. ' ·
" .: :"· .. . ..

•

.

NETS, TOO.

-.PfY~

. .,,,,,_ ,,,,, ,,,,,

~ ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;:;:;;;:;:;;;:~;:;;;:;:;;;:;:;;;:;:;;;:;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~-;;. ' ·"' Fo~: preregistt~tibn o; ."additional information, ~ttend the
USFScc·· rneetuigs Wednesday~ 'ii.t 2 p.m . .in-UC 202 or contact
' ,
rallyinaste'rs Srott Peters, 93!t7~,-0F: Larry Jepnings, 949-1738.

•

,, ~I · _.
_,:·.~~

be ~!!ld'-in· :t)ie, Fine ~
Hwnan.ities
We-re ,T~~-PiVI~OR!OA ·,,'iia": par~ _gJ!)t. AI)Y:_O!Je,or 3!1,Y.k~ o~'.ca:t'rl).ay ehter. · i, ~· ; ·
i'
.
,·,.
•
;;Ttopliies and''dasn,J \Iaques will'- be•awarded, to the driver
;_ CilO.SOe .·• :HO_~;E• ~ 4S.-"6~9_
z,. : ·-:iina.~avigator-p,ttJle~top ten cars. : ·.
··
.

'

,

"

_.. Practices are held Tuescla:y and Wednesday· at 5 p.m. ·on

'' Us.. 1S425 flOR,l!?A ~ ye. , :

••

-

SOON TAMPA
2200 S. Dale Mabry

'·:the~spccer ti_eld al_!d_- Tliu~day . at 8 p.m. under the 'lights.
~ -Pro~pective players should, contact Eric Stametz, .971:9573

·uPPllES · :•
3·vISi! __·_ AR..·1· s
..
·

,

Other Brahman times were
Bob Brost, 21:12, Mike Ogle,
21 :35, Bruce Wilkinson, 22 :06,
and Ken Chlirney, 23:53.

WEIR

.
Team Captain Eric Stametz:said that games scheduled in- ·
dude, Univ. of Fla., Univ. of- Miami, Univ. of Ga., Miami of
Ohio;. and North Carolina State. . · · ·
. .
.
·
· · ' Lionel Young, ·a former {JSF. student ,a~1f currently an ele- .
F~~A~EJ.R:
mentary school -teacher, otgahized th~ club last year and will ·
SELECTION: .. coacnthis-year's tearn;.stametz said. . .
•
: ''We !lave about 22 guys out for p~actic~,' -he added::

Framing /

•• ·

STUPP
TO

Cocoa Beach/Wint1ir Park

• ·• ·•
•
·:
OVER '150:

Custom

'

"They had three good runners last year and they've
added three more; " he contin•
ued. DePieza and Mike Godey
finished 1-2 against Dade
South and Manatee with times
of 20 :18.4 and 20 :33 respectively.

,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,

11,lslS I

IHTA.~PASHOPAT GORDON'S

'
The
cross country team
stands undefeated with a 3-0
record.

RUGBY CLUB - USF's Rugby Club has begun,_prqctii::e for
.
, ,.
· ' . . its seco~_d season ·or play.

. ·

•392; BRIHON"PLAZA SHOPPING OTR.
• IIORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER .
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE T.ERRA-CE

Coach Hertz said Ga. Tech
is the "toughest team we '11
face this year. Last year they
took the top three places
against us."

'i -'. ... ,_•., ;

.:cJBIE FEbEEIANB

. . . ,_

:' C1n9es a:'n_ci;.9!Jl:er equlpmerit·: .
m:;rjr be·cl,i~ked"out· ah!l. 'usetl; :
af th~ '.· R\veqro,nt- ~ci:eiltio_n .· ·
Area:
}'u~sd!il'-;. itn~ .Th~7
day ·•affernoon~ -',from _
3: tp,.·5 ,
p.m~-~!Jd• WJ!e~eJJds, !Satur,day ·. .
from-HO_. ';i.:qi. to 6y p.i;n. _,amf · ·
Sunday from 1 to ,6. P,.m. , . . ·
_ 't!i.e 'Riverfront Ar~a.. is lo-,
ca.tell on F1etcber Averiue af ·
,Hillsli>~ough Ri¥er; east ·
of U8F's°' caJPpus:

on

the

.• · cJEIE FEbEEIANB
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OCTOBER 15,1971, 8:30
CURTIS HIXON HALL

• ..

~ling ilttt & lutsrnrteb iGub\t1\:.·

~

,~ . J . ~ ~

STUDENTS $2.50, $3.00,$3.50 at UC desk

Grand Opening . . ~ Friday, Oct. 8th :At 6902 N 40th St: .i
10:00 A.M. - 1 :00 A.fl\.

Beer, Wine & Food
Featuring Outside ~ -~ • 11 Baldwin & te·ps"
f

i .·

On The

Ri'ver . t '
·

·' · ·
• . ,~

'

Show tim~ -~
9 P.M.

I

SUPPORT YOUR UC •THEY MAKE· IT POSSIBLE TO BRING YOU SUCH ENTERTAINMENT

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, ·Oct .6, 1971

GREG ~cElroy:
,Times' article gave}m:e 'W,:011g .self-image-'
~

EDITOR'S NOTE: An article headed, "Irish Brahman
booter dislikes U.S. life style"
appeared in the Tampa Times
on Tuesday, Sept. ' 28. Greg
· McElroy, captain of USF's
soccer team and subject of
the interview, believed that he
w a s significantly misrepresented in a manner detrimental to his character by
Times' Sports Writer Richard
Mudry's article. McElroy also .
objected to comments _he ,said

·THE FILM FORUM,·
Presents
THE WEIR FALCON
SAGA
THE MACHINE OF

,.

~

-::; • ••

-·

•

I

-

,

•

TR£ ANIMALS OF
EDEN AND AFTER

experimental films by

STAN BRAKHAGE -

THURS., OCT. 7
8:00 P.M. LAN 103

$1.00

'

'

OBJECTED

Me,EI@y_~s s11ying -..~-olitical: . _"~boa~tidg" ibout ,bo,w 'good
McELROY
em~
ly ,' ydtir• countcy is disgusting ·. -US.F's :soccer te,ani co'.uid b~ ·if phatically: . "McE\ven tried
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"IT MADE me out to be a
radical .. .. I'm not that at all
- I'm not even that interested in politics," he said.
He .re-affirmed· the article's
first statement, which contained his belief that th.e only .
hope for .the future is if the
present generation retafos its
ideals arid doesn't let them
change when th ey grow up.
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"McEwen tried to stereotype the whole of Ireland ·
as being in a political
mess. He doesn't even
have his facts right.
There is no trouble in
Southern Ireland; it's all
i.n Belfast ancl Lonclon-·
derry in Northern Ir~
land. Dublin really ·is 'socially serene.' "
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NOW??_WHY "OT!!
OPEN7DAYS .
GOOD FOOD!!
Goo,-PRICEI!

THE~_ VETER~ )~OO'r_E~ .. .

corrected another statement,
which he _sajd was. piis~uo'i~ ,
. "They said I had a hard
time being, a,ccepted by my
fellow teammates during my
first two years. What I actually said was that I had ·a' hard , .
time being accept~cJ°1Jy 'opposing' teammates. They use
•more brute force here."
He , singled out . another
statement, which ·quoted hiin .
as saying he'd been 'spit upori
by Americans· I've · · played
against.'·
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ELACX Aff GUS
3825. ~. Dale Mabry

2304 E. BUSCH BLVD.

$299

12-0z. Boneless N. Y. Strip ..•••.
DINNER INCLUDES:

. Steaming bcked potato or french fries; fresh, crisp fessed salad with
Bicek Angus dressing, CF cole·slow, or apple sauce; delicious hot garlic
french breo d.

OPEN FROM 11 A.M.

MENU FROM
., Fish* Shrimp* Chicken Dinner ~...•...• ; From ·

$1.79

* U.S.D.A. CHOICE LUNCHEON STEAK ser~e~ with
Crisp Garlic Brei:id, Creainy ·Cole Slaw·& Delicious ·
Home Fried Potatoes Served 11 A.M.-3 ~;M . .... ,
(Except Sunday)

*

"ACi'pALLY, WHAT I said
was that Latin Americans are
difficult ;to play against because . they sometimes spit
and ankle tap, which can
cause you to trip. They have a ,
different style of play.''
·
He said another statement
made him seem like he was

B'arhound Lounge
Biggest Drinks in Town ••••••••••••••••••
Also Draft Beer

•

'JJ
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THE.MOST UNIQUE
. :, p.jzzA,'PARLOR
... ,

. . -

.You have to
see it to
believe it.
---~-~-~-----------". Get -Acq~ainted ·offer.·

r·I -----------,
I ,SATURDAY
I

I
I
I

·I

;

3/4-LB. SIRLOIN STEAK ---·-····....:_ $1.69
·

with Choice of Potato

SUNDAY

Morrison's famous ROAST TURKEY
with Cranberry Sauce, D~essing and Grai,y _

69c

MQNDAY

CHUCK WAGON STEAK ~-_;,:__,._
....--- -

65¢

TUESDAY

CORNED BEEF & CABBAGE - · · - - ' - - - 89¢"

WEl)NESDAY

& STEAMED ONIONS • • • • • • • . • • . •

79c

THURSDAY

CUTLET PARMESAN -···-·----•,--·'-··-·-:-·

89¢

BROILED LIVER

.

Pizza.
907 EAST 129th AVt ·.

I

·'-

U. S. PRIME ROAST BEEF' _ _ _ _ _;._

89¢

Carved to order
GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP · - - · - - - - - 99¢
' LARGE FISH ALMONDIN_E

---------=--· 79¢

..

.

. I

STEAK

·

CllP(qUPON

at

EXP. 1_0.13-71

HAMBURGER
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,~~ .·. · .COMING!
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1. Sirloin Strip ·...•.•.. ~-! .· ~ • • • •
2. Rib-eye ••••••••••._••• .•-•.-• ••
3. T-Bone ... ·............. ·... 2.
·4. 8-oz. Chopped Sirloin •..••••• 1.3~:~
~
5. Bonanza Burger Deluxe •••••.• 79c l~
6. 6-oz. Bonele~s Sirl~in Butt •••• 1.69 ~
. 7. Fried Chicken ••••••••• -••••• 1.~f
8. Fried Shrimp Platter . • • • • • • • 1.5?
9. Fish Platter ••••••••••••••• 1.59' ~~

99 i

•

1:/ f~~~
g ,._ . OCT.9th ·:
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I
I
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I PLUS THESE GREAT EVERYDAY VALUES: I

I
I
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Off on Any large

Minutes From Campus

SAUTE'ED FISH ALMONDINE • .- •••••••• 79c
,..
~·
.
' .

'

or

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

FRIDAY

'

.

..
_c_·. Off on Any Small
25 Pizza

beyonµ.corn_pa~ison-!

THIS WEEK'S LUNCH AND SUPPER .FEATURES:

.

-.,...IN..TOWN,-~--

.

moRersonJs
CAFETERIA .....
30th -at fTetcher -

+:lt-~.
, : ~•

the game · into · quarters, · , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....................,.
breaking the flow of the
game,, and sometimes sending
five or· six substitutes into the
game " aJ , .once. In Europe
there is iJslially only one man
on the bench. America's substitution rule sometimes causes the be,tter team fo lQSe the
game." •

FLETCHER AND 22nd

11:00 A.M.

,; x;i
·-~'~1fl

STANLEY J,
TEL. 935- 1946
and MARY A. FIJAL
11 A.M. TO 11 :30 P.M. EVERY DAY

WHERE??? RITE·HERE!!:

SPECIAL
LUNCHEON

FOU NTAI
ROO

..

'
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!

j ~

.\
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u

CHILD'S PLATE - - - - - - - ~ ' - · - - · - - 49¢.
(12 or under,accompanied by parent)

..

\ /

920 E:FOWLER AVE., TAMPA

ona1d·s
L1~ -

TAKE OUT -

l O CENTS EXTRA

10009 N. FLORIDA AVE., TAMPA
Come as you are! No Tipping

· Telephone 932-3401

~;, -~

•
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World Wide Campus
'Rap -, 4--'l½hl- -i Up'
Ultimatum given robbers
., .'.'.G_o.to college and get four-year degrees, or
gp~)5J5rison for four years," was the ultimaftlm given to two 20-year old Miamians convicted of robbing three women by gunpoint.
~'.: J'l1e, robbers were also ordered to attend
ehyr;ch regularly, not to drink alcoholic· beverag.ei;; for four years, and not to associate with
anyone .\\'ho . carries a gun or uses drugs. The
youths must write "I will not violate the law
a~aiH'•" 10,000 times and deliver the list of
i:irtlffeses to Criminal Court Judge Alfonso
Se)?e•,vithin 30 days.
''~!;'y101ation of a single provision of his sent~nce by either youth will cause him to go to
prison; Sepe said.

:;.~;;;Student editor arrested

• Found guilty of advertising out-of-state
'abortion referral services, Jeff Bigelow, stut ent editor of the Virginia Weekly, University
'Pf Virginia, was fined $500, with $350 suspend'f d if the advertisement does not appear furJ-her -in the Weekly. The C,!se has been apr.:aled to the Virginia Supreme Court. ACLU
f'-tty. John Lowe is representing Bigelow.

lege students to register ,to. vote in the town in
which they attend college instead of their
hometown. Students who do s~ automatically
lose coverage under their parents' policies.
Students who have not established a new
residency by registering to vote in their college town are .still covered uqder their parents'
policies.
Insurance Commissioner Tom O'Malley is
working on plans to restore family .coverage,
said Assistant Commissioner Tom Brown.
O'Malley plans to announce a course of_action
·
within the next few weeks.
Bob Smith, director of education for the
Florida Association of Insurance agents said
the change is alre,ady in effect. To be properly
insured at present, parents would have to purchase insurance in tfie student's name.

1i

!

18-year-old voJe causes insurance vo
College students between 18 and 20 have
ost coverage under their parents' family
JJousehold and automobile insurance policies
't_':inc~.- t.hey gained the right to establish resirntr_for voting purposes.
, ~ '.e problem arises· from Atty. Gen. Robert
~nt"'.~'s decision to allow 18;20 year old col-

Groundbreaking held
Officiar groundbreaking ceremonies launching construciion of the University of North Florida (UNF) Jacksonville, were held at the campus site recently.
Gov. Reubin Askew, introduced by Regent
J . J. Daniel of Jacksonville, delivered the major address. Welcoming remarks were made
by UNF Pres. Thomas G. Carpente~.
Participating in groundbreaking for the
new upper division state university were Commissioner of Education Floyd Christian, Board
of Regents Chairman D. Burke Kibler, III, and
Chancellor Robert Mautz.
The university is scheduled ,to admit its
first class of approximately 1,754 students in
September, i972.
·

•

a,r
Tampa's
under
study
The Forum
to determine · toxic content
LIKE THE SAILOR

These are not just random thoughts
that have crept into my head.
I am like the old sailor
whole eyes are filled with lead.
I am like ihe old ga·inblet
who turned and softly sa-id,
"A thing without roots is nonliving.
A man without conscience is dead."

By MIKE KILGORE

Benjamin Waksman
Sept. 1970
INVAIJD
Nothing .but an invalid
Could writ~ these words to you.
One helpless in a lonesome world
Who sees the morning dew.
Bound to break the bureau wall,
The knots do hold .his hands.
Crippled like the chosen few,
He hates to wear the brand.
His name in numbers will suffice
For secrets yet unknown,
Crawling through the chamber halls
He 's lost his royal throne.
The faces tell him not to cry,
His tears see through the mask
Of unstrung people rolling where
The uniting string won't grasp.
DAVID B. P'RKINS
DINOSAUR
You stand .hunched.,
massive head r aised
above the ~cornful
furry animals
that scurry about
your feet.

· An informational off-campus dents, the most recent and
~ using booklet has been made ,most extended example of
-available to interested ' USF which has been the Mar-Jo
mttc!ents.
case, Sechen said.
Listing . housing facilities,
Assisted by students Don
osts, and terms for many Fernandez, Leonard Connors,
. earby apartments and rent• ·and Steve Stumacher, the of,iils, the pamphlet was com- fice has been working 1ull¥Jile~ this summer iby Secre, time 011 more than ·a dozen
Jary"· of Residency Affairs disputes.
:ftobert Sechen and Student
"In some cases complaints
J;k,vernment (SG) legislator have been that tenants are
[Rotiilfig~s_mith.
being charged for damages
f ",IN A WAY, the pamphlet they say they did not do, in
is a supplement to the work others, tenants and landlords ·
fhis office (Residency Affairs) · find misunderstandings about
~as been doing for the past notice-to-vacate dates, but
two quarters. We have been perhaps the most common
! ettling landlord-tenant -ais- : complaints deal with · improp•
putes and have been trying-to ., er facilities, many of which
provide legal a~vice for stu- were advertised in bro- ·

-, -_-

chures;'' Sechen said.
"THE MOST important advice we can give, is for student tenants to get all terms
from their landlords in writing. Don't rely on spoken
promises, because forgetfullness is only human. Don't neglect inventories _and report
any room damage immediately to your landlord," Sechen
said.
The above advice is carried
through in the off-campus
housing pamphlet, copies of
which may be obtained at the
University Center desk or SG
offfce, . University Center 219,
Sechen's office of Residency
Aff11-irs.

You move
with ponderous slowness,
tiny brain
registers
.
only what it sees
an d aged instinct
guides your eyes.

vey quotes studies from other
areas which conclude · that
Tampa's air quality is in a ". . . adverse health effects
state of flux according to were noted when the annual
A. J . Shaw, member of the . . . level of particulate matHillsborough County Pollution ter exceeded 80 ug-m3."
·Control Department.
Shaw · was quick to add that
Shaw authored a study pub- r,o adverse health effects in
lished by the Commission on the Tampa area had been re1969 measurements of . area ported at this time.
pollutants. A 1970 study will · Tampa;s amount of sulfur
be published soon, Shaw said. dioxide was worse than o'ne
half of other cities where it
OF THE FOUR major pol- was measured. H i g h e s t
lutants measured, constituting amounts were found on Davis
86· per cent of 'I'.ampa's air Island where levels with pospollution, three were higher in
sible adverse effects were
1969 than in 1968.
being apptoximatJd.
Amounts of carbon monoxA previous study in 1966
ide, suspended . particulates, showed that 73 'per cent of suland sulfur dioxide were mea- fur dioxide was caused by
sured higher than their 1968 Electric Utilities.
rates while the nitrogen dioxNITROGEN DIOXIDE levide ihel showed slight im- els began to show slight improvement. The amount of hy- provement from the levels of
drogen carbons, 14 per cent of previous years. Shaw's study
total pollution, was not mea- concludes that the average nisured in this study.
trogen dioxide concentration
Carbon monoxide is the fell within the "health effect"
during
1968"most abundant p9llutant in range
Hillsborough County," said 69. Nitrogen dioxide is beShaw. The survey showed that lieved to cause acute bronchithe average annual concentra- tis among infants and school
tion for 1969 increased nearly children. The study shows
that this pollutant is wide45 per cent from 1968.
Special To The Oracle

,

Claws rip.
Fangs tear.
Your threatened
survival
is paramount.
You haven't noticed, .
but the furry
things .
are growing.
Not necessarily
in size.
ROD BROOKER

IN 1968 the maximum
24-hour average carbon monoxide reading was 10 parts
per million. A harmful dosage
of carbon -dioxide is usually
considered to be eight or
more hours of exposure to
carbon monoxi<le at a concent ration of 10-15 parts per million.
Since almost 100 per cent of
all carbon monoxide stems
from transportation, the increase in population from
1968-69 and the consequent increase in autos accounted for
the major part of the increase
in the pollutan t.
Suspended particulates were
measured at 80 micrograms
per cubic meter (ug-m3) in
downtown Tampa. Approximately 60 ug-m3 was exceeded in the greater Tampa area
during the same year.
THE MEASUREMENT sur-

spread and not confined to the
Tampa area. Fifty-four per
cent of the cities with a population of 50,000 to 500,000
showed dangerous levels .
Currently, th e Pollution
Control Commission releases
a Pollution Index to radio and _
television stations based primarily on the amount of suspended particulates in the air.
Plans are being considered to
compile a camparison of the
amount of each pollutant to
its potential toxic level. The
resulting ratios could then be
studied as a whole.
FLORIDA HAS adopted the
Federal Air Quality Standards. The state will cut down
on pollution in gradual stages
with the ultimate goal of
clean air in 1975.
"We feel that the implementation plan will bring on clearer air by 1975 and that's what
we're working toward," Shaw
said.
The state is currently developing an implementation plan
to eliminate pollution. Public
hearings on the plan will be
held Dec. 7 in Tampa. The
exact location has not yet
been determined.

SELL YOUR
BOOKS!
With An Oracle
Classified Ad
*

BookSt.Ore ~d Camplls Shop
.

Regular Price
-,

--"··

-

.,

).:.

.

-:}:

-
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·off·USF Glassware

Beer Mugs,
Coffee Mugs,
Party Mugs,
.Pilsners,

USF C~s~ion with rain poncho folded in on
a side pouch. Great for all sports events.
On Sale Now for only $3.99. Regular
$5.95

All-sizes, colors and styles
With Platinum Rim

}.'

,Brandy Snifters,
Highball Glass,
Sherbet Glass,

15%off on USF Jewelry
Several styles .of school
charms; key chains, tie
tacks, lighters.
'

.

Re.cord Sale

so~ off regular price
Hurry! Supply is lifflited.
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ther information contact Fay Greene, secre•
tary, Geology, CHE 308.

Karate workouts scheduled
USF Karate workout classes are being held
in the Dancing Room of the Gym. Beginners
meet Tuesday, 5:30 to 7 p.m. and Thursday, 6
to 7 :30 p.m. Those students in the intermediate
group meet Mondays and Wednesdays, 5 to 6
p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to noon.

Bicycle Club sponsors tour

Music preferences requested
Mrs. Mary Sullivan, assistant librarian of ·
Educational Resources, requests that students·
interested in all forms of music advise her of
which recreational records to order for the library. She may be contacted at the Instructional Materials Center, Ext. 2341.

Testing rooms confirmed
Testing rooms have been confirmed for the
administering of tests on Saturdays from 7
a.m. to 5 p.m. They are: Graduate School Foreign Language Test, Oct. 9, Business (BUS)
110; American College Test,- Oct. 16, BusinessTeaching Auditorium, (BSA), 101 and .103, and
BUS 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, Hl, 112, 113, 114,
115, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 2F, 213, 214, 215.
The Graduate Record Examination, Oct. 23, ·
1971; the College Entrance Examination
Board, Admission Test Graduate Study - Busi- ·
ness, Nov. 6; the College Entrance Examination Board, Dec. 4; and the Graduate Record
Examination, American College Test, Dec. 11,
will be given in the same rooms as the American College Test.
The Clinical Laboratory Personnel Examination, Nov. 20, will be administered in Sociology (SOC) , 110, 131, 132, 156, 258, and 286.
The Graduate Record Examination, American College Test is scheduled for Dec. 11, 1971
in soc 110, 127, 128, 131, 132, 145, 146, 148, 149,
150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 159 and 160.

Women's Club sponsors tea
Mrs. Cecil Mackey, wjfe of the USF president, entertained old and new members of the
University Women's Club at a membership tea
last Monday. All non-student women employed
by the University and wives of University personnel were eligible for membership.
Mrs. Jeff Dav1s, president of the Women's
Club assisted' Mrs. Mackey in greeting the
guests. The Soc~11 Committee, co-chaired by
Mrs. John Twigg ·and Mrs. Thomas Wilson assisted with refreshments.
During the tea, thos<: interested in participating during the·coming year: had the opportunity to pay dues·and to sign up for service projects and interest group activities. Collection
boxes for -"flea market" donations were also
available for anyone wishing to contribute
items to this year 's event.

Radio c:lass~s begip1
Classes in Amateur Radio Code and Theory
will be taught Tuesdays and Thursdays in Social Science 387.
-Tuesday classes are from 12:15 to 1 p.m.
and 1 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. Thursday classes begin
at 6:30 p.m.
For further information contact Glen Jenkins, 232-3691, for Tuesday's schedule, and
Frank Moore, 988-3056, for Thursday's schedule.
Both classes offer instruction to prepare for
the novice, technician, general and advanced
FCC amateur exams.

Faculty-Staff lunc:heo·ns resumed
The Faculty-Staff Luncheons will resurhe on
Thursday, Oct. 7, noon to 1 p.m. at Univ~rsity
Center 248. Representative Terrell Sessums of
Tampa , chairman of the • House Education
Committee, will be guest speaker. He has been
asked to speak on the topic "The Challenge to
Education in Florida."
The cost of the luncheon ·is $1.60. For reservations call Sherry Scarboro, 974-2100, Ext.
2~0, not later than 24 hours prior to th~ luncheon. Reservations not cancelled must be paid
for.

Photo Club meets
The USF Photo Club will meet today at 2
p.m. in the University Center. There will be an
election of some officers. Members should attend.

The US,F Geology Club· meets tod'ay at- 2
p.m. in the -Chemistry (CHE) 207 at 2 p.m.
The purpose of the meeting is to elect ne\v
officers. New members are welcome. For fur-

Organic: club to meet
The Sunshine Organic Garden Club will
meet Oct. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the Episcopal University Center. Parking is available on 49th
Street.

Deadlines announced
Deadlines from the office of Records and
Registration are: Dec. 7, 1971, Graduation Application; due Oct. 8; Drop without penalty,
Oct. 29; last day of classes, Dec. 3; and withdrawal witl}out penalty, Nov. 12.

(i)ueen contest announced
The 1971 Gator, Bowl Queen's contest will be
'held Friday, Nov. 26. All entries must be received no later than 5 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 3.
The 1971 Gator Bowl Queen will receive a
$500 scholarship, a: wardrobe and a formal
gown. Princesses will receive a $250 scholarship and a formal gown.
Applications may be picked up at ThJ Oracle office Language-Literature Building 469.

Keller -

geology

Walter D. Keller, Professor Emeritus of Geology at the University of Missouri and visiting
professor of geology at USF, received distinguished membership in the Clay Minerals Society (International) at its annual meeting in
August.
Keller also received an award as an "Outstanding Educator of America" for 1971.

Philosophy club to meet

'Money where your mouth'
Volunteers are needed to continue the East
and West offices of JEFATUL (J~suit Free
Employment Agency of Tampa Urban League)
as well as the many social works of the Jesuit
Social Apostolate.
These works include ballet and modern

Geclogy Club me~ts today

,.

The USF Bicycle club is sponsoring a five
hour round trip tour to Brandon via Lake Thonotosassa. All interested cyclists should meet
in front of the USF Administration building
Sunday, Oct. 10 at 7 a.m. The tour includes
breakfast.
•
For further information contact Ray V.
Poore, Ext. 2930 or Craig Starn·s , 876-0605.

dance in the ghetto, art classes, typing classes,
clothing for the Whitts' clothing center, athletic programs at Robles and Central Park Village, sewing classes, arts and crafts, lather
crafts, and transportation.
JEFATUL challenges "young people who
love to sing and sway or shout and shove . . .''
to put their energy into projects in the innercity of Tampa. The Rev. Austin Park, director
of JEFATUL, noted other areas in need of volunteers. "Many young black and white boys
desperately need a big brother," he said, " and
especially now many children will need tutoring as they leave their ghetto dwellings to be
bused to equal-opportunity education."
Vofunteers should call J EFATUL 229-8117
Monday-Friday, 8 :30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

There wrn be an organizational meeting of
the Philosophy Club on Oct. 11 at 2 p.m. in
Language Literature 115. All interested studens are invited to attend. Election of officers
and representatives to departmental meetings
will be held.

Ho well-to -feed USF members

Open your mind to

Scientists to evaluate

applicallts for Fellowship;
WASHINGTON D.C. - The
National Research Council
has been called upon again to
advise the National Science
Foundation (NSF) in the selection of candidates for the
Foundation's p r o g r a in of
Graduate Fellowships.
Panels of outstanding scientists appointed by the Research Council will evaluate
applications of candidates.
Final selection will be made
by the· Foundation, with
awards to be announced on
March 15, 1972.

will be judged solely on the
basis of ability. The annual
stipend for Graduate · Fellow
will be $3,600 for a 12 month
tenure ·with no-dependency allowances..
·

-~ ">·,, ' . ..

THE NSF Graduate Fellowship Program is , being restructured for the 1972-73 academic year. Applicants· must
be beginning graduate students by the fall of 1972, or
must not have completed
more than one calendar year
of full-time or part-time grad•
uate study by the fall of 1972.
Subject to the availability of
funds, new fellowships awarded in the spring of 1972 wilJ be
for periods of three years, the ·
second and third years contin-'
gent on certification to the
Foundation by the fellowship
institution of the student's satisfactory progress to~vard an
advanced degree in the sbences.
These fellowships will b~
awarded for study cir work
leading to master's or doctoral degrees in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering, and ' social
sciences, and in the history
and philosophy of science,
.

AWARDS WILL . not. be
made in clinical, educational,
or business fields, in history
or social work, or for work
leading to medical, dental,
1 aw o r j o i n t PH.D.professional degrees.
All applicants must be citizens of the United States and

-·

i)_.,J ...,.l•

THE DEADLINE dat~1 for
the submission of applie'a't1o1i§
for NSF Graduate Fellowships
" rtry~c, 1:
Applicants will be required is Nov. 29, 1971.
• ·" rm·to take the Graduate Record
Further information ant ;m•
•
•
l 1J ~ t'I
Examinations designed to test plication material may 11n:,q:µ,.
scientific a p t i t u d e and tained from the ' Fellow,fil.)jji
achievement. The examina- Office, National Re,~~~tcfi
tion, administered by the Ed- Council, 2101 Constitutiori )\}({?:
ucational Testing Service, will nue, N.W., Washington,.·1.t ;~
.. be given on Dec. 11, 1971, at 20418.

'

.

designated centers thtort~bout
the United States and ''hi
'cJr'.-'
: IT" tfH:' '
tain foreign countries . . ·; _,, -.:

With a
London Shag·; ·~/
Or a
;~i;-~.
No-Set Perm~•,,e
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Carres a~d Associate~·
New York Experts ,
Hairstyles for
Men & Women4237 Bay-to-Bay

Phones 837-3489,-837•3480
Open -- Mon.-Sat.
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The Florida Board of Regents is developingw,
new personnel policies in consultation with''
. the Coundl of University Presidents.
~
. I.

;

Students from d i f f e r e n t dent Assistants (RA).
groups on campus will be hav- · HOWELL SAID the purpose
ing dinner at Vice-President of the dinners is "to keep
for Student Affairs Joe How- - abreast of what is going on, to
~•s '. house every. few weeks give students· an input to talk
this qua_rter. :
. about__the__ma_ they ~we·_sent."
·
The ·· fir!rt dinner was held
He said the dinners will
probably be held every two
weeks this quarter and may
continue throughout the year.
DA'S FINEST DRIVE-INS
'Howell said the students are
picked by his student assis·sTARlJ TONIGHT
·tants from different groups on
THRU TUESDAY
campus and the number is
kept "small, enough to talk,
a bout 16."
VISITORS...
HE SAID MOST of the
groups will not be student
ORiNVAdERS
leaders. and '\yill include nonorganizations, such as comfROM THE fUTURE?
muters. Howell said that any
ONLYbAbY
student ·who wishes to attend
one of the dinners should contact. Gary Jones or J anet
Hogue ..
The comments of students
who attended last week's dinner were favorable.
YET!
-~ Mike Troy, RA from Iota,
said he was very impressed
by the dinn~r and thought
Howell sincere about trying to
find out student problems.
DEBBIE SMITH, ·Gamma
RA, t hought "it was a great
Flrst Planet.then se·neath.now. •• . • - - ~ • • - -,
."idea, a;·good ,war of telling the
9 =15 :
way you felt about different
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co,lier ·serves·
studei1t needs
By l\llCHAEL HARPER
Oracle Slaff Writer

problems."
Robert Sechen, secretary of
Resident Affairs; said the dinners showed the administra-

tion's genuine concern for student views and found Howell
receptive to student suggestions.

Flying club
_sets meeting

WHAT:CHANC£lS TH-ERE·- •

~

Ca-rPenter ~speakS -- ---£i:"o:~~~i:~•!~:'.;"
to Yiomeh's caucus

From migrant worker to been wept upon, stepped
federal judge, 300 women met upon, crept upon and· slept
to work, plan, and learn from · upon, and we still Hnd someone another how to make thing in men to love." She
themselves effective on the said that women must work
political scene, and to heed hard to achieve more reprekeynote speaker Liz Carpen- se nt at i o n, particularly at
ter's warning "not to be timi- party conventions next year.
dly transfixed as political
Women attending the nonspectators."
partisan convention included
The First Florida Women's Judge Elizabeth At henasakas,
Political Caucus listened as a member of the President's
Mrs. Carpenter, Lady Bird commission to study
the
Johnson's former press secre- status of women, Roxie
Bolta;y and an official of July's ton, vice president of the NaNational Women's Political tional O r g a n i z a t i o n of
Caucus in Washington, D.C., Women, Eulalia Valdez,
repurged women not only to reg- resentative of migrant workister and vote, but to file and
ers, and Rep. Gwen Cherry.
run.
An elected 21-member poli"One of the great myths of cy council will meet Nov. 6
all time is that being political- and 7 in Orlando to plan rely active d e f e m i n i z e s a gional caucuses. Adele Weaver, immediate past president
woman," she said.
of the National Association of
FLORIDA WOMltN, who Women Lawyers, is council
compose 57 per cent of F lori- chairman, and Hillsborough
da's population, were remind- County representatives are
ed by Mrs. Carpenter that Dorothy Harmon and Amy
"through the centuries we've Sparks.

A new • outlook is being
placed on the activities at Student Affairs. Mainly because
of its new1 Assistant to . the
vice-president for Student Af.
fairs·, Troy Collier.
Collier will be devoted to:
the handling of student griev- ~
ances, serving the needs of
minority students, coordinating the Flor~da A. & M.-USF
Exchange Program, serving
as _the University administrative officer; and as staff liaison for the Financial Aids office.
ONE AREA, Collier feels he
would like-to help students in,
'
Every Jost to ol ond procedure we use on y our VW was
is student grievances. "This is
eilher d esrg ned or authorized for the cor !;)y the ·engineers
one area that I am placing
who built it.
great emphasis on," he said.
Every lost.nut hos to b e focto ry-opproved.
" Finding my way around
Including the nut who does the fixing.
the campus, and getting to
1-je's o graduate of o VW service. school.
And he knows everything there is to know about o VW.
know the students on camUnless w e make on improvement.
pus have caused somewhat of
Th
en he goes right bock to school to learn obout thot.
a problem for me," Collier
Whet oll this nutty d evotion ·ro stondordizol ion odds up to,
said, "as time progresses,
of course, i sservice that's very efficient ond very sure-fing ered.
these problems would diminSo wnile ot first i t seems_a little insane, on second thought
ish."
anything else would be crazy.
Troy Collier received a B.S.
degree in Sociology in 1964
from Utah State. In 1971, he
6202 E. Hillsborough
received his M.A. degree in
Ph, 621-2411
Liberal· Arts from Southern
Op1n1 Wtd. Till 9:00 P.M.
No._Appointments Necessary
Methodist University, with a
FREE Customer Pick-up and .Delivery
concentration in black studies.

It takes a special kind of nut
to fix a Volkswagen.

CANADY MOTORS
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COHSULTAliON?
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-will be taking off at 1 p.m: on
Sunday, Oct. 10 from · the St.
Petersburg Campus in the
Student Lounge Conference
Room.
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It could be a -lot · hetter especially
· throug~ strpng campus orgar,izatiqn$ with
- state and .national s_u pport. ·
··

Flying lessons are offered
for $13.50 an hour or planes
for the loners are rented at

•

•

LEARN ABOUT.T·HE NATIONAL.
SOCIETY OF-PROFESSORS.
.
.

$8.
Depending on USF response
the club may move to the
USF Campus. ·

,·.

Tuesday, October 26, 1971, 7:3l) P.M.
Brown Bottle af Schlitz, Organization~I
Meeting.
For more information, call:'

Amy Sparks at 974-2170
or H.C. Merriam at 974-2101

STARTS MON., OC·T. 11
THRU THUR., OCT. 14
LAN 103 $1.00·
FILM ART SERIES
FILM CLASSI
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'
Kitchen
Free
~
!
, ood to hungry students
g

\

.
tinue to operate. Stanley said
the ,girls will serve meat, "if
they can get.it."
·· - , • ·
The "Kitchen" welcomes
not. only i}ungry" students, but
also donations . of food . or

•
'
1!
THE "STUDENT helping they began to buy food .
Tqe a 1 r e a d y financially
Father Kevin Stanley, head
trou_bled "Free Kitchen" student" service, operated
opened its nearly . empty cup- this quarter by. f:rancis Sutton of the center, said the "Kitchof
boaoos to the fifth consecutive and Lynn Mattox, started op- ·en" operated- independently
f h
•
:1,
e
t
o
funct10n
a
not
was
and
of
handicap
a
with
_
eration
stuUSF
qua~er of hun.,ary
· h d h"
·
personis
a
it
but
church,
$35.
den~ again last week.
al approval. ·
.
~
h 'Ki
Operating out of the EpiscoT~e "Kitchen" gave an
opening meal of black beans pal Student Center, they im- · STANLEY SAID t e ' tchan~ white rice to a crowd of _mediately liad to part ivith $15 en" ·.would'" need aid, either in
the -form of food or m(;mey, in
"'
bot~ new and old faces, with for the year 's county health -order. to continue its operaent11ees of salt, pepper and permit, then had to purchase ti·on.
bf
d
1
' ·
b "d
The " K1·tchen" p·rov1"des a
pa_per P ates an cups e ore
,' ·
r~
necessary function at USF
::.
both as a source . of food to
::::;:;::-~
those students who would
\
otherwise not be able to eat,
~
and also a s "a good social
~
function ."
"It provides for good interaction designed for students, but no controls ," he
sajd. Last quarter it was esti•
mated that 200 meals per
week were served.
OF THE <ID students fed
each night, Stanley estimated
that 10 " had to eat there", 20
worked in some capacity in
' the ·operation, and " probably
10 were just freeloaders."
The "organic food kick" of
last quarter, which consisted
mostly of vegetables, is not
being followed s_o far this
_year. Now the girls are doing
their)iest to get any nourishing
t:
food·. they can for the lowest
possible price, so it can conil:.--.. : ~

money ,from any source to aid
in continuation •of the service.
The "Free. Kitchen" invites
s.tudents, without the " bread"
h
t0 b
.· uy t .eir " daily ,bread" to
eat, when meals a re served at
·
5 . p.m. Monday through
Friday at the .Episcopal Center.

r,; _, wedding

rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
,t ~ ' ring and on the tag, you are assured of tif!e quality- ,
§ ,-~nd lasting satisfacti!)_rr. T_he engagement diamond
cut. Your
11 , 1s perfect, of superb color, and precise
~ j &1° Keepsake Jeweler Ms a selection of many lovely1::· style~. He's in the yellow pages under "Je·weler~...
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J·HOW TO Pl:.AN YOUR ENGAGEMENT· AND WEDDING

"P lanning Y~ur E<igagement· and Wedding" p!u, I
I Send· new .20 pg.a ndbooklet,
f -71 I
~4 pg. Bride', Book giit offer all iof o nly 25¢.

Jfun t olor folder

counseling p·rogrQm
To assisf students· in academic matters, USF has established a new program
called Academic Advising.
The main purpose .of · the
program is to help black students in academic, or personal problems, and all University s_tudents who are undecided
about their college major.
A counselling center, with a
· profession.al staff to assist students· it) choosing a major is
also planned.
Evening programs, with
speakers and consulta\)ts in
different areas will be talking
to students about success and
motiva,tion, relevant to, "How
.to Succeed in College."
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bard.
Her office_ is in Faculty-·
Administration Offices 119.
This is the first time a
black has been designated
head of this type program at ·
USF.
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· FILM CLASSICS LEAGUE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

.

Presents the World's Finest Films
In an Unparalleled Series During 197~•72
.

.

October

13 Fellini Satyricon·(7 & 9 P.M.) ·••••••• ~-•••••••••• • (Ital)

October

20 Oh! What a lovelf War {7.& .9.P.M,).,-. •••••••••••• (Br)

October

27 Closely Watched Trains (7 & 9 P.M.)· •••••••••••••• (Cz)

_January

12 Passion·of Anna (7 & 9 P.M.) •••••••••••••••••• • (Sw)

January

26 Teorema (8 P.M.) ••••• ~ ••••.••••••••••••• •• .. • (Ital)

February

9 The Hour of the l='urnr1ces (8 P.M:) •..• . ....•..•••. (Arg)

March

1 My Night at Mauds (8 -P.M.) ••••••••••••• ~ ·••••••• (Fr)

April

19 Weekend ••••••••••••••••••.••• -~. ! . . . . . . . . . . . . (Fr)

May

3 CrllI)' Quilt (8 P.M.} ••.••••••••••• ~ ••••• .• •••••• (Am)
Memberships by
Subscription

Lan-Lit Auditorium' - lAN 103
Public $7.00
Faculty & Staff $6.00
Students $5.00 .
STARTS MON., OCT. 11
THRU THUR. ; OCT. 14
LAN 103 $1.00
FILM ART SERIES
'FILM CLASS CS ,

PURCHASE TICKETS AT UNIVERSITY CENTER DESK
OR _CONTACT DR. GOULD Ext. 2454, I.Alt;259
l
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HAVE A DATE WITH
the WORLD?
l

HUB•

JOSEPHINE

BARD, of Academic Advising,
who will head the program,
said, "There has been a great
response. An estimate of 15 to
· 18 students a day have been
corning by my office for assistance.''
·The responsibilities of the
Coordinator of Academic Advising will be to provide students with information about
USF, to acquaint students
with resources available to
him at USF, to assist students
in making use of the resources and services that are
available. at USF, and. to provide training and information
for University staff members
who will be advising.
"I will maintain an open
door policy during the ac 4demic year. Students, feel
free to come by and state academic assistance and personal
problems,'' said Mrs. Hub-

.. A . late-night . study-. and .. coffee lounge open every night
from 10_p.m. to 2 a.m. in the
Andros Center began opera•
tions last Sunday.
the lounge is in the study
room, TV room and snack
bar of the Andros Center. ft
is only for USF student use
and students must present an
I.D. to get in. There are student· attendants in · each area
of the lounge.
. VICE-PRESIDENT for Stu.
de11t Affairs, Dr. Joe Howell,
.said the lounge was opened so
students can have a place to
study, watch TV, or relax
late at night.
He also said there would be
members of the faculty at the
lounge several nights a week
to "rap" ,vith . students to
bring a greater understanding
between students and faculty
members. Faculty members
are not responsible for re.porting what students tell
·
them·.
Howell said any faculty
!Jlember interested in communicating with students ;it
the lounge should contact the
Student J\ffairs Office.

The Greater Tampa United Literature, H en r y Robert- said. "This means that pledg· The Oracle Advertising
Fund has set a minimum of son; Library, Judy Sanborn; ers can ask to have their
Medical Schools, John Melen- donation deducted directly
Department now offers .
$15,000 to be raised by the facdi; Natural Science, Donald from their paycheck."
free space for people anulty and students of USF, in Rose; Physical Plant, George
nouncing misplaced ob"Raising this money helps
the 1971 United Fund Drive. Chavez; Social Science, Herjects they 've found, Bill
bert Kimmel; Student Affairs, to serve three purposes:
Kopf, the Oracle Adver"This is the time of year James Grubb; Student Body, human needs served by the
tising manager said last
when faculty, students, maids, . Harlan Helming; and Univer- agencies, the University with
week.
janitors and everyone can s i t y Administration, Joe its community responsibiliIn the past people had
advertising
to pa y for
work together in an important Fornes. Over 120 faculty and ties; and the contributer's self
' th·e students,
both lost and found ar·t icause," said Dr. Russell Coo- staff, plus all
will be working on the proj- respect. Also, students who
cles.
per, chairman of the campus ect, which will last through now have the vote can show
"People finding dogs,
drive.
October.
their support of the communicats, and colthes had to
pay for announcing it ·in
This is one of the best ways
ty.
Harlan Helming, in charge ·
The campus has been dividour paper," Kopf safd,
ed into 13 sections according of the Student Body division, to show the community that
"Now · lliey can do it
to colleges, each with. a cap- wili be working with a com- • they're ready for the vote,"
gratis. "
and a number of · co- mittee of stu_detits · 'to . make Cooper continued.
tain;
•
Students finding _lost· :
cap- sure ~tudents will i/e able to
and
areas
The
captains.
articles · can simply conAny · person interested in
the ·activities.
tact The Oracle to tise· · . tains are: Business Ad minis- . . participate in
l)elping_. or donating money,
EducaDeyo;
William
tration,
this · free public service.
"This year for the first . should contact the division
tion, Phillip Pfost"; Engineering, Norman ·Smith; Fine time, we can use the payroll : c_a:ptain or Cooper in AdminisArts, Van Phillips ; Language• . deduction method,' '. .C_oqper ~ation 226.

USF establishes · new

Study lounge
open in ·Andros
for nightowls

~

United Fund kicks off.

i

~

rr7.: · When you.know ifs for keeps
a(I , your special mo men ls t~gether will
f!i ;:Happily;
·· be symbolized forever by you r engagement and

Finders may
use free ads

Try. Try hard.
The only thing we can think of
is wbat we make. The Swingline
"Tot 50" Stapler. 98¢ in 1950.

,

·
98¢in1971.
And it still comes with 1000free

a

staples and handy carrying
pouch. It staples, tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
guaranteed. It's one of the
world's smallest staplers.
And it's the world's biggest
seller. Could ~e that's why it
hasn't gone up in price in
21 years.
If you"re interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only $1.98. s·o1h Tot and·
Cub Staplers are available at
Stationery, Varie!y and College
E!ookstores. ·

The Swingline "Tot 50'' ·
98¢ in 1950. 98¢ in 1971.

.,_ •. meet it in
100% polyester
double:_knit . :. .
without a wrinkle.

If you can name something else
that hasn't gone up in price
since 1950, let us know. We'll
send you a free Tot Stapler with
.1000staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 25¢ to cover postage
and handling.
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